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FOREWORD 
The present study was undertaken by the Convair Division of General Dynamics under 
NASA contract NAS9-14095 and this report covers work undertaken from 15 June 1974· 
through 15 June 1975. The contract monitor was Mr. Barney Roberts of the NASA 
Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas and the author,wishes to acknowledg~ his very 
valuable assistance, direction and contributions 1x> the successful completion of this 
study. The OA82 test data used in this program was generated in the NASA Langley 
Research Center CFHT hypersonic tunnel under the capable direction of Mr. Tom 
Blackstock to whom we wish to express our appreciation for his interest in and 
thorough efforts toward obtaining precise data required in this study. 
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CR. 
C 
m 
CN 
body axis rolling moment coefficient = (rolling moment)/q Srefb 
body axis pitching moment coefficient = (pitching moment)/q srefc 
body axis normal force coefficient = (normal force)/q Sref 
C 
n 
Cp 
body axis yaw moment coefficient = (yawing moment)/q Srefb 
pressure coefficient = (P - PCIC)/q 
thrust coefficient = T/q Sref Ct 
C body axis side force coefficient:: (side force)/q Sref y 
d diameter (ft) 
h kinetic energy parameter (ft2/ sec2) 
K force or moment amplification factor 
longitudinal reference length (ft) 
body length (ft) 
ill mass flow (Ibm/sec) 
M Mach number 
n number of jets in cluster 
P pressure (lbf/ft2) 
q dynamiC pressure (lbf/ft2) 
R gas constant (ft2/sec2- O R) 
r radius (ft) 
He Reynolds number 
wing reference area (ft2) 
time (sec) 
xv 
J 
,. 
, 
~ 
I ) 
l' 
symbol 
T 
T 
V 
x 
Subscripts 
NOMENCLATURE (cont'd) 
thrust (lb) 
temperature C R) 
velocity (ft/sec) 
radial distance (ft) 
angle of attack (de g) 
Definition 
angle of yaw (deg); also J M2 - 1 
nozzle angle (de g) 
angular orientation in jet (deg) 
density (Ibm/ft3) 
ratio of specific heat 
momentum parameter (Ibf) = 'YP M2 A 
amb ambient conditions 
c rocket chamber condition 
i initial condition or conditions at point i 
jet exit conditions j 
I. 
MAC 
M 
local condition or rolling moment 
mean aerodynamic chord 
any force or moment coefficient 
m pitching moment 
n yawing moment 
N normal force 
o total conditions 
y 
p 
00 
side force 
peak 
free stream condition 
interaction increment due to plume interaction 
xvi 
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r. , 
NOMENCLATURE (cont'd) 
Symbol Definition 
Subscripts (cont'd) 
impingement increment due to plume impingement 
cross coupling increment due to combined jets interacting 
thrust 
total 
Superscripts 
* 
thrust terms 
sum of all terms 
mean value or averaged value 
throat condition 
.j 
I 
I 
l 
i 
" : 
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This report, is the final technical report and documents the work performed through 
15 June 1975 under NASA Contract NAS9-14095. 
The space shuttle orbiter has forward mounted amI< rear mounted Reaction Control 
Systems (RCS) which are used for orbital maneuvering and also provide control during 
entry and abort maneuvers in the atmosphere. RCS control effectiveness is critical 
to orbiter flight perfm.'mance and safety. The effects of interaction between the RCS 
jets and the flow over the vehicle in the atmosphere is the subject of this study. This 
report presents the analysis of test data obtained in the NASA Langley Research Center 
31 inch continuous flow hypersonic tunnel at a nominal Mach number of 10.3. The data 
was obtained with a 0.01 scale force model with aft mounted RCS nozzles mOWlted on 
the sting .off of the. force model balance. The plume simulations were accomplished 
primarily using air in a cold gas simulation through scaled nozzles, however, var:tous 
cold gas mixtures of Helium and Argon were also tested to obtain (RT) ratio effects. 
The effect of number of nozzles was tested as were limited tests of combined controls. 
The data shows that RCS nozzle exit momentum ratio is the primary correlating para-
meter for effects where the plume impinges on an adjacent surface and mass flow 
ratio is the parameter where the plume interaction is primarily with the external strea
m. 
An analytic model of aft mounted RCS units was developed I in which the total reaction 
conJ:rol moments are the F,lum of thrust, impingement~ interaction, and cross-coupling 
terms. 
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The space shuttle orbiter has two reaction controls systems (RCS), as show;:. in 
Figure 1-1, which are used for orbital maneuvering. The rear RCS provides control 
during entry until the aerodynamic surfaces have sufficient effectiveness to assume 
full control of the vehicle as shown in Figure 1-2. Both the front and rear RCS units 
are also u.sed during abort maneuvers to separate the orbiter from the tank, to pitch 
it to entry attitude,and to control it until aerodynamic control is established. Thus 
RCS control effectiveness is critical to the space shuttle orbiter flight performance 
and safety. 
The study performed in reference 1 and wind tunnel data on the present baseline 
orbiter have shown that the control effectiveness of the RCS system is apprec·iably 
changed by the presence of air flow over and aramd the vehicle. These RCS - flow 
interactions have acted in directions such that the net RCS system effectiveness is 
much lower than the thrust moments alone and it is critical to flight safety and per-
formance to know what the induced ROS - flow interaction momCints are caused by 
and to develop methods to predict them. These are the basic purposes of this study 
conducted under NASA contract NAS9-14095. This report is the final report of this 
contract and documents the data analysis and analytic model development for RCR 
---r-·-·· . 
flow interference prediction. The data used for these analyses came principally from 
the space shuttle orbiter test designated OA82 which was documented in the interim 
technical report (reference 2) of this contract. These data were obtained from tests 
conducted by Rockwell International personnel within NASA test facilities, primarily 
the NASA-LRO 31 inch continuous flow hypersonic tunnel (CFHT) at a nominal Mach 
number of 10.3. The data was obtained primarily with a 0.010 scale force model with 
the ROS nozzles mounted on the sting of the force model balance. The plume simula-
tions were accomplished primarily using air in a cold gas simulation through scaled 
nozzles, however, various cold gas mixtures of Helium and Argon were also tested to 
obtain (RT) ratio effects. The effect of number of nozzles was tested as were limited 
tests of combined controls. 
The thermal analysis task was also documented in the interim report (reference 2) 
and will not be presented in this report. 
This X'eport will concentrate primarily on the data analyses and analytic model develop-
ment and contains 5 parts: 
a) Test Data Summary 
b) Data Analysis 
c) Analytic Model Development 
d) 
e) 
Representative Full Scale Results 
study Conclusions 
The data presented in this report is data for the aft ROS unit only. No test data has 
been obtained on forward ROS unit effectiveness at the time of preparation of this 
report. 
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Figure 1-1. Reaction Control Systems on Space Shuttle Orbiter 
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Figure 1-2. Aft ReS Operation During Entry 
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2 
TEST SUMMARY 
2.1 REAR MOUNTED RCS DATA BASE 
Data from all rear mounted RCS tests was provided to Convair by NASA-JSC for com-
pilation and analysis under this contract. This rear mounted RCS data base represent
s 
10 tests as summarized in table t. The PRR configuration data was obtained by 
General Dynamics/Convair in the test program reported in reference 1 and all of the 
remaining test data has been obtained in tests conducted by Rockwell International as 
part of the space shuttle orbiter development and the data for each test has been or wil
l 
be reported in the DATAMAN reporting system for the shuttle. The OA82 test data 
documented in reference 2 is the principal source of data used in this study. 
2.2 TEST MODEL AND RCS NOZZLES 
Figure 2-1 presents the 139B orbiter configuration used in these tests. The model 
was a 0.010 scale model constructed from aluminum. The model was attached to a 
force balance mounted on a sting up through the base of the model as shown in Figure 
2-2. The plenum chamber and nozzle block assembly was also mounted on the sting 
close to the base of the model but not attached to it. Thus the force balance measured
 
model forces and moments and the loads induced by RCS operation but not the RCS 
jet moments. Grounding strips were mounted in the gap between the plenum and the 
model to insure that the model did not ground on the nozzles during the tests. 
A number of different nozzles were used throughout the tests and tables 2 to 4 present
 
the nozzle code numbers and a brief summary of the nozzle characteristics. All 
nozzles were tested using cold gas supplies located external to the tunnel and piped in 
through a pressure regulation system which was used to control the pressure in the 
plenum chamber manually during a tunnel data run. The pressure in the plenum cham
ber 
was measured by a pressure tap in the chamber connected to a pressure transducer 
mounted externally to the tunnel in most tests. The test gas used was air for all tests
 
except for 12 runs on test OA82 where helium and Argon mixtures were used to vary 
the gas constant (R) of the test gas. 
2.3 REFERENCE DIMENSIONS 
All data used in the analysis was reduced to common reference dimensions using the 
orbiter wing area as the reference area, the wing mean aerodynamics chord (0) as the 
longitudinal reference length, and the wing span (b) as the lateral-directional reference 
length. The model scale for all tests but OA73 was. 010 and the scale dimensions are
: 
S f = S. = O .. (J2499 Meters2 (0.269 Ft2) 
re Wlng 
1- = c = 12,,06 em (4.748 in) 
ref 
b = b = 2.3 .. 79 em (9.367 in) 
ref 
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The moment reference center used for all model data reduction is located at 65% of 
the body length aft of the nose (full scale station 1076.7) on the fuselage reference line 
(full scale waterline 400). In. 010 model scale 
XCG = 21.303 em (8.38'1 in) from nose 
Z CG = 10. 160 cm (4.0 in) from bottom reference plane 
2.4 OA82 TEST PROGRAM SUMMARY 
The aft RCS test designated OA82 was perfomed at the NASA Langley Research Center 
Cfl)ntinous Flow Hypersonic TUIUlel (CFHT) where it carried the test number CFHTl13. 
The test was performed at a nominal Mach number of 10.3 using a .01 scale model of 
139B orbiter to obtain 6 component force and moment data using a cold gas simulation 
of the RCS exhaust flow. The major tesi; variable s included: 
a) tunnel dynamic pressure (q = 75, 100, 125, 150, 200 PSIA) 
b) RCS chamber pressure (P OJ = 0 to 700 PSIA) 
c) test gas (air, He, Argon, .85 He.15A, .90 He.10A) 
d) RCS control direction (pitch down N49, pitch up N52, yaw N84) 
e) number of RCS nozzles 
I 
n 
m 
Pitch down 
Pitch up 
Yaw 
1,2,3 
1,2,3 
2,4 
All aerodynamic control surfaces were kept at zero degree deflection throughout the 
test. 
Reference 3 presents the error analysis performed on the PRR configuration data 
generated in the Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel at NASA-Langley Research Center. This 
data showed the advantages of obtaining repeat runs for the RCS off data in order to 
obtain a mean value for computing induced jet effects. A similar approach was taken 
during test OA82 where 6 repeat jet-off runs were obtained at a tunnel dynamic 
pressure (~) of 150 PSF and 4 repeat runs were obtained at '\0 of 125 PSF. These 
data were used to generate mean value jet-Off coefficients for the two dynamic pressures 
by selecting a base run and interpolating the 6 component data from all the other jet-off 
repeat rWlS to the base run angle of attack. The mean values were then computed for 
each force and moment component at each a~le of attack. 
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Heference 2 documents the error analysis based on the OA82 test data which showed 
that there were systematic errors in the pitch axis jet off data at higher angles 6f attack 
as well as the stati!'Jtical random errors in all data. This systematic error was inter-
preted as being caused by differences in upper surface pressures acting on the wing 
due to differences in the way the wing flow separates (reference 2). These data also 
show that the total error in amplification factor (Figure 2-3) is less than 20% for all 
moments except at the very lowest thrust coefficient tested and for normal force 
amplification where it is never better than 20%. 
2.5 OA82 DATA SUMMARY 
2.5.1 DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURE - The measured balance data from test OA82 
included the basic vehicle aerodynamic forces and moments plus an induced loads 
resulting either from RCS jet impingement or from changes to the vehicle flow ca.used 
by the RCS jet plumes. The RCS jets were mounted on the non-metric sting so direct 
thrust forces were not measured on the balance. Therefore, the incremental induced 
effects are computed by removing the basic vehicle characteristics from the jet-on 
data: 
where 6CM = induced 
force or moment increment 
i 
CM = measu
red force or moment coefficient with jet on 
j 
CM = measu
red force or moment coefficient with jet off 
a 
(1) 
Because the incremental values can be very small and thus sensitive to data scatter, 
th8 me an values of the jet off coefficient data were used as the best estimates of the 
data. 
6CM = CM - CM 
i j 0 
(2) 
where CM = mean v
alue of jet off force or moment coefficient 
o 
Angle of attack differences between the jet-on data am the mean jet-off data were 
accounted far by passing a 3rd degree polynominal through the jet-off mean data with 
the nearest mean value angle of attack data as the midpoint of the curve fit and the 
interpolation is made to the jet-on angle of attack. The in1erpolation of the mean 
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value jet-off curves was done because it was assumed that these mean CU..1"Ves are 
less likely to have scatter to fit the curve through and better difference curves would 
result. Difference data was generated for all six aerodynamic components but axial 
force difference data was not analyzed. 
During the data analysis the induced data increment was broken into an impingement 
component and a flow inieraction component where the interaction component was 
obtained by 
b.C = CM ~ CM - CM 
M. te t· j 0 impingement (3) m rac Ion 
where 6CM = induced force or moment resulting from RCS flow/ interaction flow field interactions 
CM = predictedforce or moment due to plume impingement impinganent 
and where the plume impingement of the model nozzles was predicted using the model to 
be discussed in Section 4. 
Nozzle thrust was computed using the calibration data on the model nozzles while the 
other nozzle flow parameters were computed using ideal nozzle equations. 
2.5.2 PITCH DOm JET INDUCED DATA- The pitch down jet data was generated 
primarily with the nozzle set designated N49 whose principal characteristics are defined 
in table 2. Tlis nozzle was mounted on the left side of the model as were all the other f, pitch nozzles used in this test except for one run of symmetric pitch down jets. The 
thrust moments thus would be nose down pitch (-) and right wing down roll(+) in the 
body axis data sign convention. The nominal values of the RCS thrust moments are tabu-
lated with the run symbols on each plot. 
Figure 2-4 presents the effect of supply pressure for nozzle N49 for freestream dynamic 
pressures of 125 PSF. These data show that the induced pitch and roll oppose the thrust 
moment and they are large compared to the control moment; therefore, the total control 
amplification factor will be low. The lowest pressure data on Figure 2-4 cluster very 
close together indicating a non-linearity in the induced effects and the data shows very 
little sensitivity or change with angle of attack. These data ar,e typical of the pitch down 
jet incremental data shown in reference 2. 
Figure 2-5 shows that symmetric firing of 1he pitch down jets results in an induced 
moment which is greater than twice the value for one side by a Significant amount 
indicating plume/plume flow interaction in the base region of the model around the 
sting mount. 
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These data i.ndicate that a better representation of the base region is needed for the 
pitch doWl HCS simulation. The roll jet data Figure 2-6, shows that the normal force 
and pitching moment effects are derived primarily from the pitch down jet, the side 
force and yawing moment are derived from the pitch up jet, and the inc'l;llced roll incre-
ment as the sum of the single jet induced effects. 
2.5.3 PITCH UP JET INDUCED DATA - The pitch-up RCS data. was generated 
primarily with the nozzle designated as N52 whose principal characteristics are defined 
in Table 3. This nozzle block was mounted on the right side of the model am contains 
a two nozzle set exhausting vertically upward past the vertical fin which is approxi-
mately 9 nozzle diameters laterally from the nozzle centerlines. Figure 2-7 presents 
typical data of the induced forces and moments resulting from RCS jets firing upward. 
The pitch axis data shows some jet interaction effects at negative ang13 of attack 
where the upper surface is completely exposed to the flow but very Uttle at higher angles 
of attack. The trends are much clearer in the lateral-directional data whieh shows 
strong interactions at negative angles decreasing as the angle of attack increases to 
approximately 10 degrees. Above this angle the induced effects become relatively in-
sensitive to angle of attack. This data could be interpreted to show that a jet interaction 
type of flow occurs as long as the free stream flow is attached to the fin and when this 
is no longer true the interaction is primru.'ily plume impingement on the fin where the 
plume shape is modified by freestream flow over the vehicle. 
The only run of symmetric pitch up data obtained in the ReS test program to this time 
is presented in Figure 2-8. No difference can be seen in the induced pitching moment 
between the single side and the symmetric RCS cases in this figure. 
2.5.4 YAW JET INDUCED DATA - The yaw jet data obtained in test OA82 was 
obtained with the nozzle set designated NS5 whose characteristics are defined in Table 
4. These nozzles were mounted on the left side of the model and exhausted perpendicular 
to the fuselage centerline in a plane parallel to the wing and approximately 13 nozzle 
diameters above it. This test concentrated on RCS pitch problems so that fewer yaw 
runs were obtained. Figure 2-9 presents yaw RCS data at t\\O supply pressures and 
these data show little flow interaction at angles of attack below 5 degrees except in yaw 
where there appears to be some amplification of the thrust moment due to jet interaction. 
At higher angles of attack, pitch up and wing down moments are induced by the yaw jet 
but the effect appears to be non-linear in that the initial thrust created a larger change in 
moments thrul that caused by increasing thrust. 
2.5.5 PITCH UP PLUS YAW .JET COlY.lBINED CONTROL- One nozzle set designated 
NS4 was tested which contained both pitch-up an:! yaw nozzles. The nozzle character-
istics are Similar to those of nozzles N52 and NS5. This nozzle set was mounted on the 
right side of the model firing upward and over the right wing. Figure 2-10 shows the effect 
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of supply pressure on induced forces and moments. At angles of attack below 10 degrees 
only the highest supply pressure shows any induced p~tching moment but it is greater 
than the comparable data for the pitch up jet alone while at angles of 8.ttack above 10 
degrees the pitching moment data looks quite close to the nearest comparable yaw jet 
case. The rolling moment at high angles appears to be due primarily to the yaw jet 
while at low angles it appears to be due to the pitch up/roll jet. Thus it appears for 
this combination of RCS controls that the pitch up/roll nozzles effects dominate at 
low angles of attack and yaw nozzle effects at high angles of attack. 
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TABLE 1 
RCS'rESTS 
Test Test Date 
I Number T;tEe Model Scale Facili!I Received Other Force + PRR .015 UPWT Tape Original PRR , Heat Trans- Data I ! fer 
OA70 FOlce 139B .015 UPWT Tape Yaw RCSData Only 
OA73 Force 139B .015 ARC 3.5 Tape 
OA85 Force + 139B .010 CFHT Tape Tabulated Press-
Limited sure Only 
Press. 
OA105 Force " " " " 
IA60 Force " " " " 
Orbiter + Tank 
OA83 Press. " " ARC 3.
5 Plots Plotted Data Only 
LA25 Force " .010 CFHT 
Tape 
OA82 Force " " CFHT 
Tape 
I 
i 
1 
OA99 Force + " .0175 Vacuum 
Report Vacuum Impinge-
i 
l 
\ Limited 
ment I l 
Press. 
j 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
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TABLE 2 
PITCH DOWN NOZZLES 
Nozzle E~ansion Exit Nlimber Aft Outboard Side Exit Test atio Diameter in Set Angle Angle Angle 
OA73 N21 1.159 .144 in 2 12
0 200 Left 50 
N22 " " " 0 0 " " 
IA60 N49 4.43 .141 2 12 20 Left 34.25 
N50 " " " " " Right " 
OA105 Same as IA 60 
LA25 N31 1.155 .0990 2 12 20 Left 5 
N34 2.851 ,,0878 " " " " 9 
N35 " " " " " Right " 
N38 " " " 30 " " " 
OA8S N49 4.43 .141 2 12 20 Left 34.25 
N50 " " " " " Right " 
, N46 6.332 .117 " " " Right " , .~ 
N47 " " " " " Left " , 
N43 7.697 .129 " " " " " 
N45 " " " 30 " " " 
N42 " " " " " Right " 
N60 " " " 12 " " " 
OA82 N49 4.43 .141 2 12 20 Left " 
~50 " " " " " Right " 
N79 " " 1 " " Left " 
N83 " " 3 " " Left " 
:1 
!I 
11 
H 
" II 
~'. U 
' . 11 .
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TABLE 3 
PITCH UP NOZZLES 
Expansion Exit Number in Aft Outboard E:dt 
Test Nozzle Ratio Dii.rp.e Set Angle Angle Side A.~gJe 
-, 
OA73 N23 1.159 .144 in 
2 0° 0° Right 5° 
IA60 N52 4.43 .141 2 0 0 Right 34.25 
OA105 Same as IA 60 
LA25 N32 1.155 .099 2 0 0 Right 5 
N36 2.851 .0878 " " " Right 9 
OA85 N52 4.43 .141 2 0 0 Right 34.25 
N48 
6.332 .117 " " " " " 
N44 7.697 .129 " " " " " 
OA82 N52 4.43 .141 2 0 0 Right 34.25 
N81 " " " " " Left " 
N82 
II 
" 
3 
" " 
Right " 
~ 
N78 " " 
1 
" " 
Right 
" 
~ 
N80 " " 2~ 12 20 Right " 
N84 " " 2+2 Yaw 0 0 " " 
2-9 
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Test 
OA70 
OA73 
IA60 
OA105 
LA25 
OA85 
OA82 
Nozzle Expansion Ratio 
N19 10.81 
N19 10.81 
N20 1.159 
N51 4.43 
Same as IA 60 
N33 1.159 
N37 2.85 
N51 4.43 
N61 7.697 
N51 4.43 
N85 " 
N84 " 
TABLE 4 
YAW NOZZLES 
Exit Number in 
Diam. Set 
.144 2 
.144 ~ 
" " 
.141 4 
.099 2 
.0878 " 
.141 4 
.129 2 
.141 4 
" 
2 
" 
2+2 Pitch 
2-10 
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Aft Outboard Exit 
Angle Angle Side Angle 
0 0 Left 5° 
0 0 Left 5 
II 
" " " 
0 0 Left 34.25 
0 0 Left 5 
" " " 
9 
0 0 Left 34.25 
" " " " 
0 0 Left 34.25 
" " " " 
" " 
Right 
" 
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Figure 2-1. 139B Orbiter Configuration 
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3. DATA ANALYSIS 
3.1 SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESULTS 
Reference 1 presents the final report analyzing the RCS data on the PRR configuration. 
That analysis showed that any nozzle parameter which was directly related to nozzle 
exit momentum ratio 
2 ~j = i'j Pj M j Aj 
tCD Y IJ) P CD M: ACD (1) 
was a good parameter with which to correlate the total induced effects of the RCS 
controls. That study could not show which of all the nozzle parameters was the best 
since only one nozzle shape was used to generate the data. In addition that data could 
not answer questions concerning the effects of number of nozzles firing in a given 
direction combining controls in other two directions, and the importance of gas 
temperature ratio as a parameter. Thus the purpose of this study was to obtain data 
on a more current orbiter base line configuratiun and to update the analytic models 
to this configuration. In addition, data on the effects of temperature ratio,numbers 
of nozzles, and combined control were to be obtained and added to the models. 
Thayer's dimensional analysis model (Ref. 1) for jet interaction problems S!10WS that 
energy ratio 
(2) 
is a parameter for these types of flow interaction although he showed little effect if the 
ratio is below 9. The applicability of cold gas simulation teclmiques to simulate RCS 
effects and the extrapolation to full scale results depends on knowledge of how strong 
a parameter the energy ratio is and helium/argon gas mixtures were tested during 
test OA82 to vary the gas constant (R) in order to answer this question. 
The data of Reference 1 were generated with two RCS nozzles being used in all control 
planes and the model was developed on a unit area ratio basis 
A =A. CD J (3) 
However, the Shuttle, control system determines the control requirements and uses 
varying numbers of'nozzles to obtain the desired control moment. Thus a major test 
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parameter on test OA82 was to vary the number of nozzles in each control plane to 
determine the addivity of numbers of nozzles. Also a limited amount of combined 
control testing was performed to determine the cross-coupling effects on RCS flow-
interaction. 
The analytic model developed in Reference 1 assumes that the total control force or 
moment of a RCS control is the linear sum of the jet force or. moment and an induced 
force or moment which is itself the sum of a term contributed by the direct impinge-
ment of the RCS plumes on adjacent surfaces am an interaction term which is the 
plume flow interacting with the external flow over the vehicle. 
CM =C +CM +CM total Mjet impingement interaction 
where 
CM· t Je 
= total control force or moment coefficient 
= RCS force or moment coefficient 
(4) 
OM" t lmpmgemen = force or moment coefficient due to plume impingement on 
adjacent surfaces 
CMinteraction = force or moment coefficient caused by plume interactions 
with the flaw over the vehicle 
The reasons for dividing the RCS induced effects into an impingement and an interaction 
component are that the vehicle geometry is such that the RCS jets exhaust toward many 
surfaces such as the wing upper surface, the body flap, the main propulsion engines, 
and verticaffin. The vacuum test data (Ref. 3) shows that there is plume impingement 
on these surfaces; but, the total induced forces and moments are larger than that 
which is predicted by plume impingement alone (Ref. 1), and this shows that there is 
a plume interaction with the flow field around the shuttle orbiter. In order to derive 
this interaction term, however, it is necessary to know or assume the impingement 
term and to subtract it from the total induced term. This was done in these analyses 
by using the analytic plume impingement model presented in Section 4 to predict the 
plume impingement for the model nozzle, test gas, and wind tunnel conditions and to 
remove it from the induced data as shown in Equation 3 of Section 2. 
The analy'sis of the data will be presented by the direction of the control ~hl'ust and ' 
analysis includes the following topics: 
3. 2 Pitch Down/Roll RCS 
3.3 Pitch Up/Roll RCS 
3.4 Yaw RCS 
3-2 
3.5 Combined Control 
3.6 Possible sting Interference 
3. 7 Time Dependent Effects 
.j 
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3.2 PITCH DOWN/ROLL RCS 
Section 2.5.:2: presents a summary of the left side, pitch down/roll jet data obtained 
during test OA82 and Figure 3-1 presents typical pitching moment increments 
obtained frOln these data. This figure shows that there appears to be little angle of 
attack effects in the data and that it may be possible to treat the incremental data as 
a function of nozzle flow parameters only. Figure 3-2 to 3-4 present comparisons of 
data averaged at all angles, of attack with the data averaged in a high angle and a low 
angle of attack range. These figures show that there is a difference in data 
particularly at the lower momentum ratios and as a result a high/low range break-
down was selected for the pitch down data correlations in which 15 degrees angle of 
attack is the crossover point between models. 
3.2.1 HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK CORRELATIONS. Having divided the data into two 
groups above and below 15 degrees angle of attack, the data correlations for the high 
angle of attack represent approximately 5 points per data run taken at 5 degree 
intervals from 15 degrees to 35 degrees angle of attack. These data were treated as 
a set containing no angle of attack effects. 
'i'hese data showed some correlation with all nozzle parameters which are directly 
related to nozzle momentum ratio (for a fixed nozzle geometry) such as jet exit 
pressure ratio in Figure 3-5. This figure shows, however, that the number of 
nozzles is a parameter which must be accounted for in some way. It was found that 
by redefining momentum ratio (Equation 1) with wing area as Am and the sum of the 
nozzle exit areas as the equivalent nozzle area Aj was the best method for accounting 
for numbers of nozzles: Thus, momentum ratio is defined as: 
(5) 
The breakdown of the total induced moments into an impingement component and an 
interaetion component still remains the best model of accounting for the differences 
between the flow in the base region of the model where the primary interactions should 
be impingement and that part of the plume which impinges on and interacts with wing 
flow. The plume impingement component of the pitch down data was generated using 
the model presented in Section 4 and the data was analyzed to determine the interaction 
term. Figure 3-6 presents the interaction pitching moment and rolling moment 
increments for the left side only pitch down jet ratioed to total jet moment. This 
data is very interesting because it shows that the interaction components are initially 
very large relative to the jet moments but becomes a smaller effect compared to the 
jet moment as jet moments increase. This is a new result compared to the PRR data 
(Ref. 1) due in part to higher jet momentum ratios achieved in these tests compared 
to the earlier results. 
3-3 
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Figure 3-7 through 3-12 present the interaction increments for the pitch down jets 
firing on the left side only and these data show that the interaction terms increase 
very rapidly at low momentum ratios but tend to reach a constant level at higher 
momentum ratios. It was decided to develop the interaction model in tenns of the 
interaction increments shown in these figures by curve fitting the data on these 
figures. The figures present average data for each run but the curve fits were 
generated as least square polynominal fits through all of the data. 
i 
The question of the need to simulate the exhaust gas energy ratio in addition to 
momentum ratio for the pitch down jets is answered by comparing Figure 3-9 with 
3-8 where, for a fixed nozzle mass flow ratio is proportional to momentum ratio times 
energy ratio. 
(6) 
In Figure 3-8 the gas mixture data from helium (R = 386) to Argon (R = 38.6) agree 
well with the air data based on momentum ratio whereas in Figure 3-9 the data form 
a line which crosses the air data correlation. Thus, cold air simulations appear to 
be adequate and momentum ratio is the parameter for pitch down RCS. 
The normal force data whose averages are shown on Figure 3-7 were fit with a 
2nd order least squares curve fit whose equation is 
!:lCN. . == - 0.0021945 - 0.811385 (il?/ipw) + 4. 51527 (il?J./il?",)2 
mteractlOn J 
(7) 
This curve has a minimum value at a momentum ratio of O. 08985 and the minimum 
value of incremental normal force is - 0.0386. 
The incremental pitching moment (Figure 3-8) due to interaction curve fit is given by 
the equation 
/:'Cm t t· = 0.004384 + 0.52205 (il?J./il? ) - 3.37717 (il?J·/il?co)2 (8) in erac lon w 
and has a maximum value of 0.024562 at a momentum ratio of 0.07729. The rolling 
moment data of Figure 3-10 curve fit is given by Equation 9 
2 
I /:'Ct. t t. = -0.0017358 - 0.1628144 (il?J./ip",) + 0.802611 (il?J-/il?w) (9) 
! . ln erac lon 
I , 
i1 
" i and this curve has a minimum value of -0.009993 at a momentum ratio of 0.1014. 
j' 
t 
H 
" t, 
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ii 
i! 
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The side force data (Figure 3-12) and yawing moment data (Figure 3-'1l) have 
different shapes than the previous curves and fourth order curve fits were made 
3-4 
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through these data to get better representations of curve shape. The incremental 
yawing moment due to interaction is given by Equation 10 while the side force data 
was fit by Equation 11. 
6Cn . t ti = 0.00034372 - O. 221604 (~J'/~ ) + 8. 022016 (~./~ )2 m erac on CD J CD 
- 79. 03936 (~/~CD)3 + 246. 3438 (qil~1J) )4 (10) 
~('I-•• t t. = 0.0067507+0.6925 ~j/4> )-17.07348 (<I>J./4> )2 ~ YIn erac Ion 00 00 
(11) 
3.2.2 LOW ANGLE OF ATTACK CORRE'LATIONS •. The low angle of attack data was 
analyzed in the same manner as the high angle data and the correlations are presented 
in Figure 3-13 to 3-17. The normal force due to interaction curve fit is given by 
Equation 12. 
6CN. t t· = 0.000406927 - 0.795865 (qiJ·/qiCD) + 4. 1104 (ipJ'/~aJ)2 (12) In erac IOn 
which has a minimum value of -0.03812 at a momentum ratio of 0.096811. The pitching 
moment due to interaction equation is 
6Cm . t. = 0.000999527 + O. 501729 (~J'/~ ) - 3. 0783998 (~./~(X»2 \(13) mterac Ion CD J 
and this curve has a maximum value of 0.02144292 at a momentum ratio of 0.08149. 
Equation 14 defines the rolling moment due to interaction as 
6C;;. . =-0.000033456-0.132110(~J'~ )2+0.5691798(~J';~ )2 
mteractlOn (II .. 
and this equation has a minimum value of -0.007699 at a momentum ratio of 0.11605. 
These maximmn or minimmn values show close agreement with the results of the high 
angle of attack curve fits as was expected from Figure 3-3 and 3-4. 
The side force and yawing moment increments due to pitch down jet RCS interaction at 
low angles of attack are given by Equations 15 and 16. 
6Cn . t' = 0.000057745 - O. 259978 (~J./qi(1J) + 9. 05189 (~J'/~CD)2 mterac Ion 
- 86. 79901 (~J'/~CD)3 + 265. 0127 (~./qi(1J) 4 (15) 
. J 
6CYinteraction = - 0.00017443 + 0.754012 (~j/~CD) -18.2713 (~l~CD)2 
+ 163. 014 (~j/~CD)3 - 481. 427 (~j/il?CD)4 (16) 
Comparing these curves with the high angle of attack models at a momentum ratio of 
0.1 shows 
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highCi b.Cn = 0.0039982, b.Cy = 0.0089138 
low Ci b.Cn = 0.0042811, tfJy = 0.0073851 
a good agreement between curve fits. 
3.3 PITCH UP/ROLL RCS 
Section 2.5.3 presents a summary of the right side pitch up/roll jet data obtained 
during test OA82 and Figure 3-18 presents the rolling moment increments obtained 
as a function of angle of attack. Above 15 degrees, the data appears much like the 
pitch down data in that angle of attack effects are small. As angle of attack decreases 
below 15 degrees angle of attack, all the data appears to follow one curve until a peak 
value is reached and the data decays along separate curves. The peak values and the 
angles of attack at which they occur appear to be functions of supply pressure or some 
other nozzle related parameters. The pitch up RCS data was broken into three parts 
for analysis based on these observations which are 
a) high angle of attack 
b) peak values 
c) below peak values 
3.3.1 lITGH ANGLE OF ATTACK CORRELATIONS. The division betv.leen the high 
angle of attack data B.nd the other regions was 0 arbitrarily chosen as 15 degrees. 
'There are approximately five data points on each tunnel run between 15 and 35 degrees 
:'1:t.l.g'le of attacJ~ which were analyzed as a set independent of angle of attack. These 
data wel'e treated in the same way as the pitch down data in which it was assumed that 
the total induced force or moment was the sum of an impingement term and an inter-
action term. A theoretically predicted impingement term was then subtracted from 
the induced terms in order to define the interaction terms for correlation with nozzle 
parameters. Figure 3-19 shows that the interaction terms are large relative to the 
thrust at low vfllues of momentum ratio (and thrust) but decline in much the same way 
as the pitch down. data of Figure 3-4 did. . 
Figure 3-20 to 3-23 present the incremental nOITl"aJ fo~~ce and pitching moment due to 
interaction correlated to mass flow ratio and momentuln. ratio n;espectively. The 
scatter in these data makes it difficult to choose a correlating parameter but the case 
is much clearer for the peak value which demonstrates wha.t Figure 3-20 hints at, 
that is that the energy ratio cannot be ignored as a parar.neter for these data and (:l.S: a 
result mass flow ratio is the better parameter. Least square polynominal curve Hts 
were made through the mass flow data and Equations 17 and 18 were obtained 
• /. ) • /. 2 b.CNinteraction = 0.008828 - 0.156367 (mj moo + 0.051909 (mj mID) (17) 
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• /. • /. 2 ~Cminteraction = -0.000421898 - 0.0168642 (mj meo) + 0.026014 (mj meo) 
(18) 
The normal force curve has a minimum value of -0.118 at a mass flow ratio of 1. 506 
while the pitching moment curve has a maximum value of 0.021443 at a mass flow ratio 
of 0.3241 which is much closer to the actual range of the data. The normal force and 
pitching moments due to interaction are not consistent with each other at low mass flow 
ratios (1. e., a positive normal force increment and a negative moment increment) and 
this must be laid to the relative inaccuracies of the data in this range. At low mass 
flow ratios the impingement predictions were zero and did not add scatter to the 
interaction data. 
Figure 3-24 presents the rolling moment resulting from plume interaction correlated 
against momentum ratio. The moment due to interaction is small at high angles of 
attack and the correlation was weak with any parameter tried. The data was curve 
fittud using momentum ratio as the parameter because the lower angle peak values 
correlate better with this parameter and because plume impingement on the fin will 
induce rolling moments. Equation 19 is the resulting curve fitted through the data of 
Figure 3-24. 
2 6.Cto = -0.0010188 - 0.037801 (illJo!il1eo ) - 0.147119 (ipJo/ipeo) (19) mteraction 
The side force and yawing moment correlations are presented in Figure 3-25 and 3-26. 
, These data were found to correlate but with momentum ratio and Equations 20 and 21 
present the least square curve fit polynominals fitted through the data. 
lI.C
nint to = 0.0013671 + 0.079588 (illJo/ipeo) + 0.26561 (illJo/ipa; )2(20) erac ion 
lI.CYint to =-0.0030983 - 0.16962 ('PJo/ill ) - 0.639818 (ill Jo/illeo )2 erac ion eo (21) 
Equations 19 to 21 do not have maximum or minimum values for positive momentum 
ratios unlike the pitch down data correlations and caution must be used in extending 
these curves too far from the range of the fit. 
3.3.2 PEAK VALUE CORRELATIONS. Figure 3-18 showed that the interaction data 
exhibited a range of peak values at lower angles of attack which are dependent on nozzle 
eonditi.)ns as is the angle of attack at which the peak value occurred. Figure 3-27 and 
3-,28 present peak values of interaction rolling moment and yawing moment plotted 
agaxnst the angles of attack at which they occur to show that there is a range of angles 
of attack where the pe~ values of interaction moments occur and that the data at 
lmgles of attack above the peak value lies on the same curve. No curve fitting 
nor interpolating of data was used to determine peak values of the data and some scatter 
must result because of the fixed angles of attack tested over this region of angles of 
attack. The model for predicting the effects in the peak value region consists of the 
following steps: 
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a. predict peak value as a function of nozzle parameters, 
b. predict peak angle of attack from peak value, 
c. if the angle of attack is above that for the peak value, predict interaction 
value from angle of attack vs peak value curve 
and the discussion will proceed in this stepwise fashion. 
Figure 3-29 to 3-32 present correlations of peak value data as functions of momentum 
ratio. These data in general show very good correlation with momentum ratio with 
the exception of the longitudinal data whereas Figure 3-33 shows the gas mixture data 
shows better agreement when it is correlated on the basis of mass flow ratio. The 
peak interaction data for the lateral! directional increments was curve fitted with 
momentum ratio as the parameter and Equations 22 to 24 present the results. 
~C,epeak = -0.0005544 - O. 2908833 (~/~oo) + O. 4219384 (~l~oo)2 (22) 
~Cnpeak = 0.0006995 + 0.5021707· (~/~CJ») -0. 718513 (~l~oo)2 (23) 
~CYpeak = 0.00113266 - 1.1443836 (~/~oo) + 1. 868108 (~jliP",)2 (24) 
These curves all have a maximum or minimum value reasonably close to the data 
range; the rolling moment has a minimum value of -0.05068797 at a momentum ratio 
of 0.344699; the yawing moment peak has a maximum value of 0.08844 at a momentum 
ratio of 0.34945; and the side force has a minimum value of -0. 174127 at a momentum 
ratio of 0.306295. The agreement between the values of momentum ratio at the curve 
maximums would indicate that the peak value curves are good fits of the data. 
The normal force peak value data of Figure 3-32 and 3-33 clearly indicate that the energy 
ratio is an important parameter and must be accounted for by us:ing mass flow ratio 
rather than momentum ratio as the curve fit parameter given in Equation 25. 
~CNpeak = 0.008828114 - 0.1563674 (mlmoo) + O. 0519091 (m/~)2 (25) 
and this curve has a minimum value of -0.11817 at a mass flow ratio of 1.506. The 
pitching moment peak values data was very erratic at low values of momentum ratio 
)r mass flow ratio and while not an important term a curve fit (Equation 26) was made 
chrough it for completeness of the model. 
A • I' . I' 2 L.1 C
mpeak = 0.00116665 + 0.0073166 (mj moo) + O. 114445 (mj moo) (26) 
i: Equations 22 to 26 present curve fits which allow computation of the peak value of the 
" 1l coefficients as a function of nozzle' parameters. The next step is to compute the angles 
Ii of attack at which these peak values occur and the shape of the peak value versus angle 
:] of attack curve. Equations 27 to 31 were obtained by curve fitting the data of Figure 
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3-27, 3-28 and similar data for the remaining peak increments. 
6.Ct ak= -0.0435488 (0' + 13.273)-1 + 0.00081505 (0')- 0.0082231 (27) pe 
6.Cl1peak = 0.588341 (O! + 18.9366)-1 + 0.000111737 (O!) + O. 0140611 (28) 
Ll Cy ak = -6.06039 (0' + 31. 8419)-1 - 0.0017003 (0') + O. 154756 1(29) pe 
LlCNpeak = 42.9197 (O! - 91. 8437)-1 + 0.00822308 (0') + 0.435187 (30) 
Ll C
mpeak = 0.0590783 (O! + 16.9382)-1 + 0.000055711 (Q) - 0.00208543 (31) 
Equations 27 to 31 can be solved for the angle of attack of peak increments determined 
from Equations 22 to 26 and if the vehicle angle of attack is higher than the peak angle 
the value of the induced increment is computed from Equations 27 to 31 directly as a 
function of vehicle angle of attack. 
3.3.3 DATA AT ANGLES OF ATTACK BELOW PEAK VALUES. Figure 3-18 shows that 
the data below the angle of attack where the peak value occurred decays to a reduced 
level. A limited amount of analysis has been performed in this region because the 
munber of data points is very small particularly for the higher jet pressures where 
the peak value was reached at or very near the lowest value of angle of attack tested 
and the curves depend on the lowest pressure data where error effects become 
significant. Figures 3-34 to 3-36 present typical results of these correlations. The 
data is presented as ratios of the peak value plotted against angle of attack measured 
from the peak value. These figures show the decline in the data below the peak value 
very clearly, however the scatter in the data is large and is introduced by all of the 
terms (0', Q'peak' Cy. CYpeak' for example). A model has been tentatively selected 
for this region which uses the peak value and assumes that the interaction increment 
goes to zero at 20 degrees below the peak. Equation 32 presents the model 
where 
CM = pitch up force or moment coefficient 
CM ak = peak pitch up force or moment coefficient pe 
(32) 
The value of 20 degrees below the peak was chosen because of the rolling moment data 
(Figure 3-34) and is below the range of angles of attack of practical interest. 
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3.4 YAW RCS 
Figure 3-37 presents the induced yaw and roll data from the left side mounted yaw jets 
of test OA8~~. The data shows differences between the values at high angles of attack 
and those at low angles but within each range the variation with angle of attack is small 
and a high angle/low angle model similar to the pitch down model of Section 3.2 was 
used at correlate this data. There was fewer yaw data runs on test OA82 than pitch 
rWlS so that the models have fewer conditions to correlate against. 
3.4.1 HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK DATA. The high angle of attack range was defined 
as angles of attack above 15 degrees and the data presented in ,Figure 3-38 to 3-44 are 
averages of all the data above this angle of attack. Figures 3-39 and 3-41 present the 
longitudinal data correlated to momentum ratio while Figures 3-38 and 3-40 show that 
R T ratio is important and mass flow ratio is the better correlating parameter. This 
result was true for all of the yaw RCS increments. 
The least squares curve fits through the normal force and pitching moment are given 
in Equations 33 and 34. 
l:'.CN. t. =0.012030-0.443928 (IDJ./ID )+0.423644 (IDJ'/rh )2 (33) illterac Ion <D CD 
t.Cm . t t' = 0.00153551 + O. 1525983 (rhJ'/ID ) - 0.9910115 (ID./m)2 ill erac IOn CD J (34) 
The normal force curve fit has a mininnun value of -0, 1042558 at a mass flow ratio of 
0.5239 while the pitching moment has a maximum value of 0.0074098 at a mass flow of 
0.07699. 
The lateral-directional interaction increments are shown in Figure 3-42 to 3-44. The 
rolling moment increments showed the poorest correlation to any of the nozzle 
parameters and more data is needed to refine this curve. Curves fitted through these 
increments are given in Equations 35 to 37. 
A • /. • /. 2 
uC,t. t t· = -0.0017298 - 0.079945 (m. m ) + 0.575868 (m. m ) ill erac IOn J CD J CD (35) 
t.Cn . t t' = -0.00034818 - 0.0193889 (IDJ.;lb, ) + 0.0929347 (IDJ.;fu)2 (36) ill erac Ion CD CD 
A ./. ./.2 
wey. t t' = 0.00273838 +0.157324 (mJ· m ) - 0.920077 (mJ. m",) In erac Ion '" (37) 
Each of these curves has a maximum within the range of the test data. The rolling 
moment curve has a minimum value of -0.004504 at a mass flow ratio of 0.069413; 
the yawing moment has a minimum value of -0.001359 at a mass flow ratio of 0.1043; 
and the side force curve has a maximum value of 0.009464 at a mass flow ratio of 
0.85495. 
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3.4.2 LOW ANGLE OF ATTACK YAW DATA. Figure 3-45 to 3-49 present similar 
data to that presented above with the exception that it is low angle of attack yaw data. 
The trends are very similar to the high angle of attack data and mass flow ratio was 
found to be the better parameter thus RT ratio simulation is important in the inter-
action. Equations 38 to 42 p,resent the curve fits for these d.ata: 
ACNinteraction = 0.00340516 - 0.4768133 (m/ma:» +3. 8111191 (mj/ma:»2 (38) 
ACminteraction = 0.000219195389 + O. 0251417 (m/ma:» - 0.0637262 (mlmex»2 
(39) 
ACti t t· = -0.00049126 - 0.00860359 (mJ·/m ) + 0.0470322 (m./m )2 
n erac ion a:> J ex> 
(40) 
ACn . t t' = -0.00017444 - 0.07711317 (m./ro.x.) + 0.5407319 (m.!mex»2 ill erac ion J J 
(41) 
ACy. t t. = 0.00111215 + 0.3044469 (ro./ma:» - 2.233286 (m.!ma:» (42) 
ill erac lOn J J 
and the table presented below compares the peak values which result from these curves 
with those of the high angle of attack models of Section 3.4.1 
Low Ci Curve High Ci Curve 
Increment Peak Value . I· mj mp;> Peak Value m/mex> 
ACN -0.011507 0.06255 -0.1042558 0.5239 
ACm 0.002772 0.19726 0.0074098 O. 0~'69911 
AC~ -0.0008847 0.09146 -0.004504 0.069413 
ACn -0.002924 0.07130 -0.0013595 0.10431 
ACy 0.011488 0.06816 0.0094636 0.0855 
These peak values show that the high angle of attack ya:w RCS data showed much 
greater effects on the wing resulting in higher values of ACN, ACm , ACt While the 
lower angle data shows greater effects on the side of the fuselage and possibly the fin. 
3.5 COMBINED CONTROL 
All of the data presented in Section 3 have been devoted to RCS controls operating on 
a single side of the vehicle and not in combination with other controls. The possibility 
of combined control interference was shown in References 1 and 2, and these effects 
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must be accounted for in any model of RCS effects. A limited set of data was obtained 
during test OA82 on certain control combinations which include: 
a. Symmetric pitch down RCS 
b. Symmetric pitch up RCS 
c. Roll RCS 
d. Combined right side pitch up and yaw RCS 
Because the data set is limited the measured effects must be considered preliminary 
only. 
3.5.1 SYMMETRIC PITCH DOWN. Figure 2-5 presents the symmetric pitch down 
data obtained in test OA82 and Figure 3-50 presents the ratio of the symmetric jet 
data to that of a single side set. These data show that the symmetric pitch down RCS 
effects are Significantly greater than twice that of a single side firing and although 
there is some scatter it does not appear to be related to I,tc,gle of attack. The inter-
action between the plumes must occur in the base region of the model between the body 
flap and main propulsion engines and must be related primarily to the plume impinge-
ment component rather than the interaction component. The effect of the sting is 
unknown (see Section 3.6) in this plume/plume interaction but a preliminary model 
has been made by averaging the data of Figure 3-50. 
~CN = 0.3 (.1CN + .1CN ) (43) 
cross coupling; impingement interaction (1 side) 
~ Cmcross coupling = 0.32 (.1CmimPingement + .1Cm . .) (44) 
mteractlOn (1 side) 
where Equations 43 and 44 are additional terms to be added to the basic Equation 1. 
3. 5. 2 SYMMETRIC PITCH UP RCS. Figure 2-8 presented the symmetric pitch up 
data obtained in test OA82 and this figure showed no difference in pitching moment 
between the single side and symmetric firing data. The normal force increment 
shows a very large difference in the range from zero angle of attack to 15° but a 
reversal occurs at higher angles of attack. While more data is needed to better 
define these effects, the pitching moment data should be more accurate and no effect 
of symmetric pitch up cross-coupling has been modeled. 
3.5.3 ROLL RCS CROSS-COUPLING. Figure 2-6 presented a comparison of the 
roll jet increments with the two single side components which make up the roll jet 
combination. Figure 3-51 presents the roll combined control ratioed to the sum of 
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the individu.al components. There is large scatter in the normal force results at 
higher angles of attack but an average value taken through the data below 15° shows 
that there is a small increment 
LlCN . = 0.124 (l:LlCN) 
cross couplmg components (45) 
while the pitch data shows a slightly greater effect which is 
LlCm . =0.211(~t.C ) cross couplmg m components (46) 
The rolling moment data shows that it is very close to the SUIll of the two components 
(1. 05'7 L: Ll C l; and no cross coupling term is used. 
In the data presented above the components from the left and right sides act in the 
same direction and add together. The nozzles on opposite sides of the vehicle cause 
induced effects which oppose each other in the case of side force and yawing moment. 
Figure 3·· 51 shows that the resulting yawing moment is less than the difference of the 
two value s and the average cross coupling term is 
LlC . = - 0.206 (L:LlC ) 
n cross couplmg n components (47) 
The side force components from both sides almost completely cancel each other 
except at the higher angles. Thus an average was taken for the data above 15° which 
relates the cross coupling to the pitch up force only 
Ll C . = - O. 431 (Ll C ) Ycross couplmg Ypitch up (48) 
3.5.4 RIGHT SIDE PITCH UP COMBINED WITH RIGHT SIDE YAW. Figure 2-10 
presents a comparison of the combined right side pitch-up and yaw RCS incremental 
data compared with right side pitch up data and left side yaw data. There was no 
right side yaw RCS data generated to make the comparison and thus the signs of the 
yaw lateral-directional increments are reversed on this plot. The longitudinal data 
(Figure 2-10a) shows that the normal force is close to the SUIll of the pitch up and yaw 
components at angles of attack below 15" while the pitching moment shows very close 
agreement with the yaw induced component. Thus the present cross coupling model 
aSSUIlles no normal force effect and that the pitching moment cross coupling cancels 
the pitch-up RCS increment. 
LlC =-b.C 
mcross coupling mpitch up (49) 
The side force and yawing moment increments should add to each other to obtain the 
combined pitch up/yaw data, however, the data shows that these increments from the 
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,.. combined control follows the roll jet value at high angles and lies between the curves 
at the lowest angles. Thus the yaw cross coupling models were taken to be 
6 C = - 6 C for O! > 0° 
ncross coupling nyaw (50) 
6 en = - O. 6785 ~ (6 C ) for O! < 0° 
cross coupling n components (51) 
and the side force models are 
6Cy = - 6Cy 1)'> 0° 
cross coupling yaw (52) 
AC 0 O!~O° 
1-\ Ycross coupling = (53) 
The rolling moment induced effects should oppose each other, however, the data shows 
that the combined control tends to follow the yaw jet induced increment at high angles 
of attack and the pit.,;n up jet increment at low angles. The models chosen give 
D.C;. = - D.C;. 
cross coupling pitch up (54) 
D.CJ- =0 
cross coupling (55) 
3.6 POSSIBlJE STING INTERFERENCE EFFECTS 
All of the data presently available on rear RCS interference effects have been generated 
using a sting mounted model. The sting passes u.p through the base region of the model 
as is shown in Figure 2-2 with the nozzle block assembly used to simulate the RCS 
mounted to it. The net result is that only part of two MPS engines and the body flap 
were simulated and the sting and plenum act to restrict the plume flow across the 
model to the area between the sting and flap. Very highly underexpanded plumes, 
such as are needed for RCS simulation will expand to impinge on the sting and this 
impingement could be a significant factor in the RCS data obtained to date. Figure 3-50 
showed that the RCS induced effects for the symmetric pitch down case are greater than 
twice the induced effect for a single side pitch down. This shows that there is plume-
plume interaction occurring in the base region of the model and the sting's presence 
must influence this interaction. Other data presented in Reference 2 shows that the 
symmetric firing of pitch down jets causes a high pressure across the body flap u,nder 
the sting. These data plus data on the effects of changing base geometry also given 
in Reference 2 present a good case for possible sting interference effects and for the 
need for a blade mounted model test. 
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3.7 TIME DEPENDENT EFFECTS 
All of the data presented in this report were obtained from steady-state RCS jet testing, 
however, the RCS jets are not necessarily fired in this manner. The full scale vehicle 
jets are fired in a puised fashion where the duration of a pulse is determined by the 
vehicle response to the pulse and the minimum length pulse can be very short. The 
question then can be asked whether these induced effects could be time dependent and 
thus completely different for a rapidly pulsing control. 
The answer to this question can only be obtained indirectly since no data is presently 
available to verify it. The interaction induced effects which use mass flow ratio as 
the correlating parameter have had little or no impingement correction taken from 
them so that it appears that they are ca.used by the plume acting on the external flow 
over the vehicle. This being the case there will be essentially no time delay between
 
the rocket coming on and the interaction occurring. The forces and moments which 
were correlated to mass flow ratio included all of the yaw Res interaction effects and
 
the pitch up/roll RCS normal force. and pitching moment. In addition, the other pitch
 
up/roll RCS data had plume impingement corrections only at the highest nozzle 
pressure ratios. This coupled with the non-linearity of the incremental interaction 
data which shows a rapid increase in interaction at low values of jet momentum would 
argue for interaction occurring during the start of the RCS engine. 
At high momentum ratios, the data shows that impingement dominates the pitch down 
data. The transit time of the RCS plume impinging on structure will be very short 
and thus the impingement terms will follow the thrust rise with essentially no delay. 
In conclUSion, it is not expected that there will be any difference between the pulsing 
control effectiveness and a steady state control. 
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SYMBOL RUN 
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Figure 3-1. TypicaJ Left Side Pitch Down RCS Pitching Moment 
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Figure 3-4. Left Side Down Data Averaged at High Angle of Attack 
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Figure 3-10. Left Side Pitch Down RCS Rolling Moment Interaction at 
High Angles of Attack 
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Figure 3-11. Left Side Pitch Down tiCS Yawing Moment Interaction at 
High Angles of Attack 
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Figure 3-12. Left Side Pitch Down RCS Side Force Interaction at High 
Angles of Attack 
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Figure 3-13. Lef~ Side Down RCS Interaction Nonnal Force at Low Angle 
of Attack 
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Figure 3-14. Left Side Down RCS Interaction Pitching Moment 
at Low Angles of Attack 
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Figure 3-15. Left Side ~itch Down ReS Interaction Rolling Moment 
at Low Angles of Attacl{ 
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Figure 3-16. Left Side Pitch Down ROS Interaction Yawing Moment at. 
Low Angles of Attack 
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Figure 3-17. Left Side Pitch Down RCS Interaction Side Force at Low 
Angles of Attack 
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Figure 3-19b. Right Side Pitch Up RCS Interaction Moments Ratioed to 
Thrust Moments 
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Figure 3-20. Right Side Pitch Up RCS Interaction Normal Force at High Angles 
of Attack 
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Figure 3-21. Right Side Pitch up RCS Interaction Normal Force Correlated to 
MomentlUll Ratio 
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Figure 3-22. Right Side Pitch Up RCS Interaction Pitching Moment at High Angles 
of Attack 
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Figure 3-23. Right Side Pitch Up RCS Interaction Pitching Moment Correlated 
With Momentwn Ratio 
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Figure 3-24. Right Side Pitch Up RCS Interaction Rolling Moment at lUgh Angles 
of Attack 
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Figure 3-25. Right Side Pitch up RCS Interaction Yawing Moment at High Angles 
of Attack 
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Figllre 3-26. Right Side Pitch Up Res Interaction Side Force at High Angles of 
Attack 
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Figure 3-28. Right Side Pitch Up RCS Peak Yawing Moment Correlation 
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Figure 3-29. Right Side Pitch Up RCS Peak Rolling Moment Due to 
Interaction 
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Flgure 3-30. Right Side Pitch Up'RCS Peak Yawing Moment Due to 
Interaotion 
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Figure 3-31. Right Side Pitch Up RCS Peak Side Force Due to Interaction 
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Figure 3-44. Left Side Yaw RCS Interaction Side Force at High Angles of Attack 
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Figure 3-45. Left Side Yaw ReS Interaction, Normal Force at Low Angles of Attack 
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Figure 3-46. Left Side Yaw RCS Interaction, Pitching Moment at Low Angles of Attack 
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Figure 3-47. Left Side Yaw RCS Interaction Rolling Moment at Low Angles of Attack 
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Figure 3-49. Left Side Yaw RCS Interaction Side Force at Low Angles of Attack 
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4 
ANALYTIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
4.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The analysis presented in Section 3 provides the basis of the analytic model developed 
in this study. In general the total control effectiveness of a given control is defined as 
the sum of a number of parts as shown in Equation 1. 
CM =CM +C +C +CM ~ total thrust Mimpingement Minteraction cross coupling 
(1) 
where 
CM = RCS force or moment component 
and the resulting control effectiveness called control amplification is defined as an 
amplification factor whieh is the total control moment divided by the thrust moment 
KM= CM /CM total thrust (2) 
where 
KM = RCS force or moment amplification factor 
In addition to the effects in the thrust direction, the RCS controls induce out of plane 
forces and moments which are the sum of some terms given in Equation 1. The data 
of Section 3 showed that each control generated measurable data of the five vehicle 
forces and moments correlated in this study and these components must be added 
together on each axis to determine the total value of the induced moments. It is 
desirable to relate these out of plane forces and moments to a thrust term in order to 
generate an amplification factor which is a measure of RCS effectiveness. This is 
done by relating the out of plane induced data to the control moment required to 
compensate for it. For example, rolling moment caused by yaw jets 
(to C J) 
K. - yaw 
~yaw C 
A, roll jet thrust 
(3) 
which is the same definition as Reference 3 • Since we wish to define amplifications 
for arbitrary numbers and combinations of controls, however, another definition must 
used for the thrust moment term. When an arbitrary combination of RCS controls fs 
4-1 
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being used and one of combination generates a control moment in the same plane as 
the induced moments, then that thrust moment is used in Equation 3. If none of the 
control combinations has a thrust term in the plane of the interaction then a two jet 
in plane control is used in Equation 3. For example for a single pitch up/roll nozzle 
being fired, the rolling moment will be related to the jet thrust roll component whereas 
for the rolling moment from a yaw jet firing will be related to a two jet roll nozzle 
combination. 
The thrust moments required in Equations 1 to 3 are easily solved knowing the RCS 
nozzle characteristics, its location relative to the vehicle moment reference center 
and the mounting angle of the nozzle relative to the vehicle axis system. The inter-
action and cross-coupling terms were derived in Section 3 and their application in the 
analytic model will be described in Section 4. 5. The sole remaining term which 
needs to be defined then is the plume impingement term. 
4.2 PLUME IMPINGEMENT INCREMENTS 
Figure 2-1 shows a view of the space shuttle orbiter which emphasizes the closeness 
of the rear RCS package to the base area of the vehicle. It is evident that the aft 
RCS engines will impinge heavily on the vehicle wing, vertical tail, body flap, main 
propulsion engine nozzles, and possible fuselage sides, depending on the nozzle set 
fired and on the altitude and other flight conditions affecting plume size. Reference 1 
showed that plume impingement was a sizeable term for the PRR configuration while 
Reference 3 shows the same for the present configuration based on a vacuum chamber 
test (Rockwell Test OA99) and impingement predictions for the vacuum case. 
Two models of plume impingement effects were developed for this prediction method 
and are included in the prediction computer program. The first is a vacuum data model 
while the second is an analtyical plume predi~tion mode1. 
4.3 VACUUM TEST DATA MODEL 
The first model developed is based on the assumption that the range of interest of flight 
conditions for full scale RCS estimation is sufficiently close to the vacuum case that 
the test data amplification factors from test OA99 reported in Reference 3 can be used 
directly from the thrust and thrust moments. Converting the data into coefficient form. 
the impingement increments from the pitch up jets are given in Equations 4 to 10 in 
body axis form: 
£lCNi · t = -0.00086 CTpU mpmgemen (4) 
£l CXim in t = O. 00246 CTpU p gemen (5) 
£l CYi in t = -0. 06238 CTpU mp gemen 
4-2 
(6) 
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1 
1 
I 
r 
I 
~ .. 
6CLim in t = -0.130 CLpU P gemen 
6 Cm. in t = 0.00078 Cmpu nnp gem en 
6Cn• in t = 0.0593 Cn 
-""Imp gemen y 
where 
CTpU = (total thrust of pitch up engines)/(q Sref) 
C i.PU = pitch up thrust rolling moment coefficient 
Cn = yaw thrust yawing moment coefficient y 
Cm PU = pitch up thrust pitching moment coefficient 
CASD-NSC-75-002 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
The pitch down jet impingement increments are given in Equations 11 to 16: 
where 
6CZ.. t == -0.27389 CT Impmgemen PD 
6Cx. = 0.10709 C impmgement TpD 
6CYi' t == 0.01837 CT 
mpmgemen PD 
6CLim . t == -0.2312 CL pmgemen PD 
6Cmim . t = -0.3018 Cm pmgemen PD 
6Cn .. t == 0.01657 Cn Impmgemen .y 
C T = total pitch down thrust coefficient 
PD 
C L == pitch down thrust rolling moment coefficient PD 
Cm = pitch down thrust pitching moment coefficient PD 
4-3 
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(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
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and the yaw impingement equations are: 
~CZ = 0.01634 CT impingement y (17) 
~CXi· t = 0.00288 CT 
mprngemen y (18) 
~ CYi in t = O. 00077 CT mp gemen y (19) 
(20) 
~C = 0.00873 C CT IC T mimpingement mpU Y U (21) 
~ Cn.. t = O. 0013 Cn.. Imprngemen y (22) 
where 
CTy = total yaw RCS thrust coefficient 
CTu = total pitch up RCS thrust coefficient 
C l.PU = pitch up thrust rolling moment coefficient 
C
mpu = pitch up thrust pitching moment coefficient 
Cn = yaw thrust yawing moment y 
This model has its limitations in that it assumes that there will always be impingement, 
that the amount of impingement is related only to thrust, and it cannot account for 
nozzle or geometry variations. This last limitation was a large one because of the 
need to generate plume impingement corrections for the OA82 wind tunnel data which 
'used much different nozzles and test gases than the vacuum chamber test. 
This model is available in the prediction program to use if desired. 
4.4 ANALYTIC PLUME IMPINGEMENT MODEL 
The analytic plume impingement model of Reference 1 was compared against the 
OA99 vacuum chamber results and other test data and was found to underpredict the 
plume impingement by a Significant margin and was discarded early in the data 
analysis and another method was sought which provided a better representation of the 
plume characteristics. 4-4 
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Simon's, Reference 4 , modeled the flow field of the RCS engines as 
where 
where 
m = 217 f (9) gsec 
2 --'2 
r cm 
r = radial distance from nozzle in inches 
10 f(9) = cos (rr9/250): 0 <e <600 
f(9) = 0.0438 (e-O• 064(9-600 »: 60° < 9 
9 is angle from nozzle centerline in degrees 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
and a similar approach to the plume shape was sought for this analysis based on the 
assumptions that at the flight conditions of highest importance and the RCS plumes 
exhausting into the leeward flow over the wing at angle of attack or into the ve'hicle 
base region that the external pressure will be close to vacuum. A modified vacuum 
plume model would be the best representation of the RCS plume where the primary 
modification is to limit the plume bOlUldary to the limit turning angle of plume flow. 
Computation of plumes expanding into a vacuum by methods of characteristics 
(Reference 5) show that at large distances from the nozzle that the streamlines 
appear to emanate as radial flow from a common source point at the nozzle exit. 
Since the rate of mass flow through the nozzle is a constant, the mass flux pu in the 
far field should vary inversely as x 2. And, Eince the velocity in the far field approaches 
the limiting velocity u = ~ the denSity variation should approach p '" x-2 as seen 
in Figure 4-1. Thus, one should be able to express the density distribution along the 
centerline f (9) = 1 in terms of the supply density as 
£... = B (x/d*) -2 f (9) 
Po 
(26) 
where B depends on the nozzle shape and the properties of the gas. Equation 23 has 
this form for the centerline decay of the flow properties of the RCS engine plume but 
a more generalized expression was sought so that the plumes from test OA82 could 
also be treated in the same model. Thus Equation 26 was used where the value of B 
was solved in Reference 5 by using characteristics calculations of density variation 
along various nozzle centerlines and gas specific heats from 1. 2 to 1. 67. 
A jet expanding into a vacuum (Figure 4-2) is bOlUlded by a straight streamline at zero 
pressure and M = CI>. The location of this bOlUldary, denoted as SCI> in Figure 4-2, will 
depend upon the nozzle exit lip angle Se, the area ratio of the nozzle Ae/ A*, and the 'Y 
of the exhausting gas. This angle SCI> may be determined from the Prandtl-Meyer 
4-5 
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expansion relationship and ee as a function of area ratio. For other values of ee, the 
value of em may be determined from the relationship 
G = (9) + e (J) (J) 9 =0 e 
e 
(27) 
The solid angle ~ (J) corresponding to 9 (J) is given by 
(28) 
The flow boundary em' and thus the limiting solid angle Voo with increasing area ratio at 
a constant 'Y, while at a given area ratio, 9 IX) increases for decreasing value of y. 
Reference 5 showed that for a family of nozzles having the same mass flow rate the 
density decay along the nozzle axis is dependent upon the limiting flow angle 9(J) as 
shown in Figure 4-3. The variation of B with 9ao for both the theoretical curves of 
Reference 6 and the characteristics calculations shown as symbols appear on this 
figure. 
constant 0.411 
B= ==-
V(J) $ IX) (29) 
w:here the value of the constant has been chosen to fit the data of Figure 4-3. This 
expression assumed that the dependence of B upon specific heat ratio is small and 
the characteristic solution data of Figure 4-3 was recomputed to derive a new 
expression for B which is 
(30) 
and where K was defined from Figure 4-4 as 
K == 1. 24 - 0.0040894 9(J) (31) 
In these expressions 9 IX) is defined by expanding the nozzle flow to the ambient pressure 
of free stream or wind tunnel rather than to a vacuum angle. This approximation has 
been shown to cause only small errors since most of the mass and momentum within 
a plume are contained near the central core of the plume and truncating the vacuum 
plume at the angle defined by ambient pressure results in very little loss of plume 
mass (Ref. 7 ) in the conservation equations particularly where ambient pressures are 
low. 
Figure 4-1 showed that the square power decay law does not work at distances of less 
than 10 to 15 throat diameters away from the nozzle exit and empirical fits were 
generated to cover this region using the nozzle exit density ratio as a parameter: 
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(32) 
If (X/d*) was less 
(33) 
and in between these two ends; two other expressions were used if (X/d*) were less 
(Equation 34) or greater (Equation 35) than [B/(plpoj ) ]- 67. 
P. [( X)-O. 5 (X) -1] 
.! = _l_ _ + _. f (9 ) 
P 2 P d* d* 
o OJ 
(34) 
P 1 [P. (X)-l ( X) -2 ] 
- =.- _l _ + B - f (9) 
P '2 P d* d* o OJ 
(35) 
In all these expressions, the variation [f (9)J away from the plume centerline was 
taken from Simon'S model (Equations 24 and 25). The plume Mach number, local 
static pressure and local dynamic pressure at a point are defined from the density 
ratio based on isentropic flow relations. 
In the cases of the plumes firing upward past the fin (Pitch up) and outward over the 
\ wing (yaw) where the plume is likely to be interacting with the flow over the vehicle, 
the plume is assumed to stop when the plume local dYl"iamic pressure is less than the 
free stream dynamic pressure. A further limitation is placed on the plume to 
terminate the plume if the free stream impingement pressure coefficients are less 
than zero. 
Multiple sets of nozzles are handled by defining a single equivalent nozzle which has 
the same geometric shape as the other nozzles but which has an exit area equal to the 
sum of the exit areas of the nozzles in the cluster. Its location is chosen as the 
center of the cluster. This representation of the plume from multiple sets of nozzles 
has been found to be a good approximation (Reference 8 ) and changes plume character-
istics through the larger value of throat diameter in Equations 26 to 35. 
4.4.1 PLUME IMPINGEMENT FORCES. The highly underexpanded flow from the 
nozzle expands very quickly to 
1 
high Mach numbers at small distances from the exit 
and this supersonic flow will be undisturbed by a surface it may impinge until it is 
close to the surface. A detached shock wave would be formed by the high Mach 
number flow impinging on a surface with a region of subsonic flow between the strong 
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shock and the surface where the flow is turned to a direction paralleling the plate. 
The pressure on the surface of the vehicle was assumed to be related only to the 
plume conditions at the point in question and to the local slope between the surface at 
that point and the plume flow vector emanating from the point source at the nozzle 
exit (radial flow approximation). It was also assumed that the surface pressure could 
be predicted by a modified Newtonian pressure law because of the high'plumeMach 
numbers and large turning angles. 
where 
y. 2 
P = 1. 85 ..L p. M· cos2 e + Pj Wi 2 3i Ji i i 
PWi = plume impingement pressure at i
th point on body 
Ph = plume ambient pressure at point i 
Mh = plume Mach number at point i 
8i = local slope between plume flow and surface at point i 
(36) 
The local plume impingement pressure is then converted into a pressure coefficient 
related to ambient flight conditions to put it into the same reference as the vehicle 
aerodynamic coefficients and is integrated to obtain vehicle force and moment 
coefficients resulting from impingement. 
The integration of impingement pressures was approximated in the analytic model by 
breaking elements of the vehicle into flat plates of known centroid location, area, 
and local slope, the plume impingement pressures at each point were computed, the 
local force and moment cofiicients computed by applying the impingement pressure 
across the area, and the total vehicle values obtained by summing the local values. 
Figures 4-5 to 4-7 present the points representing the centroids of the areas used in 
the determination of the plume impingement corrections to the wind tunnel data. Only 
one side of the vehicle is represented to increase the accuracy by having a larger 
number of plates which will have impingement but to reduce the computation time for 
plates not affected. 
Figure 4-8 presents a comparison of the computed impingement force and the 
interaction increments for the left side pitch down jets which shows that the 
impingement term. does not become larger than the interaction term until well past 
the peak interaction. Figure 4-9 presents a comparison of the impingement and 
interaction increments of rolling moment caused by the right side jets exhausting 
up past the vertical fin at high angles of attack. In this case the impingement 
correction never exceeds the interactions increment but they tend to parallel each 
other as thrust moment increases. 
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This impingement model was checked against the method of characteristics vacuum 
case solution as well as the vacuum chamber test (OA99) results of Reference 3 and 
close agreement was obtained as shown in the table below. 
K KJdown 
po. e Y. mdolm Case J A/A* N J Ref. Computed Ref. Computed 
OA99 1000 6.2 10° 1.4 0.6982 0.6479 0.6596 0.6671 
Model pSia 
Vacuum 150 20 9 1. 232 0.6713 0.6888 0.7085 0.7035 
Solution 
4.5 INTERACTION AND CROSS COUPLING MODELS 
Section 3 which presents the data analysis contains within it the curve fits derived from 
that data analysis. These curve fits were used as the analytic model of interaction and 
cross coupling terms with some limitations. The limitations were generally applied in 
defining the upper limits of the curves. In general if a curve has a maximum or 
minimum value (defined in Section 3) it was only used up to the maximum (minimum) 
value and was assumed as a constant value beyond this mass flow or momentum ratio. 
When a curve fit shape is such that it has no maximum or minimum value, an 
arbitrary limit was applied and the data was assumed constant beyond this limit. 
This limit was usually taken at or near the upper value of mass flow or momentum 
ratio tested in test OA82. 
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5 
ANALYTIC COMPUTER PROGRAM 
5.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The model of RCS control effectiveness presented in sections 3 and 4 of this report 
were programmed into a digital. computer program named PRED which will predict 
reaction control system effectiveness on a space shuttle type vehicle for any 
combination of Rear RCS engines firing at any angle of attack and flight condition 
up to the vacuum case. Numbers of RCS Engine, engine size, engine operating 
conditions, exhaust gas properties, and nozzle geometry can be varied as input 
parameters. Engine location on the rear of the vehicle and cant angles can also be 
varied, however, the analytic models were developed from one configuration (figure 
2-1) and large departures from these RCS locations will probably invalidat~ some of 
the models of interaction and cross coupling terms. 
Figure 5-1 presents a flow diagram of the program which consists of a main program 
and 17 subroutines. The program was divided into this large number of subroutines 
so that modification of any part could be more easily accomplished without disrupting 
the whole program. The names of the subroutines are: 
1. INPUTT 7. MACH 13. QUAD 
2. JET 8. THR 14. KABD 
3. PARCEO 9. IMPINGE 15. AKABD 
4. ATMOS 10. VACPLU 16. CCOUPL 
5. EXPAN 11. INTER 17. AMPL 
6. SCAL 12. QUART 
The name of the main program is PRED and FORTRAN listings of all parts of the 
program are contained in Appendix A. Each subroutine will be briefly discussed 
in the sections below with the input subroutine and input key presented last. 
5.2 MAIN PROGRAM PRED 
Figure 5-1 shows that the fmction of the main program is to drive the subroutines 
in an orderly fashion first to obtain the input to start the problem, to define the 
equivalent nozzles firing upward, downward, and side ways, to define the flight 
conditions and resulting nozzle flow parameters for a single nozzle and then 
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proceed to define the various components of total. RCS effectiveness for each set of 
equivalent nozzles fixing up, down, and sideways. These components must be 
corrected for the symmetric firing sets and for the side that non-symmetric sets 
are firing on. The cross coupling terms are then determined and all of the compo-
nents of data are summed into the 6 total. RCS aerodynamic force and moment 
coefficients and the amplification factors determined. When this occurs the program 
returns to the beginning to start the next case. 
All input comes into the program through the INPUTT subroutine, but the main program 
handles most of the output printing at various stages throughout its length. 
The program is set up to assume all RCS nozzles are on the left side of the vehicle 
when viewed from the rear looking forward in order to standardize the data for the 
impingement calculation and to set the signs of the interaction models. The data is 
corrected to the proper side of the vehicle or to symmetric firing by two input 
parameters for each RCS direction. The RCS directions are upward firing designated 
by a U as the last letter of a variable name in the listing, downward firing designated 
by a D as the last letter, and side firing designated by a Y as the last letter. The 
program always assumes that there are some upward, downward, and side firing 
nozzles in each problem so that all of the components are computed for all three sets 
before the summation of terms is made. If the number of nozzles (NONOZU, 
NONOZD, NONOZY) is zero those components are equal to zero. The axis system 
used is a body axis system shown in Figure 5-2 and the component data has these 
designations CX, CY, CZ, CL, CM, CN as the first two letters of the variable 
name where CN refers to yawing moment. Finally where the component force 
or moment is derived from is specified by the two middle letters of the variable 
names and 1M is an impingement force or moment component, IN is an interaction 
component, and CC is a cross-coupling component. The thrust terms have no 
component designation and thus are 3 letter variable names while the others are 5 
letter names. A typical example of a variable name is CMIMU which is the pitching 
moment induced by plume impingement of the upward firing nozzles. 
Figure 5-3 shows that the program assumes that a downward firing set, an upward firing 
set, and a side firing set exit for a given problem. A set of nozzles is defined in this 
program as the actual number firing in a given cluster on one side of the vehicle. 
It is not the total number available to fire on one side nor the total number firing on 
both sides in a symmetric firing case. 
The input data required for a first case is all of the data defining the vehicle, RCS 
units, and flight conditions, however, once this has been defined only the parameters 
which are to be changed need be input for additional cases. 
5.3 COMPUTE JET EXrr MACH NUMBER(SUBROUTINES JET AND PARCEO) 
After the program has received input defining the reaction control system engine in 
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terms of nozzle expansion ratio (A/A*), chamber pressure (poj), chamber tempera-
ture (Toj), and exhaust gas specific heat ratio (y), the subroutine JET is called to 
determine the nozzle exit conditions for this engine. The exit conditions are exit 
Mach number (Mj), static pressure (Pj) and static temperature (Tj). 
Exit Mach number is computed by solving the Prandtl Meyer expansion ratio Mach 
number relationship (Ref. 9). 
A/A* 
Y. +1 
J 
Yj + 1 
2(Y. - 1) 
t Y. - 1) ) J M' 1 _J __ MJ·2 J + 2 
JET solvesthis expression by computing expansion ratio for increasing jet Mach num-
bers untll the correct expansion ratio has been passed saving the last 3 values of 
each. When the correct expansion ratio is passed, JET calls the subroutine PARCEO 
to put a quadratic curve fit through the expansion ratiO-jet Mach pohlts and PARCEO 
returns the coefficients of the equation which JET then solves for jet Mach number. 
With jet exit Mach number determined the jet exit static pressure and temperature 
are computed from isontropic flow relations. In addition JET computes some constants 
which are related to specific heat ratio, pressure ratio, and thrust from the flow 
through the nozzle throat for use in later routines. 
PARCEO is a standard quadratic curve jet routine which wlll give the coefficients 
for a curve through any 3 sets of points defined in the call statement. The main 
\ • program defines the throat diameters of the single equivalent nozzles for each 
cluster of upward (DSTARU) downward, (DSTARD), and side (DSTARY) firing sets 
before proceeding to the definition of flight conditions 
n 
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5.4 COMPUTE FLIGHT PARAMETERS (SUBROUTINE ATMOS). 
The input subroutine provides data required by the program at this point to define 
the flight conditions in one of four allowable ways defined by an input parameter 
(lOPT): 
a) lOPT = 1 altitude, Mach, and angle of attack specified 
b) lOPT = 2 altitude, velocity, and angle of attack speCified 
c) lOPT = 3 altitude, freestream dynamic pressure, and angle of attack 
specified 
d) lOPT = 4 Mach, ambient pressure, ambient temperature, and angle of 
attack specified 
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The first 3 options require an atmosphere model to define ambient pressure and 
ambient temperature and the program currently contains a subroutine A TMOS which 
provides these data from the 1962 US Standard atmosphere model. The fourth option 
is a means of expressing an arbitrary flight condition from some other atmosphere 
model or for a wind tunnel test. 
Subroutine ATMOS can provide a number of flight parameters not currently used in 
this program including local gravity for an oblate earth model, atmosphere density, 
local speed of sound, dynamic pressure, absolute viscosity, kinematic viscosity, 
and stagnation temperature on a reference sphere. The program consists of curve 
fits of atmospheric properties from sea level to 230, 000 meters (754, 600 ft) and all 
conditions are set to zero above this altitude. 
The vacuum case (P = q = 0) is treated in a special way in the program to avoid 
00 
divisions by zero. A special note will be printed in the output and dynamic pressure 
(q) Is set equal to 1 PSF. The interaction terms are not computed for the vacuum 
case nor are cross coupling terms which are not related to impingement. The force 
and moment coefficients printed are based on a q of 1 PSF while the amplification 
factors are independent of q. 
With the flight conditions defined, all the required data is in the program and the 
RCS effectiveness computed. In order to do this the RCS nozzle parameters must be 
computed. 
5.5 COMPUTE SINGLE NOZZLE PARAMETERS (SUBROUTINES EXPAN, SCAL 
MACH). 
The nozzle parameters necessary to compute the RCS effectiveness include RCS 
engine thrust coefficient (TCOEF), jet exit momentum ratio (RMFS), and jet mass 
flow ratio (FMR). These are all computed for a single nozzle and then multiplied 
by the number of nozzles in each set to obtain the parameters for the three directions 
of firing. 
Plume limit turning angle (TURN) is also required to define the plume decay charac-
teristics as well as the extent of the plume for impingement calculations, it however.is \ 
not related to the number of nozzles but rather to jet exit and freestream conditions. 
The limit turning angle is computed in subroutine EXPAN based on Prandtl-Meyer 
expansion of the flow from RCS chamber conditions to freestream ambient pressure 
minus the expansion in the nozzle plus the nozzle exit angle. 
The Subroutine SCAL computes the nozzle exhaust scaling parameters of I>indzola 
(reference 10) and Herron (reference 11) for the single nozzle while the Subroutine 
Mach computes the Mach number of the fully expanded flow for SCAL. The 
program prints the flight conditions as well as a large number of nozzle parameters 
for the single RCS unit at this point in the main program winding up with the important 
nozzle interaction parameters in the three RCS directions. 
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The thrust for a single nozzle was computed as the theoretical thrust when the other 
nozzle parameters were computed and the aerodynamic coefficients of thrust momsilt 
for the three RCS directions are now computed using the subroutine THR. The values 
of all coefficients are first set to zero to remove the data from previous cases prior 
to the call for THR. Subroutine THR computes the thrust coefficients for the three 
RCS firing directions and multiplies these by the direction cosines of the thrust 
vectors to obtain the thrust force coefficients. The program assumes that the 
nozzle clusters are all on the left side of the vehicle in determ.ining the direction 
cosines of the thrust vectors and appropriate sign correction.s will be made further 
on in the program. The nozzles are allowed an outboard and an aft cant angle 
in the computation of direction cosines. These are defined. in figure 5-4. The 
direction cosines are the angles of a unit vector along the centerline of the plume in 
the body axis system. The thrust moments are then computed about the body reference 
moment center accounting for cant angles and vertical position. 
5.7 COMPUTE IMPINGEMENT INCREMENTS (SUBROUTINES IMPING AND VACPLU) 
The program now computes the plume impingement force and moment components 
from three choices based on an input parameter (lIMP): 
a) No impingement 
b) Vacuum data from OA99 
c) Predict plume impingement 
The first option simply sets the impingement terms to zero and proceeds to the 
interaction computation. The second choice is a computation stUl in the main program 
which uses equations 4 to 22 in section 4 and computes the impingement increments 
as a function of thrust coefficient. 
The third choice causes the program. to make its own prediQtion of plume impingement 
by computing the pressures on. the vehicle from the three direction plumes separately 
t and integrating each pressure distribution to obtain the 6 component impingement 
increments. No plume/plume interaction is accounted for the three directions of 
RCS firing. The subroutine IMPING is called three times to integrate the pressures 
!, from each direction separately. 
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IMPING depends on subroutine VACPL U for its definition of plume characteristics at 
a given point on the vehicle by sending VACPLU the location of the point in a nozzle 
based ordinate system by in terms of dista~e from the nozzle exit plane and the. 
angle from the centerline as weH as the equivalent nozzle thrust size and the engine 
operating characteristics. VACPL U then computes the plume local ambient 
pressure, dynamic pressure, and Mach number from equations 24 to 35 of section 
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4.4.1 and by assuming isentropic flow relations. If the angle from the centerline 
of the plume is gr~ater than the limit turning angle the plume pressures are set to 
zero. 
IMPING selects the correct dimensions for the nozzle set being used, zeros the total 
coeffici611ts and proceeds to use VACPLU to predict the plume pressures on a set 
of flat plates representing the left side of the vehicle. The plume local static and 
dynamic pressures are used to compute the local surface pressure through a modified 
Newtonian pressure law and the local pressure is converted to a pressure coefficient 
based on free stream conditions. The pressure coefficient is multiplied by the local 
area and the direction cosines of the plate to obtain incremental force coefficients. 
The ~ocal force coefficients are used to compute local plate moments about the moment 
reference center and all of the local values are summed up to obtain total vehicle values. 
Since this integratiun is accomplished by summing up local values for a series of 
plates, a large number of plates is desirable for good accuracy as well as to minimize 
the pressure change on a plate. This is one of the principal reasons for confining 
all predictions to one side of the plane of symmetry of the vehicle • The program 
presently allows a total of 300 plates to represent the vehicle. Figures 4-5 to 4-7 
show the spacing of one series of approximately 280 plates representing the left side 
of the orbiter. Each plate is defined by 7 variables which are the location of the 
plate centroid from the moment reference center (X, Y, Z), the local area (SLOC), 
and the direction cosines of the outer unit normal vector from the plate with respect 
to the body axis system as is shown in Figure 5-5. The direction cosines define the 
local slope of the plate which combined with the angle of the plate to the nozzle deter-
mines the local slope of the surface to the flow and from equation 36 of section 4 the 
pressure at that point from the Newtonian pressure law. 
The program assumes that the plume cannot eil..i;end beyond the point where its 
dynamic pressure is less than that of the free stream or where the plume induced 
pressure is less than ambient free stream pressure. 
5,8 COMPUTE INTERACTION INCREMENTS (SUBROUTINES INTER, QUART, 
QUAD, KABD, ADABD). 
As in the earlier terms, the program zeros the increments from a previous case 
and then calls the interaction subroutine INTER to compute the interaction increments 
for each RCS direction. The curve fit equations defined in section 3 (equations 5 
through 41) are the basis of this model. The subroutine INTER contains all of the 
coefficients of these curves as subscripted variables defined in data statements and 
a namelist input option is available in the input subroutine to input changes to any or 
all equations. This was done to add flexibility to the program. There are three 
types of curves fitted to the data, a 4th power Polynominal, a 2nd power polynominal, 
and a hyperbolic curve. The subroutine QUART is called to evaluate the fourth 
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power polynominal and the subroutine QUAD is called to evaluate the second power 
polynominal. These curves are fit through the interaction increments and are functions 
either of mass flow ratio or momentum ratio depending on the increment and RCS 
direction. The fourth coefficient and the sixth coefficients of the quadratic and quartic 
equations are upper limits beyond which a constant value of incremental force or 
moment is assumed. These constant values are specified as the last coefficients of 
a given curve fit name. 
The hyperbolic curve fit is used for the pitch up RCS peak value versus angle of 
attack curves (section 3 equations 26 to 30) and these equations are solved by the 
KABD subroutine. In addition it is necessary to solve the inverse of the peak value 
curves and this is done by the AKABD routine. 
The OA82 windtunnel data was computed in a normal force body axis system so that 
the sign of the normal force increment must be reversed for all RCS directions. 
The upward firing pitch nozzle data was generated on the right side of the vehicle in 
test OA82 and the lateral-directional increments must be reversed to the left side 
convention used in this program. 
5.9 CORRECT FOR SYMMETRIC FIRING AND/OR RIGHT SIDE LOCATION. 
The program has the thrust terms, the impingement increments, and the interaction 
increments for all nozzle sets based on one set of each on the left side of the vehicle 
and at this point in the main program these data are corrected to represent the 
actual nozzle locations. This is done by two input parameters. IBOTH~ ,and ISIDEA 
for each nozzle firing direction (A = U, D, Y), with values of 0 or 1. IBOTRA - -
is the higher order parameter of the two and if it has a value of 1 then the set firing 
in this direction has a symmetric set on the right side of the vehicle also. This 
being the case the lateral/directional turns are set to zero and the longitudinal 
turns are doubled. For example IBOTHU = 1 results in 
CLU = 0 
CNU = 0 
CYU = 0 
CLIMU = 0 
CNIMU = 0 
CYIMU = 0 
CLINU = 0 
CNINU = 0 
CYINU = 0 
CMU = 2. CMU 
cxu = 2. CXU 
CZU = 2. CZU 
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If IBOTHA is set to 1, ISIDEA is ignored, but, if IBOTHA is set to zero, then this is 
a non-symmetric set of nozzles and ISIDEA has meaning. If ISIDEA is set as zero 
then this set up of nozzles is on the left side of the vehicle and no sign changes are 
required. If ISIDEA is equal to 1 then this set of nozzles is on the right side of the 
vehicle and the signs of the lateral directional components must be reversed. 
5.10 COMPUTE CROSS COUPLING INCREMENTS (SUBROUTINE CCOUPL) 
The final incremental terms needed to complete the RCS effectiveness prediction 
are the cross coupling terms which are computed in the subroutine CCOUPL. This 
subroutine has only limited models because data is not available of all possible 
interactions between RCS units but the model is based on the models derived in 
section 3.5 and given in equations 42 to 54 of that section. 
5.11 SUM COMPONENTS AND COMPUTE AMPLIFICATION FACTORS 
(SUBROUTINE AMPL) 
The total RCS aerodynamic coefficients are computed as the sum of the increments 
from all sets of nozzles and printed out by the main program. Since it is also 
desirable to relate these total coefficients to RCS thrust the amplification factors 
as defined by eqtlations 2 and 3 of section 4.1 are computed in the Subroutine AMPL. 
Subroutine AMPL begins by computing the thrust moments for a two nozzle symmetric 
pitch up set, a two nozzle symmetric pitch down set, a two nozzle yaw set, and a 
two nozzle (one on each side) roll set by calling subroutine THR. These two nozzle 
thrust moments are the thrust terms which are used to compute the out of plane a 
amplification factors. For this reason the nozzle coordinates for all directions 
must be specified even if no nozzles are being used in that direction. The program 
will terminate if a set of nozzle specifications is missing and amplification factors 
will not be computed. The subroutine then proceeds to determine which types of 
control are being used of the twelve possible combinations: 
a) symmetric pitch up 
b) symmetric pitch down 
c) yaw 
d) pure roll 
e) pitch up + Yaw i 
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f) pitch down + yaw 
g) pitch up + roll 
h) pitch down + roll 
i) yaw + roll 
j) pitch up + yaw + roll 
k) pitch down + yaw + roll 
1) symmetric yaw 
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and a decision is reached whether to use the actual thrust moment or the two jet 
thrust moment to compute amplification factor. For example a yaw only case uses 
actual thrust side force and yawing moment to compute side force amplification and 
yawing moment amplification. This case, however, uses 2 jet pitch down to compute 
normal force and pitching moment amplification and 2 jet roll to compute roll 
amplification. A set of comments is printed to help clarify the definition of thrust 
moments used. The thrust moments used to compute amplification are also printed 
out and can be compared to the actual thrust moment table printed out previously. 
Axial force amplification is not computed because there are no interaction or cross 
coupling models of these effects. 
The computations are now completed and the program returns to the place specified 
by input parameter INEXT either for another case or to terminate the program. 
5.12 PROGRAM INPur (SUBROurINE INPUTT) 
The preceding sections have given a summary of the program operation and given 
a brief outline of the data required for the program to execute. This data is loaded 
into the program through a subroutine called INPurT which will be briefly described 
in this section while a detailed description of the input data will be given in the next 
section. 
The input subroutine is called at three different places in the main program and provides 
different data at each point based on a parameter INEXT. Four types of data are 
required for a full loading of the program: 
a) vehicle surface plates 
b) analytic model coefficients (namelist INCOF) 
c) nozzle definitions (namelist IN) 
d) flight conditions (namelist FC) 
When the program is first loaded or if INEXT= 1 all of the input is required. When 
INEXT = 2, nozzle defintions and flight conditions changes must be input, and if 
INEXT = 3 only flight condition changes can be made. 
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The vehicle flat plate data is input using formatted read statements while the remain-
ing data is entered through namelist. The use of namelist was made to minimize 
the input required for multiple cases. No input for a given variable in a namelist 
leaves that variable at its present value. No input should be provided for the analytic 
model coefficients unless changes are desired since the basic model developed in 
this report is already specified in data declarations in the subroutines where they 
are used. 
Provisions have been made in INPUTT to rescale the flat plate vehicle surface data 
if for example model computations are to be made. The input routine also computes 
the direction cosines of the RCS nozzles including nozzle cant angles. 
5.13 INPUT DATA DEFINITIONS 
A new problem starts with first loading the vehicle flat plate surface data as formated 
data at a maximum of 8 words per card with an FlO. 3 format. 
Column Variable Description 
1 1-10 SCALE Scale factor for flat plate surface data 
SCALE = 1. if SCALE = 0 card must be input 
2 to N-1 flat plate surface cards one plate per card up to 300 allowed at least 
one must be input 
N 
1-10 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
1-10 
DNX(I) 
DNY(I) 
DNZ(I) 
X(I) 
Y(I) 
Z(I) 
SLOC(I) 
2.0 
X direction cosine of flat plate I. plates 
are counted as input is used. See figure 
5-5 for definition of direction cosine. 
Y direction cosine of flat plate I 
Z direction cosine of flat plate I 
X distance of centroid of plate I from 
::eference center. See figure 5-2 for 
definition of axis system. Units are feet 
Y distance of centroid of plate I from moment 
reference center. Units are feet 
Z distance of centroid of plate I from moment 
moment reference center. Units are feet 
area of plate I in square feet 
Last card of flat plate input is 
signified by DNX(N) being greater than 1. 1. 
This ends flat plate input. 
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The remaining input is by namelist rather than formated read and so no card can be 
specified. A namelist specification is made by a $ in column 2 of the first card of 
the list followed by the namelist name. Each variable name to be loaded must appear 
followed by an equal sign and the value of the input with commas separately variable 
specifications. The list can extend over a number of cards and is closed by a $. 
The order of names within a list is not important and names can be repeated if newer 
data becomes available. There are three namelists within INPUTT having the names 
INCOF, IN, and FC and they load in that order on a new job. 
Namelist 
INCOF 
variable Description 
Unless changes to the analytic model are to be made, do not 
input any data in INCOF and one card $ INCOF $ is sufficient. 
INCOF *Quatratic curve fit coefficient arrays for downward firing jets (5 coeffiCients) 
2 
y = C (1) + C (2) x + C (3) x 
INC OF 
INCOF 
INCOF 
INCOF 
INCOF 
!NCOF 
C (4) = limit x 
C (5) = Y value above limit x 
CZIDL 
CMIDL 
CLIDL 
CZIDH 
CMIDH 
CLIDH 
Normal force coefficient as a ftmction of 
momentum ratio at low angles of attack (below 
ALPHBK) 
Pitching moment coefficient as a function of 
momentum ratio at low angles of attack (below 
ALPHBK) 
Rolling moment coefficient as a ftmction of 
momentum ratio at low angles of attack (below 
ALPHBK) 
Normal force coefficient as a fwction of momen-
tum ratio at high angles of attack (above ALPHBK) 
Pitching moment coefficient as a function of 
momentuI.l.:" 'f.\1.tlv [t,t high angles of attack (Above 
ALPHBK) 
Rolling moment coefficient as a ftmctlon of 
momentum ratio a,t high angles of attack (Ah:we 
ALPHBK) 
INCOF *Quadratic curve fits coefficient arrays for upward firing jets 
!NCOF CZIUP Peak normal force coefficient as a ftmction of 
mass flow ratio at low angles of attack (Below 
.' 
ALPHBK) J 
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Namelist Variable Description 
INCOF CYIUP Peak side force coefficient as a function of momentum 
ratio at low angles of attack (Below ALPHBK) 
INCOF CMIUP Peak pitching moment coefficient as a function of 
mass flow ratio at low angles of attack (Below 
ALPHBK) 
INCOF CNIUP Peak yawing moment coefficient as a ftulction of 
momentum ratio at low angles of attack (Below 
ALPHBK) 
INCOF CLIUP Peak rolling moment coefficient as a function of 
1 momentum INCOF CZIUH Normal force coefficient as a ftulction of mass flow 
1 
ratio at high angles of attack (Above ALPHBK) 1 
1 
INCOF CYIUH Side force coefficient as a function of momentum 
ratio at high angles of attack (Above ALPHBK) 
INCOF CMIUH Pitching moment coefficient as a ftulction of mass 
flow ratio at high angles of attack (Above ALPHBK) 
INCOF CNIUH Yawing moment coefficient as a function of 
momentum ratio at high angles of attack (Above 
ALPHBK) 
INCOF CLIUH Rolling mOlllent coefficient as a function of momen-
tum ratio at high angles of attack (Above ALPHBK) 
INCOF * Quadratic curve fit coefficient arrays for side firing jets 
INCOF CZIYL Normal force coefficient as a function of mass 
flow ratio at low angles of attack (Below ALPHBK) 
INCOF CMIYL Pitching moment coefficient as a function of mass 
flow ratio at low angles of attack (Below ALPHBK) 
INCOF CLTYL Rolling moment coefficient as a function of mass 
flow ratio at low angles of attack (Below ALPHBK) 
INCOF CZIYH Normal force coefficient as a function of mass flow 
ratio at high angles of attack (Above ALPHBK) 
INCOF CMIYH Pitching moment coefficient as a function of mass 
flow ratio at high angles of attack (Above ALPHBK) 
INCOF CLlYH Rolling moment coefficient as a function of mass 
flow ratio at high angles of attack (Above ALPHBK) 
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Namelist Variable Description 
INCOF * Quartic : curve fit coefficient arrays for downward firing jets (7 coefficients) 
INCOF 
INCOF 
INCOF 
INCOF 
Y = C(l) + C (2) X + C (3) ~ + C (4) X3 + C (5) x4 
C(6) = limit X 
C (7) = Y value above limit X 
CYTDL 
CNTDL 
CYIDH 
CNIDH 
Side force coefficient as a function of momentum 
ratio at low angles of attack (Below ALPHBK) 
Yawing moment coefficient as a function of momen-
tum ratio at low angles of attack (Below ALPHBK) 
Side force coefficient as a function of momentum 
ratio at high angles of attack (Above ALPHBK) 
Yawing moment coefficient as a function of momentum 
ratio at high angles of attack (Above ALPHBK) 
INCOF * Q\.:<:trtic curve fit coefficient arrays for sideway firing jets 
INCOF CYIYL 
INC OF CNIYL 
INCOF CYIYH 
INCOF CNIYH 
Side force coefficient as a function of mass flow 
ratio at low angles of attack (Below ALPHBK) 
Yawing moment coefficient as a function of mass 
flow ratio at low angles of attack (Below ALPHBK) 
Side force coefficient as a function of mass flow 
ratio at high angles of attack (Above ALPHBK) 
Yawing moment coefficient as a function of mass 
flow ratio at high angles of attack (Above ALPHBK) 
INCOF *KABD curve fit coefficient arrays for upward firing jets (6 coeffiCients) 
INCOF 
INCOF 
C (1) 
Y = X-C(2) + C(3) + C(4)X 
C(5) - is the factor defining the proper root when computing the 
inverse solution of the hyperholic curve fit (call to sub-
routine AKABD) 
CZAUP 
CYAUP 
Peak normal force coefficient as a function of angle 
of attack at low angles of attack (Below ALPHBK) 
Peak side force coefficient as a function of angle 
of attack at low angles of attack (Below ALPHBK) 
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Namelist Variable 
INCOF CMAUP 
INCOF CNAUP 
INCOF CLAUP 
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Description 
Peak pitching moment coefficient as a function of 
angle of attack at low angles of attack (Below 
A LPHBK) 
Peak yawing moment coefficiert as a function of angle 
of attack at low angles of attack (Below ALPHBK) 
Peak rolling moment coefficient as a function of 
angle of attack at low angles of attack (Below 
ALPHBK) 
The namelist IN defines the Res engine, the locations of the sets and the geometry 
of the firing arrangement 
Namelist Variable DescrIption 
IN * There are no default values built in for the variables and all input must 
be included in the first case of a r\ID. 
IN * RCS Engine Characteristics 
IN XMJ Jet Mach number (not required, internally 
calculated) 
IN GJ Specific heat of jet 
IN ARJ Expansion ratio of jet, exit area-to-throat area 
IN AJE Jet exit area (sq. ft.) 
IN POJ Chamber pressure of jet (PSIA) 
IN RJ Jet gas constant (R Air = 53.35) 
IN TOJ Jet chamber temperature (Deg F) 
IN DEXIT Jet exit diameter (Ft) 
IN THETA Nozzle exit angle (angle of bell mouth nozzle wall) 
(Deg) 
IN 
* 
Reference dimensions 
IN SREF Reference area (Sq. Ft.) = wing area 
IN C Mean aerodynamic chord (reference length) (ft) 
IN B Wing span (reference length) (ft) 
IN * ,- Nozzle locations (all sets must be input and left 
side locations specified) 
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Namelist Variable Description 
IN XREU X coordinate of upward firing nozzles exit plane 
reference center (ft) 
IN YREU Y coordinate of upward firing nozzle exit from 
moment reference center (ft) (always negative) 
IN ZREU Z coordinate of upward firing nozzle exit from 
moment reference center (ft) 
IN XRED,YRED, Coordinates of downward firing jets from the 
ZRED moment reference center 
IN XREY,YREY, Coordinates of sideway firing jets from the 
ZREY MRC (Ft) 
IN 
* 
Input values of location even if the number of 
nozzles is zero, so that amplification factors can 
be calculated 
IN * Nozzle angles see figure 5-4 for positive directions 
IN THAFTU Aft cant angle of upward firing nozzle (Deg) 
IN THAFTD Aft cant angle of downward firing nozzle (Deg) 
IN THAFTY Aft cant angle of sideway firing nozzle (Deg) 
l, IN THOUTU Outboard cant angle of upward firing nozzle (Deg) 
IN 
\ 
THOUTD Outboard cant angle of downward firing nozzle (Deg) 
IN THOUTY Upward cant angle of sideway firing nozzle (Deg) 
IN * Input values of angles even if the number of nozzles 
is zero, so that amplification factors can be calculated 
IN * Nozzle set definitions 
IN NONOZU Number of upward firing nozzles (causing pitch up) 
operating in a set 
IN NONOZD Number of downward firing nozzles (causing pitch 
down) operating in a set 
IN NONOZY Number of sideway firing nozzles (causing yaw) 
operating in a set 
11 IN IBOTHU Defines whether upward firing nozzles are operating '1 II 
~ on one or both sides of the center of gravity, II 
,I 
\1 
= 0, Nozzles operating on one side only (set ISIDEU), 
,~ !It '\ l, 
I' 
cj 
Ii 
= 1, Nozzles operating on both sides [! II 
II 
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Namelist Variable 
IN IBOTHD 
IN IBOTHY 
IN ISIDEU 
IN ISIDED 
IN ISIDEY 
IN * 
IN lIMP 
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Description 
Defines whether downward firing nozzles are operating 
on one or both sides of the center of gravity, 
= 0, Nozzles operating on one side only (set ISIDED), 
= 1, Nozzles operating on both sides 
Defines whether sideway firing nozzles are operating 
on one 01' both sides of the center of gravity, 
= 0, Nozzles operating on one side only (set ISIDEY), 
= 1, Nozzles operating on both sides 
Defines side on which upward firing nozzles are 
operating, 
= 0, Operating nozzles are on the left, 
= 1, Operating nozzles are on the right, 
Defines side on which downward firing nozzles are 
operating, 
= 0, Operating nozzles are on the left, 
= 1, Operating nozzles are on the right, 
Defines side on which sideway firing nozzles are 
operating 
= 0, Operating nozzles are on the left, 
= 1, Operating nozzles are on the right, 
Impingement Selector 
Defines the type of mathematical model to be used, 
= 1, Use the empircal impingement model, 
= 2, No impingement model used, 
= 3, Use the semi-empirical impingement model 
(Modified Newtonian pressures plus vacuum 
plume model) lIMP = 3 is the default value 
The final namelist in is called FC and contains the flight conditions as well as a 
indicator which determines the input options on multiple cases. 
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Namellst 
FC 
FC 
FC 
FC 
FC 
FC 
FC 
FC 
FC 
Variable 
IOPT 
MINF 
PINF 
TINF 
QI 
ALPH 
HI 
VINF 
IN EXT 
CASl)..NSC-75-002 
Description 
Defines the flight conditions to be read 
:= 1, Mach number, angle of attack (De g) and altitude 
(Ft) must be input, all others are not used 
:: 2, Velocity (FPS), altitude (Ft), and angle of attack 
(Deg) must be input 
= 3, Dynamic pressure (PSF), altitude (Ft), and 
angle of attack (De g) must be input 
= 4, Ambient pressure (PSF), temperature (Deg F), 
Mach number and angle of attack (Deg) must be 
input. This is default value. 
Free stream Mach number 
Free stream ambient pre8~11re (pSIA) 
Free stream ambient temperature (Deg F) 
Free stream dynamic pressure (PSF) 
Angle of Attack (Deg) 
Altitude (Ft) 
Velocity (FPS) 
Defines content of next set of data 
= 1, All data are to be read 
= 2, Nozzle definitions and night conditions (name-
lists IN AW; FC) must be read 
= 3, Flight conditions only (namelist FC) are to be 
read 
= 4, No Imre data wID be read in, program stops 
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5.14 OUTPUT DATA DEFINITIONS 
The data printed out from a sample run is shown in figure 5-6. Not shown in this 
figure is the Hstings of inp,lt which occur because of the use of the nameHst input 
option and the names are defined in the preceding section. The output starts with a 
definition of the characteristics of a single RCS nozzle in lines 1 to 3. 
Outp,lt 
Line 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Word 
Nozzle Characteristics 
ExiT DIA 
EXPANSION RATIO 
EXIT ANGLE 
NOZZLE MACH 
THRUST 
CHAMBER PRE SSURE 
EXIT PRESS 
EXHAUST GAMMA 
Description 
single RCS nozzle data 
RCS nozzle exit diameter in feet 
(input as DEXIT) 
RCS nozzle exit to throat area ratio 
(input at? ARJ) 
RCS nozzle exit lip angle in degrees 
(input as THETA) 
Computed nozzle exit :M:ach number 
Comp,lted RCS oozzle thrust in pounds 
RCS chamber pressure in PSIA 
(input as POJ) 
Computed static pressure at nozzle 
exit plane in PSIA 
Specific heat ratio of nozzle gases 
(input as GJ) 
t: The freestream flight conditions are briefly describ,ad in Hnes 4 and 5 
4 FREESTREAM CONDITIONS 
5 P/INFINITY 
5 MACHINF 
5-23 
Ambient pressure at flight condition 
either input or defined by standard 
atmosphere in PSIA (limited printout 
resolution) 
freestream Mach number 
,j 
1 
l~ 
-.~~, '='...-
[ 
,. .~." , -_~'r ___ "_" 
n=".. ~".~ __ • 
---~-~ """:"l 
Ilt1'.;, 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
(U NOZZLE C4~RACT~RISTIC5 
~)EXIT OIA .Boer fXPAN~IO~ QtlTIO 20.1CQ~ EXIT ANGLE 9.0000 NGZlLE t~AeY 
~3) TH~UST 925.1568 e~AH8Eo ~RF.SS 150.0~OO EXIT P~~SS .6536 EXHAUST GAMMA 1.2320 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
(4) FREE ST~EAM ~ONI)ITIONS 
(5) P INFINITY .POH!] MAC'"' TN~ <'2.0000 GA'1"1A 1.4eOOANGlF. OF ATTACK 32.C500 
(6) PqE:;SIJR::': ~ATTO 685.14~8 MOM(NT'Jr1 P~TIO .tlO~5 TH?UST CO~FF .0071 
(7) !n ~AT1O 1'i.-:i!'lS4 FOJ/cINI=' 15Crt.S. 7q<;~3F"EC: SToEAH OYNAMIC PP.t'SS -t8.07493 
(') (~.TOJ) '(~.TINC) 19.26848 
3.8951 
o~ !iiJ~ 
~~ 1O~ 
~§~ ~ 
fa 
goo 
J ~ XXXXXX xxxx XX)(X)(X X XXX)(X XXICX XXXXX X XXX XXXX XXXXXX)(XXX XX XXX 
® ® (9) 'TH~UST TE~I1S 
(10) p He Ii UP 
(11) f'!TCf-I I}O"lN 
(12) 'YAW 
@ ® © 
CL CI1 eN 
-O.DOOOIlO '0. Gil OClO!) -~.iJijOOOC 
!) •. {,0 !13tH! -.025669 6.:JO(lOOO 
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Description 
freestream specific heat ratio 
Input angle of attack (ALPH) in degrees 
Same single RCS nozzle scaling conditions are defined in lines 6 to 8. 
6 
6 
7 
7 
8 
PRESSURE RATIO 
MOMENTUM RATIO 
THRUST COEFF 
RT RATIO 
POJ/PINF 
FREESTREAM DYNAMIC 
PRESSURE 
(R*TOJ)/(R*TINF) 
Single RCS nozzle jet exit pressure 
ratioed to freestream pressure (P./P 
J eo 
Single RCS Nozzle momentum ratio 
(equation 5) ratioed using wing area as 
reference. (cfJ./ cfJeo ) J 
Single RCS nozzle thrust ratioed by 
dynamic pressure and wing area = T /qS 
(RJ T J/Reo Teo); RCS ambient temperature 
at exit ratioed to freestream 
RCS chamber pressure (P .) ratioed to 
freestream ambient pres~fe (Peo) 
~ = 0.7 P QO ~ in PSF 
RCS chamber temperature ratioed to 
freestream ambient temperature -
Thayer's parameter 
The program now begins a printout of all tenns which are combined into total control 
moments and amplification. This printout is in a systematic form in which any pitch 
up nozzle contributions are listed first (lines 10, 14, 18, and 22); then pitch down 
nozzles) lines 11, 15, 19 and 23) and finally yaw nozzle contributions (lines 12, 16, 20, 
and 24). The data is all presented in aerodynamic coefficient form so that the force 
terms are non dimensional~zed by dividing by dynamic pressure and wing area and 
additionally the moement terms by the appropriate reference length. Column A 
presents rolling moment (C12' column B presents pitching moment (CM), Column C presents yawing moment (U ), Column D presents body axis axial force (C )' , 
Column E presents side force~C ) , and Column F presents vertical force (~) 
where figure 5-2 defines the sigJ'convention of the force and moment coefficients. 
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The thrust terms are computed flrst and are presented first in lines 9 through 12. 
These thrust terms have all nozzle cant angles included in their computation. The 
plume impingement terms are presented in lines 13 through 16. If the inp.lt option 
is. selected to ignore impingement a comment will be printed between lines 8 and 9. 
The Interaction iterms are presented in lines 17 to 20 and the cross coupling terms 
in lines 21 to 24. The summation of all components (equation 1 of section 4) listed 
in lines 9 to 24 are then obtained and printed in lines 25 and 26. 
The amplification factors are then computed as described in section 4. 1 and lines 
27 and 28 are always printed. If data does not exist to define all nozzle locations 
the program will terminate at this point with a note defining this problem because the 
ampliflcation factors cannot be computed without the all nozzle locations. When all 
nozzle locations have been deflned the program goes through some logic to determine 
the control moments to be used to define amplication factors (see Section 4. 1) and 
the control forces and moments used are defined in line 30. Line 29 is printed to 
show that the pitch down jet thrust itself is being used to compute pitch amplification 
Similar statements are printed if actual thrusts are used for pitch up, yaw and roll 
cases. Line 30 prints the actual thrust force and moment mmbers used to compute 
the amplifications. 
CZTH = control thrust vertical force coefficient 
CYTH = control thrust Side force coefficient 
CLTH = control thrust roll moment coefficient 
CMTH = control thrust pitch moment coeffici.ent 
CNTH = control thrust yaw moment coefficient 
The amplification factors then are the total data from line 26 divided by the thrust 
terms defined in line 30. Note that where possible the actual thrust terms of lines 
9 to 12 are used and only if no thrust term exists is the 2 jet assumed value used. 
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6 
REPRESENTATIVE FLIGHT PREDICTIONS 
6.1 GENERAL 
The space shuttle orbiter rear RCS packages shown in Figure 1-1 have three engines 
for firing upward, three for firing downward, and four engines for yaw thrust on 
each side of the vehicle and considering that the number of Res engines firing can 
be varied in addition to at least twelve combinations of combined control, the total 
number of predictions required becomes a very large task. The purpose of this 
section is rather to apply the analytic prediction method developed in this study to 
representative cases to illustrate the results obtain,ed from the method. Reference 
1 showed that the symmetric pitch down RCS thrust case and a pure roll thrust case 
were the most critical so they were chosen. 8~ r~pl'esentative cases. Two nozzles 
were assumed to be firing on each side of the vehicle in each of these cases. 
6.2 ENTRY TRAJECTORY RESULTS 
A representative set of flight conditions along a space shuttle orbiter entry trajectory 
were obtained and the flight conditions along a segment of it are shown in figure 6-1. 
The vehicle starts re-entry at a high angle of attack and maintaills this attitude 
untU a low Mach number transition is made. The segment shown here is at the start 
of reentry and the high angle of attack is maintained throughout it. The rear ReS 
control system starts as primary control in all axes at zero dynamic pressure and 
maintains control functions until dynamic pressure is high enough for the aerodynamic 
control surfaces to be used. Figure 1-2 shows a representative control schedule for 
this transfer. The area of bighest interest in RCS effectiveness is the region from 
zero dynamic pressure to a q of 20 PSF. The single nozzle flow scaling parameters 
are shown in Figure 6-1 also. Predicted Control amplification factors during entry for 
pitch down control is shown in figures 6-2 to 6-3 while roll amplification is shown in 
figure 6-4. Figure 6-2 shows that the adverse effect of interaction grows with increasing 
dynamic pressure and causes a decreasing control amplification even if no impingement 
would be experienced. Figure 6-2 shows that the impingement term also causes a 
reduction in control amplification at the lower dynamic pressures and the total control 
moment at low q is very sensitive to the impingement model used. The analytic model 
developed in this report gives a minimum value of control amplification of about 0.21 
at dynamiC pressures from 2 to 4 PSF. At this low effectiveness, the question arises 
of how the inaccuracy in wind tunnel data will affect it. Figure 2-3 presented the 
error in amplification factor resulting from the wind tunnel error analysis plotted as 
a function of thrust coefficient. This data was applied to the pitch down and roll flight 
data by computing flight thrust coefficients and Figures 6-3 and 6-4 present the error 
envelopes on the flight predictions. Thrust coefficient imreases with decreasing 
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Figure 6-1. Entry Trajectory Conditions 
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Figure 6-2. Pitch Down Control Amplification During Entry 
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Figure 6-4. Effect of Wind Tunnel Error on Pitch 
Amplification During Entry 
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dynamic pressure so that the wind tunnel errors are only a small part of tho total 
amplification factor in the flight range below 20 PSF dynamic pressure. 
6.3 RTLS Abort Trajectory Results 
Under certain abort conditions during the Space Shutt!e launch, a maneuver is 
performed in which the orbiter jettisons the external tank and returns to the Launch 
site (RTLS). One critical maneuver during this abort is to jettison the tank and 
assume reentry attitude. The vehicle is pitched to zero angle of attack and maintains 
this angle until the tank separates and a pitch maneuver is started to reentry angle. 
Figure 6-5 present some of the flight conditions which occur during this maneuver. 
The vehicle starts the maneuver at the highest dynamic pressure and pitches to 
entry attitude at the end of the maneuver. This maneuver occurs at much lower altitude 
than the same dynamic pressure range during entry shown in Figure 6-1 and the 
Mach numbers and angles of attack are much lower. 
The lower altitude effects change the plume conditions sufficiently so that much lower 
control is available from either pitch down or roll RCS. Figure 6-6 shows that the roll 
control amplification is nearly zero during the zero angle of attack portion of the 
maneuver. This is because the peak value of the adverse roll interaction increment 
on the vertical fin occurs in this range of angles. The lower altitude results in a 
lower plume pressure ratio and a small plume turning angle and no piume impingement 
occurs on the vertical fin. This lower plume turning angle, however, results in 
higher plume pressures on the wing and more impingement than for the entry case. 
When the wind tunnel error increment is applied as in section 6.2, the range of possible 
roll amplifications goes through zero and tIE RCS roll control is non existent from 
a 2 upfiring, 2 down firing combination. ;Some roll control could be obtained by 
firing only the upward facing engines if the pitch up moment which also results could 
be canceled by some other method. 
The same problem of lack of control is also seen in the symmetric pitch down RCS 
case shown in Figure 6-7. The wind tunnel error band gives a control amplification 
of zero. Two terms in the the analytic model appear to dominate the adverse interaction 
in this figure. The first and largest is the plume impingement term. The effect 
of lower altitude is to reduce the plume turning angle and makes the area affected 
by plume impingement smaller, however, the same term enters the plume decay 
parameter and causes the plume to decay slower. The net result is high plume 
impingement pressures over the smaller area and increased impingement increments. 
The second term is related to plume impingement and that is the symmetric firing 
cross coupling increment which is a function of impingement. Figure 6-7 shows that 
control exists if there is no cross coupling and this term needs further definition 
particularly because of the sting in the base of the wind tunnel model. 
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7 
CONCLUSIONS 
The interaction between the aft mounted reaction control system plumes and flow 
over the space shuttle orbiter vehicle is a very complex interaction and the adverse 
forces and moments which result are large relative to the thrust terms. An analytic 
model has been generated which predicts the total RCS control moment as the sum 
of the thrust term, an impingement term, an interaction term, and a cross coupling 
term. A program which incorporates this model has been written and Ls documented 
in thLs report. 
7.1 STUDY CONCLUSIONS 
1. The wind tunnel data accuracy was found to be good for all moments and the 
error in resulting full scale amplification was small at low dynamic pressure. 
2. The interaction increments resulting from plume flow toward a surface correlated 
best with jet exit momentum ratio as the parameter. 
3. The interaction increments resulting from plumes not flowing toward a surface 
correlated best with jet mass flow as a parameter. 
4. Temperature ratio (RT) effects are important for those terms correlating with 
mass flow. 
5. Additional yaw RCS simulation is desirable to improve the analytic model. 
6. Combined control cross coupling is an important term and additional data is 
desirable. 
7. Possible sting interference effects need to be resolved in the pitch down data. 
8. Symmetric pitch down cross coupling needs more data to refine the model. 
9. The RTLS abort maneuver appears to provide the most adverse flight conditions 
for RCS effectiveness. 
10. Steady state simulation results are adequate for pulsing RCS controls. 
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7.2 STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. A blade mounted model be built with a better representation of base geometry 
to evaluate sting interference. 
2. A vacuum chamber test of symmetric pitch down RCS be performed wlth a 
good base geometry representation (no sting) to evaluate symmetric pitch down 
cross-coupling in the base region. 
3. More wind tunnel tests be made t.o obtain the following data. 
a) Yaw RCS 
b) symmetric pitch down cross coupling 
c) other nozzles to verify mass flow as a parameter 
d)- combined nozzles 
e) control deflection effects 
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APPENDIX A PROGRAM LISTING 
PROGHAM PREu(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPEb=lNPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT,TAPE48) 
lJIMI:.NSIor6F (ltl) 
HEA~ ~ONOZU,N0NOZD'NONOLY 
HEAl.. f.1INF 
COMMON/C0NST/PIE,RAOIAN,GI,Rl,GO 
COMMON/GRP2/DNX(3001,DNY(300),DNZ(3UO),X(300),Y(300),Z(300),SLOC(3 
100) ,,J 
COMMO~/UP/N0NUlU'A~EU,Yi{EU,ZREU,DXNOZU,DYNO~U,DZNOZU,DSTARU 
1,rS1DEU,rBOrHU,R~FSU,AEXU,FMRU 
C0~MO~/~NN/~ONOZO,XRED'YRED,ZRED,DXNOZO,DYNOZO'DZNOlD,DSTARD 
1,lS10~0,(BOTrlU,RMFSD,AEXD,FMRD 
COMMO~/~IDE/NONUlY,X~EY,YREY,ZREY,DXNOZYpDYNOZY,DZNOZY,DSTARy 
1,rS1J~r,[BOTHr,RMFSY,AEXY,FMRY 
. C,ll·II'lvIJt·LTh.;IiW,PINF ,TINF,ALPH, IOPT,QI ,HI,V lNF,THRUST, INEXT 
CO~M~I./KEF/SH~F,C,B,SCALE,XRE,YRE,ZR~'DXNOZ,UYNOZ,DZNOZ,DXNOZZ, 
lill'"v.: ... , uZ~lOlL 
C0~MUr./NOZ/XM~,GJ,ARJ,AJE,POJ,RJ,TOJ,TURN'DSTAR,AN,lHETA,DEXIT, 
1 I 11"1~ 
C01'1I'IUI~/ A/POw, tJOw1, PI-{ r, T 1, PZT 
lUi'II'lu,,/ !f'iCOt= I eLI DL (5) , CZ tOI"! (:5) , CYIOL (7) , CYlDH (7) , CMIDL< 5) , 
1 CMIDH(ti),CNIDL(7),C~IUH(7),CLIDL(5),eLIDH(5),ALPHBK, 
2 CZIUH(~),CYIUh(5),CMIUrl(5),CNIUH(5) ,eLIUH(5), 
.3 eZIUP(~),eYIUP(5)'CMIUP(5),CNIUP(5),eLIUP(5), 
l.j CZAlJP(5l ,CYALJP(5) ,CI-1AUP(5) ,CNAUtJ(5) ,CLAUP(5), 
b CZIYLlb),CZIYH(~),CYIYL(5),CYIYH(5),e~IYL(5), 
u CMIYH(bl,CNIYL(5),CNIYH(5),eLIYL(5),CLIYH{5) 
COM~ON/IMCO~FI CXIMU,CZIMu,crIMU,CMl~U,CNlMU,CLIMU'CXIMD,eZIMn, 
1 CYIMO,CMIMD,CNIMD,CLI~D,CXIMy,CZIMY,CYIMy,CMIMY, 
2 CNIMy,cLIMy 
COIVJI'I()I~/ 11~COt:.F / ex I NU, eZI [ill, eY INU, CMINu, CNINU, eLINU, ex IND, CZIND, 
1 CYINO,CMINn,CNIND,CLIND,CXINy,eZINY,CYINY,CMINY, 
2 CNINY,CLINY 
COMMO~/IHCO~F/ cxU,czu,cYU,CMU,CNU,CLU,CXD,CZU,CYD,CMD,CND,eLD, 
1 CXY,CZY,CYY,CMY,CNY,CLY 
C()M~ON/TOCOEFI CXT,CZT,CYT,CMT,CNT,CLT 
G {.''lr -=.l. 't 
IUNF- ~ 53.3 
PIt:. = .3.1410926 
Rr=:J,).j 
l:il=1.4 
HAuIA,,::57.2968 
\.i\J::jG.11l+04~ 
lli:lL'::u. 
TLI\I=J. 
If~=b 
1 It'l=i 
100 CUNI1"Ut:. 
CAL~J."t-'lJrr( lIN) 
~ 1. ,'~=<:; 
101 co .. '' ll,dt:. 
C.'\I..~.lI.Pu·1 T (UN) 
I.;, .:; .1utJ1t*i.JEXIT**2 
C,'\L~ -.It: I «(jJ,ARJ,POJ,P.J'TOJ,T.J,XM.J,AI~) 
fd::X:u="N .. r,oNOZu 
1\~XLJ=I\hh,NONUlD 
At::X Y=I-\, J ..... IJON0l Y 
U::.I AI{U=:::.I~kT ('+ ./PIE*AEXU/ ARJ) 
r)s r I\i-<LJ=~\;II-n (1+ ./P I E*AEXD/ ARJ) 
~~rHkr=~URT\4./PIE*AEXY/ARJ) 
Ai 
j 
I 
1 
1 
i 
1 
~ . 
r , 
I 
C 
e 
111<::., 
1 COj. I !r,Ut.. 
PIn,,! 4uOU 
,+O(,U FOI~i'ii~\1 (lhl) 
CI\L"'lI-;F'uTT (11f.J) 
GO lv (ob,67,bd,6a),lOPT 
b() CO(~ I L"Uc. 
CASD-NSC-75-002 
CAL ... ATM0S(rll'TT'PI'~F'RH'SOS'AQ'10n.'DUM1'AM~AA'G,GO'TS'TLAT,OBC) 
f-' .U.r =,; 1,.': 11 t+ '+ • 
T .1i~t-='f r 
'Ii !'~F=I·,lI~F*SvS 
uV T lJ E>~ 
67 evil IL,.UI:: . 
C~L ... ATMOS(nl,TT,PINF,RH,SOS,AW,VINF,MINF,AM,AN,G,GO,TS,TLAT,OBC) 
p II\it'=r'lr~F/14-4. 
rvl I liP": V il'JF/SvS 
T Lllt-=, r 
"U I \} 'J'j 
i,,-I C()"jf L",llt:. 
1..I\LL 1'\ I,.,US (tlf, T r, PINF,RH,SCS,AI.tI, 100., Our-II, Af-;,A/i ,G,GO,TS,TLAT ,OBC) 
i.)li~"':""'il,"'/ly.~. ' 
,;i=.d/144. 
/'~I"=~'}~r(wl/(o.7*PINF» 
T 11.1":: If 
o~ cut.lll,Ut. 
;. I=u. (.l 44.",' 1 ,'IF * r,l I NF**2 
r",=u 
IF(~l.~~.U.)l~=l 
IF(~L.L~.O.I~I=l. 
CIILLt.!..!' ;Ii! ("'..;, fJOJ, PINF, XMJ, THETA, TUKN) 
i"I~=t-''''/P L.~F 
1'1<1'- S=r',-\ 
c .JeT I~UI"t:.I,Tv" h"fLU 
:<I'iF !:>=vJ·. r>J* ;,,-,..J*"'2*AIUGINF IP If'IF IMINF 1,'IIIW/SHt:.F 
KI,i .. ::'U:',vHOZU ... KHF~~ 
R,"it- ::.U::I'lv,·j0Z..i.j<KI'IF ') 
","IF!:> Y ..;~v,~OZ l' ",f{ivlfS 
THHU!> i'=t, LT hId'" (PJ-P 11~F) 
T~O~F..;TH~U~r/~I/~REF 
FKli,' .)utJu 
('1< 1,,'1 .'hJ db 
t'kllli 4ulll 
~OOl rOk~Al(lrlO'~Jrl NOZZL~ CHARACTERISTICS) 
PKl~j~~u~,O~~lr,ARJ,rHETA,XMJ 
4U02 FOH~AI(lHO'~H EXIT UIA,F12.4-,lbH EXPANSION HATIO,F12.4,11H EXIT AN 
lGL~'Fl~.~,ljH NOlZL~ MA~H ,F15.4) 
l:>r\1, II LtUu J, TrlKuST, PO"), j-lJ, bJ 
~003 F0t{"IAI (ltIO,7H Tl-muSl ,t-l~.~tl4rl CHAMbER PRESS,F12.4,l1ti EXIT PRESS, 
IF1~.~,14H EAHAUST GA~MA,F12.4) 
FK11~r JUUb 
PK.lI;l 4UU4 
'+ 0 04 Furl,I-,/1 I (.L 110, 2:.5H FI~EE STRt::AM CO,JD IT IONS) 
rlHlt-1 i 'tUUS, P If'lF, MINF, GINF, ALPH 
'+uob FOKMHI(lHU,11H P INFINITY,F13.5,9H MACH INF,F12.4,6H GA~MA,F12.4, 
11~rlA~bL~ OF ATTACK,F12.4) 
PR I,l I LfOUb, PR, KMFS, TCUEF 
4006 F0HMMI(lHO'14H~kESSURE ~ATIO'F12.4'lbH MOMENTUM ~ATIO,F12.4'13H TH 
lkUSI l..OtFF,F12.4) 
H 11'1\1 =RJ*T JI (khl FlF) 
RTuKl!=10J*RTRAT/TJ 
POJP 11~::POJ/P I NF 
PHIN140u7,RTHAr,POJPLN,QI 
~007 FOKMA1(lOHO Rl RATIO,F13.5,~H POJ/PINF,F13.b,25HFREE STREAM DYNA~I 
lC Pr(E.SS,F13.t5) 
A2 
r 
r 
I 
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PR1NI40U8,Rro~rl 
~U08 F0HMAt(17HO\R*fOJ)/(R*TINF),F13.b) 
U0 lU IF::1,12 
CALL ~CAL(PJ,&J,X~J,AN'TJ,RJ,Pl~F,Gl'MINF,SREF,TINF,RI' 
L IF, '\I~~) 
5F11F) :: AN::, 
Pf{Ii~14uU':l,If',SF(IF) 
4003 FUKM~I(lrlO"b,5FlO.o) 
10 Cul'li"Ut:. 
C JET ~ASS FLOW RATIO 
F t4H :: SF (;3) 
Ff'IRu :: NO,~OLU*FMH 
FMHU :: NONOLO*F~R 
FMK Y = NOI~OL (*FI"H 
P"l,,'1 3uu6 
C LUNPUTE THRuST ~OM~NTS 
CLu.::U. 
CLLi::U. 
(.I..)=u. 
(. "Iu.:: U • 
C"lu::J. 
CVI)'=u. 
CNu=u. 
(.,'W=u. 
c,'J'r=u. 
LXu:::U. 
(.,;U::.". 
Cxl'=u. 
Cl'U=u. 
Cyu=u. 
cn.:.u. 
CLU:::U. 
czu:.:u. 
CZY=u. 
D07i,n::,,3 
CALL THk(IT,CXT,CYT,CLT,CLT,C~T,CNT) 
130 10 C74,15,76),IT 
74 CLl,,:,CLT 
CI'iU':l..hT 
(.r'jtl::LI"T 
CX\J;::C)I T 
c)'u.:.:cn 
CL'J=LLT 
G0 Iv '1/ 
75 C ... 0:'I.. ... f 
C"IU::L",T 
C'.JLJ::.CI~ r 
c)('u,;;,c)lr 
((Ll=\. YT 
CLIJ=I..LT 
GO I U n-
76 CL'r:':LLT 
c.'-;Y=(.I'IT 
CI-iY=C,~T 
CX(=C"T 
CY'(::'I,.;'rf 
ClY;::LLT 
77 CON 111"Ul:. 
C CO~PUIL. PLUME !MPINGEME~T MOMENTS 
CLII",U=O. 
CL.I"IL)::Q. 
CLll"'(:::O. 
Cr'lli"U::':O. 
C,\lI Ivilj=O. 
Ci"1l,"lY::.O. 
CrHI"iu=o. 
A3 
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01 lDOa AUA..Lr.rij 
----, 
, ·1 I 
.j 
r 
.... 
C,IJ!."U:"t.l. 
CiHI·Y;:"O. 
C l(II'.u'::() • 
C)( I I'.u;:..ll • 
CXll"I=U. 
C. Y !I·'U,,;O. 
C Y 1,'lu=O. 
C Y 1,'IY=U. 
CZl(Ylu::.O. 
(;lliVlu:::Q. 
CZ I ';I~ =0. 
GO 10 (170,lBU,185),IIMP 
170 cOlIJr!l~ut:. 
CN1Mu=+u.05Y3*CNY 
C~lM0=+U.0007d*CMU 
CL Ir'IU'::-U • 13.CLU 
Cl: I,·"J.::-U. 0 OOti6*TCOEF*NOfiOZIl 
CXl~u=+u.0026b*TCOEF.NO~uZU 
C '( l,"U::'-U • 0623H*T COEF*NOI~02.1J 
C"II'il.l=+u.Olt:l57*CWr 
CMINu::'-U.3018*CMD 
eLl~u;:..-u.231~*CLO 
CXIMJ=+u.107U9*rCCEF*NONOZO 
CYl~O=+u.Olu37*TCCEF*NONOZD 
ClIMu=-U.27jd9*lCO~F*NO~OZD 
crH,vl'(=+t.l. 0013*CI~Y 
CM1MY=+U.OO~73*TCOEF*NONOZV*XREU/C 
CLIMY=+u.03477*TCOlF*NO~OZV*YREU/B 
CXIMY=U.u02b8*TCOEF.NONOLY 
CrlMY=+U.00077*lCOEF*NONOZY 
eLl ,'lY ::.-u. U lo34*TCOEF *I\JO,>JOZY 
Gu tv l':tU 
lbu ')IU'~I '+Olu 
~UI0 F0~MAr(~dHO IMPINGEMENT FORCE IGNOR~D ) 
c,v fu 1':11.1 
1. (10 (;,),. I 1 "UL 
1:0J ..>'jj, T..;1, 3 
CflLL l!\iJtJLr~G( n ,CXT,CTT,CZT,CLT,CMT,(;NTl 
~~ IV (ltio,187,188),IT 
lo() Cl.l,JIU;;;CL r 
I: !,; t .'Iu=c",·r 
("ll,r,u.;:(,;r~T 
CXll'IU::C;" T 
(. y l.Jlu=CYT 
C.l,.[:'lu':"CL T 
(;0 rv 10') 
107 CLlvllJ_C ... r 
CIV11,·'II.J::;C", r 
CI~l'\';IJ=Cr~ T 
CA11"U::CX r 
C i J i"'U::(; ~ T 
c ~ l;"U=C £. T 
(,J l.j j 0 y 
lbd CL1.'.Y;:"CLr 
CI'.l,'. Y -ChT 
C,~L,',y ::;;1.I" r 
CX!"I(=Cx r 
Cy l'IY::(. YT 
CZl,V. '( '::(.LT 
18 -1 COi~ I ll~lh;. 
190 COI',[ !HUt. 
CL1"u,,:u. 
CL l,'IJ-1l • 
eLli,):".J. 
~r"j f II-4u~tJ. 
CI"111,u";') • 
A4 
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r 
I 
i 
CI'11IH'-'J. 
GrH , .. u::.tJ. 
eN liJU-1J • 
CNII~Y~IJ • 
CX1,-.lLJ':;"O. 
CX 11~.J=U • 
C)dl~\":u. 
Cy ... "u=u. 
C'r L,JtJ::"l). 
C YlI~Y -Ii. 
Cl.u~LJ;;;O • 
c~r"I.I:;:tJ • 
CI..lI'H:;U. 
C CUl,iPU ft. f'LU;·'IE:. 11~1 t::RAClION i'IOtl<liJHS 
IF(t~.Ew.l)~U fO 20~ 
D02u3! f:;:1,.3 
CALL llH l:.R ( IT, cxli, CVll ,CZB, CLtj, ClvlH ,CI.,Jtj) 
bu lu (~UU'2Ul,2U2),IT 
,20lJ Cdi.,JJ.:::CLd 
C I'll I lU::'C 1'113 
CI~ 1 i'lU:::CI\lt.l 
r~A.J.du=CxB 
C f LI.u;;.C ,0 
ClI,.l)::;lttl 
GOI v ,':J..) 
2u1 CL.l,.,Ju;;:(.L!3 
C,v1LI .. u;;:CI'lt) 
CI\jI,~U::;Ci.t) 
C",I,.u::t;)l.ll 
C ll.,d.::ll tJ 
Cl.. L..I.I::...C"d 
.. ,(J lu ~uj 
202 CUIl'(::,Cl..d 
CIIII!I'; (::'(;1'16 
CI\jLIH=CNb 
~XJ.I.'(:;C)l.a 
c (r'~'(=C'I~} 
CZ1IJY=C,u 
20J C;)I'lfl,,,Ut:. 
2U4 COi'il !1',Ut. 
IF(J.l:iuTHlJ.E~.l)GO TO 205 
IFI1SIOl:.U.LI.1)GO T0 2U6 
CLU=-CI..U 
U~u=-t.'~U 
CYu=-CYU 
CLlI"IU;:;;-CLlfviu 
CI~ll'lu=-cr'JIt'~u 
C y 11'IU;;.-C Y I "IU 
CLlIJu:::-cLI ['-lu 
CIHHU=-(.ldNLJ 
C( II~u:;'-l.l1Nu 
GO 1U 2Uo 
200 CONI .i.,~Ut:. 
CLU=u. 
CI~U:::LJ • 
Cyu=o. 
CLllvIU=O. 
eN L iVIU=1) • 
CYIi·IU=U. 
CLIr"u=tJ • 
CIHI~U;;'U • 
C Y 1I'l\)=U • 
crvlu:;:~ • ..,C:f..IU 
C)W:;:~. *(.,.(U 
ClU;;c::.*CZU 
0111"1U=2. *CM1MU 
~5 
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l 
'I 
.• i 
r 
r 
\',d I ,v:',,-. ~(..)(.i ,/,U 
\',0, ,U-r.: • .. C? l.',\! 
(;1;' 1i'JU.:..(:'. *(.1', L, jI; 
C ,\ ~ I"U:';~ • ,toe. X.i IU 
(L1"lu-;", tCl 1,.U 
i::.l!I. ,,\JIll 1. ,"t;. 
1 F (In,,'IlitJ,l:..,l.l) \.:to 
[~(l~l~~u.Lr • .i)\.:tO 
CI..IJ=--"I..LJ 
CiJLJ=--~.~U 
C(LJ=-~YIJ 
CLlhu_-C.LHlu 
ChI "ILJ::-CrH Mu 
CY 11'lu:...-l. '(If;IU 
CLl"u..:.-l.L INLJ 
C;Ji,~u:.-CNINiJ 
CYI"u::.-CYINLJ (,.-u Iv ~v~ 
~u7 (V,'j Il,.VI:. 
CLu=u. 
~:dLJ.!O. 
,: 'I tJ.:; IJ • 
CL 1 I"U":U. 
v'd,-,U=(; • 
(. ( ["ILJ:...U • 
(.Ll"iJ=O. 
ClddU:'O, 
~,l'''IJ_lI. 
C",L1':;.:.. *1.. 'Ii) 
Lid;::.:::. ~:"i(G 
Ct.:';'::":. H .. LG 
': of IItJ_?- •• (.I'I,1I'IU 
l A !I·,u=2, .CX il'iU 
(ll,',u':'~ ... CZ,MU 
L.f'I 1 ,"J-,~, *CI"J.I~0 
r.:Xl,<L..=2 • • CX .I.IlU 
L.Lldl,.':~,f'C%.I."U 
~UO C01,lll'Ut.. 
If(.l.u(..rHY.~~.l)vO 
Ir-( 1::'.1.. 11:. (.L r .1) (,\) 
'\ \"L..(':-l.I..¥ 
OIY =-\,!'l Y 
CYY=-LYY 
CL11·'Y __ I,..L..IIV,( 
C I'll ,'I (:;.-Li'~ H1'r 
C I' 11'IY=-L Y r",lY 
LLlI~);;-(..LINy 
C'H,I~I'=-I,..,.Irl( 
<. 'I' 1,,'1':"-(" Y Hn 
t·v lu 21U 
.:u,J C0,~ r IHlk 
CLY:;u. 
( .. :JY.::U. 
(;'1,(.:(;. 
,.L.i ,'I y;..u. 
CIHI'i'f =0. 
C Y .i I~' o( ':'0 , 
CLI"r=u, 
C,~li'H =ll, 
c.n"y;..u. 
(;"')=~,*l.,'IY 
CXY="t<l.AY 
Cl)'.::.:..*<"'I' 
C"lllu, r::2. *CMLMY 
C X I ,',)'::'2 ... ex li4Y 
1!f,. Ci 1101)'=2 •• CZ i,"! Y 
" Cf'Il.-IY::.2 •• U'iJ.NY 
CXIIIY -2 •• ex li~ r 
TV 207 
T0 20t.\ 
10 20':1 
TO 21u 
AS 
--------- ------~l--I 
: ! 
., 
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• , ... t!. 
\ II 
/. 
i 
I 
I· I 
I . 
L~ __ J 
r 
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CLII.r:.;.~ •• CZIIH 
21C C0 I'II!I<llL 
C C0"~PlJ Tl 1',uL I IPLI:. AJ(t:..S CHOSSCOIJPLI NG TEHI'4S 
C )(C\..U::.j. 
CAt.l.u':"U. 
CJiI.:\..Y::IJ. 
CZl.l.U':'U. 
CZ,C\..U::.lJ. 
CLC\..Y::Ll. 
C,Jj(.l.ll~l) • 
L .1\..l.l)::'U. 
C ·ll.l.l_J. 
C,.c';u::0. 
L'~C\"I.J;'U • 
(i',CL) =0. 
CLL\..0':"0, 
CL..\..Cl;.:.., • 
CL";\..1:"0, 
(.ALL \..C~u~L (~,t.ACCD,CZCCD,CYCCD,CMCCD,CNCCC,ClCCD) 
IF(lw.(~.l)v~ ru ;11 
CALL ~C~uPL (1,~~(L0,CZ(.CU,CYCCU,C~CCU,CNeeU,ClCCU) 
C.\L..L l..L.vUPL (,J, (. ,CC V, czec y, C vee Y, CfVlLCY, CNCC Y , elecy) 
211 C oJl i I 1 " • .Jt., 
C eO:·YIJTE. I\.ITIIL h)t<CES ,'lit) tVlOtJIEI-ITS 
.jUUl 
,Juu2 
jU/J3 
",ulJ4 
,JOlJh 
.iuU7 
.3008 
j009 
C" f::.\..XlH CXL'i-C;<' '(+CX 11·10+C>- 1,V'n+CX H-1Y+ex INIJ+CX II~D+CXINY+CXCCU+ 
1(, 1I1.1..,HC;"CCY 
CIT..:.1.. lUiC (OTt: n+c Y 1"iU+C v PIr'+cnr-iY+C Y HlU+CYIi~D+CYINY+CYCCU+ 
!l~ y C\..UH .. ) 1.:(, Y 
l.L I ::l.Li'/-t-Czn-t-CLY +CZ! 1:,J+CLl1'<'I.'+CL I,i"IY+C LINU+CZ IND+ClINY+CZCCU+ 
lCLl.l.l.rl-CLl.C Y 
C ... j''''C ... u-tcLlHCL YTCl Iiv'u+Cl IMr>+CL1,'IY+CLHIU+Cl IND+CLINY+ClCCU+ 
lClCl.UrCll.CY 
V'IT=1.1·lu+cr·1[) H .. I';Y +C;.t- 1 MU+CI';I ivl[)+C:", II"Y +CI"lINtJ+CJIIi I I.D+CMINY+CfI,CCU+ 
1(.I·Il.",) ~CI'ICC Y 
eif! =(... JU-I'ctll) t-CI) '( -t C IJ I I'IU+C,~ I i""'+CN 1 tv. Y+crHNU+CN I1~D+CN I NY+er-ccu+ 
lCIJ(.Cu-l CilLey 
Prtir,r .)uul 
Fi)KI'lrill!~h() rHI~uST TEt<.MS) 
PIUfll 6uu2 
FOkIVI/\ I I lti{l, 2~A2HCL, 1bX~HO', lbX2HCN, 16)(2HCX, 16X2HCY, 16X2HCZl 
~'iUI'1 Juu3, CL,-"Cr"U,CI~U,CXll,CYU,CZU 
PH.ll~ i)u tJ 4, elL), cr/,,), CIJD, c:<o, C YO, ezD 
PlillH juub, CL(,ctAY,~~·Jy,c)(y,eyy,czy 
F-VI\lill\l(l'lhfl I)IrC!I UP ,f,rH~.b) 
F0r'I'IA I ( .. 4H(' IJ l TCH 00,,1'1 'bFld.b) 
FOI\IVII-I] (!4HO '(/1.. ,6Fld.b) 
PK11.j .5U/)o 
FOKMAI(bbhOxxx~~XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX) 
f'lil/jr .3uu'l 
F0RMA1(~lHO I~~lNGEMENT FORCES) 
HUI~T jUu2 
PI<rl~1 5uu3, 
p"rl~r jutJ~, 
PlilNl .:lUU5, 
iJKL.~'f 3u06 
Pli 11'-(1 3u u 8 
CLl r·,Ll, CIvil MU, eN I rlIU, CX 1 MU, CY IMU, Cl. I i"llJ 
ClIMD,C~I~D,CNI~O,CXIMD,CYIMD,Cll~O 
CLI~Y,C~lMY,CNIMY,CXIMY,CYIMY,CllMY 
FORMnr(19HO I~TLRACTION TERMS) 
PtUI'd ';UU2 
PrUtll juU3, 
Pi'<II~1 .5lJU~, 
PH11~1 .)ulJ5, 
PrU,,j :hJ1J6 
PIHr~r -:ou l)9 
CLIN0,CMINU,CNINU,CXINU,CYINU,CLINU 
Cll~Q,e~IND,CNtND,CXINU,CYIND,C,lND 
eLIt.Y, CI"lll~Y' Cml'lY, ex INY, CY li.JY, CLINY 
FOR"l/d (22.11\) CROSS eOUPlH~G TEHflliS) 
pin!'11 juu2 
A7 
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OF. POOR QUAJ..xIY 
r1 I "J 
r 
r , 
I 
I 
I 
i 
f 
... 
I '" I , L~ 
I 
. -. ~--.--~-. 
P,1l1 d ju lJ 3, CLCCU, CI'lC<..U, CNCCU, C>'CCU, CYCCU, CZCt..U 
PH l'll Ju U It, CLCC;D, CMeeD, eNeCD, CXCCU, CYCCD, ClCLO 
rkl~1 ~uU5, CLCC;Y,CMCCY,CMCCY,CXCCY,CYCCY,ClCCY 
I' ,<I , • I .) U 06 
t'IUI',1 jullJ 
J~lU F0KMAI (~~HO ruTAL VALUES) 
f.';Udl Juu2 
FKli~r 3u11, CLl ,cr'~T'CI .. T,CXT,CYT,CZT 
6lJ11 FI.lI{, .. t\1 (.1.H[)'1.~X,6F1ti.b) 
,'r{lrd jUl)6 
I'K!" I 't.1.uU 
CASD-NSC-75-002 
~lUlJ FO~~AI (lliU,*THHUST ~OMENTS USED FOR AMPLIFICATION FACTORS ARE DEP 
lENU~Nl UN c~NrR0L USEU*) 
c eAL~ULATE AMPLIFICATION FACTORS 
C IF rH~ NUM~~R OF N04ZLES IN ANY SET IS INPUT AS ZERO, THE THRUST 
C (01::1-1- ~c!t::r~T:., reOR T'Ij\T St::T TO CALCULATE AMPLIFICATION FACTORS ARE 
C (.JI'IPU II:;u F 01< t\1~ ASSlJlvlt.Q TWO NOZlLES. NOZZLt: COORDINATES MUST, 
C 110~'l:.vI:..K, uE lr .. PUl FOI{ ALL THREE SE·rs. 
LIILL f\:"f-'1.. (.l.,AKXU,AKlU,AKYI.I,AKMU,AKNU,AKLU) 
,'('(1. .. 1 ..)u12 
.:>LJ1"'. FIJt{I"1-I1 (231id AI'IPLIFICATlON FACTORS) 
PHil" :'u.1.3 
.;)~ 1~~ h)KI"I\ I .( iHO, 2';lx2HI<L, 16X2HKM, 16X2HKNr16X2HKX, 16X2HKY, 16X2HKZ) 
l'iUI,1 iu43, I-II\LU,IIKj\'lu,Ai\NU,AKXU,AKYU,AKlU 
.)U<+ j FUIII'lill ( .I. riO, "'Ai/IPI-IF' I CATI UN., lOX, bF 16.7) 
t'r{II,1 3\)06 
r l'~':"J.Ilt::}\ T 
;:'1) Iv (.l.uOr1()lr1,b1),IIi~ 
01 CALLt::/d I 
[I~LJ 
SUbHUUT1NE PAKCEJ(Y,u,COEF) 
~l~EN~IO~ Y(jl, 0(3), COEF(3) 
C-----G!v~s CUEFFILIENTS FOH A PA~AHOLIC ~IT 
Xl.: 'r(ll 
• 
A2 = / (0:::) 
Xj - Y(3) 
01 .: Ld1) 
o~ ;: 0(2) 
l)" :: LJ(~) 
FACI0~' ;: X2*X3*X3 
,£0.1 
;\2 
1\ .~ 
1'1 
(,2 
td 
C.l. 
C2 
Cj 
- X1*Xl*X2 
;: X2*Xj*X3 X2*X2*X3 
= X3*Xl*Xl Xl*X3*X3 
;: )(1*X2*X2 X2*X1*X1 
:: X2*X2 X3*X3 
= X3*.1(3 - Xl*X1 
= X1-l<xl - X2*X2 
= Xj - X2 
:: Xl - X3 
:: :<2 - Xl 
C0Et- ( .l.l 
CVC.I- (t.:) 
CvLr ( .J) 
I{t:: TURI. 
:: (Ol*Al + D2*A2 + D3*A3)/ FACTOR 
:: (vl*Bl + U2*B2 + 03*83) / FACTOR 
= (01*Cl + U2*C2 + D6*C3) / FACTOR 
.AS 
, 
I 
I 
! 
f ., 
1 
r 
I 
I 
! . 
...., 
c 
c 
c 
--~'---------------~~~---~~1 __ 1j 
SUdtwu n I-lE .JET (Ol\f.<,t'j, ARN, PONO" Pj\jOZ, TEE, TEX, t<iI-lOl, AN) 
r;li"1c.,,~lulo,j PiVl(.;S1 ,ltvl(31 ,COE(;3) 
C 0IO'II'IV,,/ /\/POwl, POW 1, PHT, T 1, P7T 
HE/\L I"'~UZ 
Pi'l ( l.l =1. 
1:>,/,( ~1::.1 • 
If.1 ( 11 ::'1,. 
(jl (t:.) ::1.. 
!/;.~Ol::'l. 
1.'1"1= .1 P0w=IGAMN+l.I/(2.*(bA~N-1.}) 
DOll.UF=1,ldQ 
iV",JOt:=,.,N0L +lWI 
AA~I=\(~AMN+l.1/2.)$$PO~ 
AAS r=AA:. T*MI~O.u ( ( 1. +Ij. 5* (Gfll"tN-I. ) *MNOZ**2) **POW) 
r~A~; r:;J.. I AAS r 
Z,Jj \.l) =LI'i (2) !l>Zi-j( 2) =Zt'l (j I $Zf,1<:; I =t-INOZ 
p,oJ] ( 11 '::PI'd 2 ) 
PIJI (tt-l :,:PI"( 3) 
P,v1l3):;II~ST 
IF(I\ASI.GE..i'\IU'I)GO TO 112 
111 COrJl1 .. Ut. 
ll~ CI\LL rhkG~O'PN'L~,CUEI 
~NOl::'~0~(11.COE(2)*AKN+COE(j).ARN**2 
~ASI::'I(~AMN+l.)/2.1*.POW 
II A~ll :'::Hi\;:, I *M,~OLI ( ( 1 • + LJ .5* (GAI'H'I-l • ) *MI~OZ**2 I **PO\~) 
CASD-NSC-75-002 
,\j.\!:>I=l~/r\ASI 
P:oJv/.:;r'UI',0£, 1\ ( 1. +0. ~'*' (GA~1N-l. ) *1'IIWZ**e::) ** (GAMI'l1 (GI\MN-l. I ) ) 
P.J tV =~ •• , ... (j \1/ 
PV~11::' I bP,"II',-.i. 1 /t,,/\r.'!J 
PI( r:.:, r'i'~uL/Pul'~uL) ... *P0 .... 1 
PRr=!.-t-'hT 
T 1= I ('" ./1 ~.'\,Jttl+l. ) ) **POW) *::>. :+.GAMN**21 (GAlv,N-l. ) 
P L I =.11./ H'\~; T*PONv/ "~\:Jt\ 1 (T H Pk T)" lLj4. 
1':',<,": IL.L/ (1. +0 .0* (GA"'II~-l. ) *NlI'IOZ*r",.wZ) 
f,t .. T JI\" 
SIJI.tlVlll J.,'o/t. rlTI'luS (Z, TT ,p,RHO,e;, (~, V, AI'I, Al'<lU, ANU,G,GO, lS, THET ,OBe) 
LA'~~I ~u0PiLATION LATED 0-27-72 
\.I.::; • .:.TAI'J(jAtW ATiv10SPHt::Rt.r1"lo2 
71"=I .. +LJ • .>ut+P. 
AB~~=-j.UB5462E-04 
(,l.:iiXI\::' 7. ~5L.E-ll 
CHAH=-l.:,)1 7t.-17 .I 
C",IW 11 A 1.1. ONI\l.. t-"OHCE ut:TER~lTl~ED FROM SrwlITHSOI~I AN POL '(NOMI AL 
It-" Iv,)e) 10,20,lU 
10 THt:IP=~u.o-TH~r 
Ttl!:. I ~I\= I HET rJ/57. 29578 
GO=~bu.uo5*ll.O-.002637b*COS(2.0*TH~TPH)+.OOOOO~9*(COS(2.0*THETPR) 
1) **d 
L)tiAt<=-2.27E-07 
t:.orlK=l. uE-13 
F'b~r\=o. U E-2LJ 
3=.Ul.(~U+(AbAK+08AK*CO:'(2.u*THETPR»*ZM+(BBAR+~BAR*COS(2.0*THETPR 
1) ).L~.*~+(CI.:iAK+F~AR*COS(2.0.THETPR)I*ZM**3) 
(.u Iv 3u 
c::lJ (50 =. ..,0*30. ,+8 
A9 
" 
r 
CASD-NSC-75-002 
G=~.Ol.I~0+A~AK*ZM+L8AK*ZM.LM+CbAR*ZM*ZM.lM) 
30 HM=I~~.L~+A~lK*Z~*ZM/2.0+RAAk*lM*ZM*ZM/3.0+CBAR*ZM*lM*ZM*ZM/4.0)/G 
10 . 
Gut:.=\;Iv/..;,0.40 
lII10=,2u.';Ibo4 
1(5,,,;,;0 • .1l432 
IF (1·1I',-.I.1L10u.0) 40,40,50 
40 P/l=lJ15.2b 
[)d=H"'1 
rA::':c>b. lO 
DIt.lii=-b.0 
VU fu 1'::/0 
5U rF IHM-~UOnO.u) 60,bO,70 
60 t)A::~.:u. j':' 
TJ.\=':'lo.ob 
DIUH=U.U 
rJ I1=H"I-I10 0 O. U 
'_;\) 1"U l,-)U 
7lJ r~ Itll·;-';'':'OOU.u) dO,00,9u 
bl) Pt-\::.J't. 7,.137 
Tri::::::lo.uo 
,n UH:':.I.. U 
1 Jt I=r 11'1_;- u u 0 II. u 
0,) It; 1 ':Ill 
9') It-= (lh-,.ld';oJ.lj) 18U,luO,110 
lOU Pi~=o.<..)J14 
LJTUt1"':.:::. i.i 
I:: I=r-I,"- ,c:: u U o. (1 
\,J Iv .1 ':IU 
111 :f- 111I·.-:;;.2000.u) 12lJd20rl30 
12lJ f'/~::l.llJ~Jo 
T,l::21u.uo 
LII L),l::U. ,J 
,)I'I=r1i·'-<;-fUOO.U 
,;\.) III i ':I U 
l::Su f.r \III'-ulIHlu.u) 14(]rl40,15n 
140I'\::u.:.duLl05 
Ti-\'::'::(u.uo 
l, rtlll":-.:'. U 
IJII='1/'.-:,,::0 () O. u 
(,i) Iv 1';10 
1b~ Ii- 11I1',-7Y(Jllu.tJ) 1uOrl60rl70 
loll I'/'':U .ld,l)99 
il,::.:::bc::. uO 
U T Jll=-I~. II 
1)1/=111'I-O.i,U 0 11. LJ 
vO 10 1';10 
17U IF IHN-ob74j.u) Ib~,lHO,23n 
IbU PA=.J.ulu.:s77 
IH=J.OU.U!:> 
[,TUtl:::0. u 
llH=rtl'I-7':1UUO.O 
GO [u l'-:!U 
1';10 eOI'd J."UL , 
Ti'1= I H-tU'1 DH*LJH/luOli. 0 
If (u'lUH) 210,200,210 
20~ PPA=~AP(-GO.AMU*OH/(100uOO.O*RSM*TA» 
G0 Iv .<!.:U 
210 P~A=( fA/TM).*(GO*AMO/(100.0*RSM*DTDHI) 
2':'~ Cor'li J.,~IJL 
Tt:.:= I ill ... 1 • oJ 
r I = I L 
1I .:: t.5u2bE-07 
f' = r' k*r-PA*2. U13b546ti 
~rl0=MM0.P/(1545.31*~Ot*TE) 
All>-
.. 
1 
J 
r 
! 
f 
AMU~u~1~*·1.5/(198.7~+T~)/G0~ 
'\"JU:;,\r',:J/I{HU 
C=~~k(11.4*1~4b.31*GOE*TE/A~O) 
Ai-I = vir.. 
CASD-NSC-75-002 
t. = u. I",P*AI~*Ai" 
TS :; 1~.o6E+16*SQRT(RHO/O.OU238)*(V/26000.0)**3.15)**O.25 
(;=6/lJ. :>U48 
00 :: \;IO/jO.~8 
lit. rUt'i~ 
230 IF ILII,-H)OOUO.U) 24u'2~O,250 
2,+0 TMu=lbO.65 
ALI"=':>.U 
LiJ";;;yu.O 
PLlM :: 1.643uE-03 
1\:vIl-j":2d .l.Jo~4 
G,vl=-. UOu'+'+ 
vU Iv '+UO 
2~u IF I~M-!lUOU0.0) 26U,260,270 
(::'JU TI·\ti=~.I.tl. 05 
ilL.lvl=::J .0 
ZbK=lUU.U 
rB~i=.;).uu75E-1l4 
II,vlt;:.:o:.o. tid 
Gr·l=-. ujc:: 
00 10 'flJU 
270 U lLt'i-!200UO.U) 2I3Q,28(j,29u 
zen I,v}tl.:.::uo. 65 
t,LI-'I=lu .lJ 
Ztir.,=lLU. u 
Pc\I"l.:-1.0:;44E-U!:l 
A, Id';;GCJ.!,)O l""=- . lFf ~ 
60 IV '+ull 
~I.JU IF Id-I-L::)OOlJO.O) 300,300,:310 
.300 T"II'-'-.;)ulJ.65 
I"L.',:.:.::u.u 
2 ,jI<,.:: L::'J • U 
Pbl'I=G.!:lc::17E-U!,) 
A,'ILi:;C::d. u 7 
CI"J:::-. U,3/j333j 
GO 11.1 '~0U 
310 IF \~M-.I.uO~UO.O) 320,32u,3~0 
320 T,'IO;;'YCJU. uS 
IIL"i:;l!:>.lJ 
ZIJ",::;lGU.u 
Pljl-I:.::;.Ot;J17E-uo 
1~.,.Jj=2tJ. ':J.!. 
Gil1=- "J2u 
\;0 III 4uJ 
jjO IF \LM-1700DO.O) 34ij,340,350 
j40 flII1t3=IJ.1U.b5 
ALI'I=lu, U 
2;:t3K,;;.l.tH) • 
PbM:':~,. 6':14·3F:-lJo 
t,MU:':.:!u. bb 
Gi"l:':-. U~b 
GO Iv 4UO 
350 IF (t~-!90000.0) 36U,360,370 
360 Pltj=ldU .65 
A LI"!:': '7 • 0 
Zt;\K=170.0 
Pbl~=~. 7'::126E-Ob 
AMd='tJ.'+ 
Glt.=-. u.215 
GO TO 400 
, . 
iAll 
J 
1 
r 
.1 
II 
, 
;'70 If-" (li,,-,:.50000.U) 3elJ,3'~O,:590 
~80 T"jrl::lo:l5u.65 
IiLi~I;;o. U 
ZliK=l-JO.u 
PI:lI>1=1. bd52E-Ob 
M1tj;:20.oo 
Gtvl=-. U2b 70 
is\) IIj 4ull 
390 CUd I H'IUt. 
iii = U. Ll 
P = 0.0 
I> :: \:JIll. ,~04b 
GO :: e"O/:.ilJ.4d 
Ht::fuKIl 
4UO CON! Ii.Ut:. 
C ~OMPU1E KIN~rIC TEMPERATUR~ 
LK=Lf·I/IUUO.O 
A~KAr::('AM8+GM*(ZK-ZtiK»/28.9b44) 
TMUL=IMb+AL~.(ZK-ZBK) 
TT=IMVL.AMRAI*1.BO 
'+HI COI~ Ill.lh:. 
C COM~U1E STArlC PHESSURE 
CAS~NSC-75-002 
AP=(l~~/AL~)-lBK 
PARIA=(L~-lbK)*(.62bE-OL*(ZK+ZHK)-.125E-05*AP-.00:52b) 
PAH1~~(.12bt.-U5.AP*AP+.u032~*AP+9.81til*ALOG'(ZK+AP)/(ZBK+AP» 
111·10=<::0.')044 
K~T/'\K:;'d.~143.2 
CO~f :;. -ALM*H~TAR/AMO 
PRLUb=(PARTA+PAkTBI/COEF 
j-'=;::. Ucltl:>,+6S>l-PtWj>l-EXP (PRLOC;) 
42li COI"llI.UE 
C CU~~Ull UENSITY, SPE~U OF SOUND, DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
RhO = P*A~RAT*2b.9644/(lb45.31*TT*GO[) 
C='-,'Ji\ T ( 1 • 4*t> h(rlO) 
(=L. :;)-t-I{I,U*V-t-V 
Cu',l i"IJo.:.. 
CIJ"'~LJlf_ "iACH ,'.lUMBER, ("RJWITATIOliAL FORCE, VISCOSITY + KIN, VISC'TY 
II "'= 1/ I .... 
G ::; (u.l~5E-O~)*ZK*iK-.UU32~*ZK+y.81H 
t'E:.J'A = 7.30c:!5E-07 
"l; r rl - J.98.72 
I\lvlLl :: dL r A*S~RT (TT**$. 0) / (TT+SUTH) 
1I;10':;/I,',UI RHU/ (:iOE 
fll'ltJ=AI',u I \jOE 
TS ~ (~.~6~+1b*SQRT(KhO/O.Ou23H)*(V/c:!6000.0)**3,15)**O,25 
G=0/0.Ju4!3 
(,0 = 0.:.01 -SO .1,8 
r~t:T ut\" 
fJK,v'Al (.:J2f1lJ UPPER ALTJ.TUDt. LIr"lT EXCEEDED) 
E,~L: 
SUGKvuTJ.~E ~XPAN(G,PT,PIT,XM,TH~TNO,rURN) 
IFI~r.~t..PIT)~O TO jO~ 
TUR,~:;u • 
Gl=(ij-l.l/G 
G2=2./(G-l.) 
G3':~\>II"(T ( (G+l.1/ (G-l. l I 
G~=::'VK 1 ( (0-1. ) / (G+1. ) ) 
IF(~ll.t.V.O.)e"O TO b 
X~t=~~RTiG2*«PT/rIT)*.Gl_l.l) 
Xl=SI>IKT(XME**2-1.) 
TUK.'~::t.7. 2900* (Gb*ATAN (GtH:l( 1) -ATArd X.I. I ) 
'JU I U n 
~ TUI<II::91).'" (G~-l. ) 
6 C J,\j I .L I'JUt-. 
T JI-.., ,~= rUKN' 
' .. -II:.=X,', 
A12 
i 
'J 
1 
I 
I 
r 
f 
I 
I 
! 
I II 
Xl:;:;~~~T(XME**~-I.) 
TUKI·j::~ 7. 295l;)'~ (G.3*A" AN (G4*X 1) -AT AN (X 1) ) 
rUK,l:;:; i Ut<NL-1 UKN+ THETNO 
Rt:. 1 JKII 
JUO TUK,'-l:;:;lllt.TNO 
Ri:.Tul{i~ 
t+UO F OKI"AT (lllO. 5F20. 5) 
EJ~u 
"I 
CASD-NSC-75-002 
SUUKuuTINE seAL (PJ.~J,XMJ.AJ,TJ.RJ.PI.GI,XMI.Al,TI,RI,I,ANS) 
G0 10 (lu.20.30.40.5~.60.7n.80,90,100,110'120.1.30)'1 
10 A~S :;:; PJ/PI*GJ/GI*AJ/AI*«XMJ/XMI,**2) 
RETUt~I'1 
20 Aj~S :;:; A..J*( (PJ/PI)*(lo+GJ*XM-Ju2)-1.)/(Al*GI*XMI**2) 
I~t:. 1 Ur"~ 
.30 ANS ;; GJ/GI~RI/RJ.TI/TJ*«PJ*XMJ*AJ)/(PI*XMI*AI»**2 
ANS:;:;~\IIRT(ANS) 
kt.:TJKi'J 
40 ANS :;:; GJ/GI*RJ/RI*TJ/TI.(XMJ/XMI)**2 
RET lJkl'~ 
bO ANS :;:; G..J/GI*KJ/HI*TJ/1I*(GI-I.)/(GJ-I.) 
RETUKI~ 
00 CONTII'lUE 
TM! :;:; XMI*XMI-l. 
IF (1I'Il.L.T.O.) TMI = -TMI 
1'I\IIJ :;. X,'IJ*X,",J-l. 
IF ITI',J.L1'.u.) hlJ :;:; -TjliIJ 
ANS :;:; ~..J/PI*GJ/GI*(XMJ/XMI)**2.SQRT(TMI)/(SWRT(TMJ» 
HETUHIJ 
70 CONIJ.,\jLJt. 
TMJ :;:; XMJ*XM..J-l. 
IF (I~J.L.T.~.) TMJ = -TMJ 
AI~S :;:; 5l.tt'iT( II"h.J)/GJ/XI'lJ/XM,-,*(l.-I~;lIPJ» 
R£TuKi', 
&0 ANS :;:; ~1*AJ.(GJ**4)*(XMJ*.R)*«RJ*TJ)**4)/('GI.*2.5)*«RI*TI)**.3.5 
1) ) 
REl UK,. 
90 ANS =',-l..J/FI 
RETur~I" 
100 AN~ = p..J/(.~*~I*PI.~MI**2) 
HE rUt~l. 
110 ~NS :;:; ~..J/PI*«1. + .5*(G~ - 1.)*XMJ**2)**(GJ/(GJ-l.») 
F(U'UKI, 
12U ~0J=P~*(l.+.5*(GJ-l.)*XMJ**2)**(GJ/(GJ-l.» 
c.. ALL ,',/-1( .. 1 t< raJ. p r • GJ. ANS) 
AI-.JS=Ai~S/ 0J 
130 Rt:. fUI~" 
[i"J,) 
S0urtU~rl~E ~ACH(PO.PI.G.XM) 
A :;; (\:1-1.1/1:> ~~=~u~T\(2./(G-l.I)*«PO/PII**A-1.» 
IF (XI',.L.T.lI XIII\ = -4UOO. 
KC: fUKI~ 
E:m 
A13 
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CASD-NSC-75-002 
5UUKu~rl~E IH~(l,CX,~Y,Cl,CL,CM,CNI 
CO·l,·,u,;!t-LT 1,'dt~F,PINI-, TIr-lF, ALPH, IuPT, Ill! ,HI,V INF,THRUST, INEXT 
CI..;"',j,;vtdt,t:F l!;,tkF, C, Ll, ~CALE, Xt~E, YRb Zkb DXNOZ, DYNOZ, DlNOZ, DXNOZZ, 
111Y'.U,-,,-, LJLt\jOt.L 
GOMMU,./uP/NO~uZU'XR~U'YREU,tREU'DXNUt.U'DYNOZU'DlNOZU,DSTAkU 
1,1!;,~~~u,IBOrHU,RMFSU'AEXU 
CUt"~.V'''1 uVlrUt',Ot~OLD' .(I-\I:.U, YREO, Zf~ED, DXNOZO, DYNOZO, DZNOlD, DST ARO 
1,1~'O~D,180THO,R~FSO,AEXU 
l.U,],'tU,-i!::> 1 GE/f\jONOZY, XK£ Y, 'l'FlE)', ZHE Y, DXt'lOZY, DYI~OZY, DZNOZY, DSTARy 
1,1~lJLY,IbOrHY,RMFSY'AEXY 
C01·1t·101'I!I~V£1 Jl.MJ, GJ, AI,.;, AJE, POJ, RJ, TO.;, TURN, OST AR, A"" 1 HET A, OEX IT, 
1 I II'It-' 
REAL ~ONUZU,NUNvZD,NONOZY 
CT1=lH~UST/~I/SREF 
GO IV <1,2,j) rl 
1 IF(,H)j-JlIt.U.EUI.U.)\30 Tv 5 
(.l:;;\.. I HeJ.vNOLU 
,)/.::uXi.O"u 
. UY=i.Jn~OLU 
I.'L::,."""OLU 
X=X,<t.u 
Y=Yht:.U 
,:::Zt(t.u 
Gu I v ,~ 
2 Ir(tW"l)LLl.E",.U.IGO ro 5 
CT::~'ll"NOi"OLU 
:~ X=;jl\."Ot. u 
;;·Y:':uy.·,OLll 
U~:;;dLt.JLu 
X::'i\r.l:.I.' 
Y:':)Kt.U 
Z=LKt;.,) 
"O ILl 4 
3 r F (.., U:. \) L. t • t:: liI • IJ • ) GOT u 5 
C1 =l.ll.,,,vf,l'iY 
:J>(:':dAI,lJ.,:Y 
qY::IJ) ,,0'(' Y . 
~JL:.tJ'-I~Ot. y 
,\=,\I~t:. t 
Y=l tIt:. l 
,:::l.Kt:. ) 
'< CX::-I,.I*LJX 
CY=-CI~u'( 
~l':-CI"l.Jl 
~L:(\..~~y-CY.L)/b 
CM::(~A.,-CZ*XI/C 
CN:(l.)*X-CX.,l/b 
,It::l'ui'(t·. 
:> C;(=O. 
." 
CY=u. 
CL'::u. 
CL::.u. 
Ct'i= .... 
Ct~='" • 
1~t:.IUI~t,1 
Et-lLl 
'A14 
;~: 
.... " .... ,,-.~ ..... --~,-----,~---
r 
I 
I 
i 
c 
CASD-NSC-75-002 
SUt)l<lJV 1.1. 'IE l' ,,- L l'IG (L, CXi3, CYB, CZ8, CLB, CMf! ,eNB) 
COI'iI-,iJ,,!1.. ...JdS r !P l~, RADIAN, (, I, KI , GO 
COIII.VIVI ,/,,02/X/lJ, GJ, A~ •. ), AJE, PO"" R"I, TOJ, TURN, DST AR, AN, THETA, DEXIT, 
111,'11" COM~U~/0P/N0~0ZU'XKEU'YREU'ZREU'DXNOlU'DYNOZU'DZNOZU'C5TARU 
1.lSlJ~u.ldOIHU,HMrSU'AEXU.FMRU CU""'lv!~!LiWI'/IIUI~OLD. X"t.:D, 'I RED, ZRED, DXNOZD, OYNOZD, DZNOlD, D5T ARD 
1,'~1~~0.150IHu,RMF50,AEXD,FMHD 
;:v 11"i\.l~;/;" leu NONOZY, XHl: Y, YREY, ZREY, OXI,jQZY, DYNOZY, Dzr~oZY, D5TARY 
1. bw,- '(. ri:30 Ilil, f{1"iFSY, AEXY. FMRY 
Cdl'''',UiduhP2IU,JX(300) ,DNY(300) ,ONZ(31.10) ,X(300) ,Y(300) ,Z(300) ,5LOC(3 
lUll) ,-.J 
CV."iI.IVII!t- L r /".l,IF, r Ita:, 1 II~F, IILPH, I OPT "n , HI, V INF, THRUST, It~EXT 
CU"""Ud/1-< t:..F /::'Ht::.r • C. t-l, ::,C ALE. \(t<E, YRE, lRE, OXNOZ, Dyr~OZ, Dzr'lOZ • DXNOZZ, 
lL,y .• u .... "-. uL.NOi-L 
Gv I v (1' 2, j) , L 
1 It'I"<vI;L)~u.E'>i.t..I.)GO 10 2000 
) t!t;.=ld\l:'u 
'y ~I-.:' Y roEu 
i,I(l:.=L1<l:..v 
,)XI'.\;L=,lAI~OZIJ 
~:J 'r IV"-':':U I ,·JOZU 
1) .... llv~.;;IJLI~02LJ 
,b I 1I1<=I)~ f ARv 
i\JL=IIt..."U 
.1;'J'J\.I~L=l • 
.) r I',VL .... =.J. • 
JLIJuiL=-.l. 
GO IU '+ 
2 IF(,~vl~.JLD.E\.>i.U. )<30 1'0 20UO 
:'l·,vL .... =.1. • 
.. 'f1·,uL,_= J. • 
: .. \1 IvL.!.=.I. • 
AJl;.;;;Ht.Xu 
"S r "h::'U:, T AHu 
')L .. ~~,,,-::,;,i L I~OZ U 
I ; y 1'1\.1<:'::' , ) r l'IUlu 
c, X 1'1 vt..:-LJi\ ,',0 I...! 
/t<I:.':", Il'U 
"'{r:.:';~.I,I~() 
I ;{I~-) I\LL' 
~ v I u ,~ 
j r I, \ 1 10..1.', \.1 L Y • I:. \./ • u. i ,0 I' () ;:> Ll \I (J 
'LII\)t...:..=.l. • 
:' Y"VL4.,:i.. 
1';(.' JULL.=J, • 
"JI:.'::flt:..XY 
;;., r "1,=-1)::, TAR) 
,iL.I~U .... ;;;U.U~OZ Y 
r'ly,·jUL=Uyt"OZ '( 
i:'I(I'ILJL;;;I)XI~\.lZ y 
1-1< t:.::.LI\[ Y 
(1~t:...:n;t':::Y 
,XI~t:.="I'F.. r i. C\)'~ll .. u~ 
CI\l).:IJ. 
CYIJ=u. 
Cll)':u. 
C~I~=U • 
CI'Jd.')~U • 
CI.jLl~U • 
I Ellli, C.I-\LWU\ r 10;15 OF COEFFIClt::NTS AND DERIVATIVES 
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:JJ1.i;')J[u=1,..J 
6jlJ 1 = hI 
YQ .:: ) ( 1 ) 
Li,jio/ = ,.I"y I I) 
6bO Xb .:: A(~I 1 b 
:~C=;( (1) IC 
yU=Yu /b 
Z~=l.(l)/b 
1.1.=1.. (.L) IC 
~)I{I\ 1 ! u=SLOC ( r ) /SIU .. f-
'II.=X l.l.) -xHE 
;) Y= I ~~- Yt~1:. 
[il=l. I! ) -.!:.f-<E 
uI~I=~Uhf(nX.*2+DY**2+0l**2) 
lr:(.JL:,).t.~.u.)GO TO 1150 
IfI0£.~I:..u.)GU TO b 
IF(ul.,,,).:.L..Gi.d.)GO TO UbO 
G~) ,U 7 
b IFII/£.,1Ui.l.LI •• ,GO TU 11~n 
., CUI'II L'~!'L 
:;X flJr:':UA/Cb r 
{'V r0' ;;.IJ y 1[.1:'T 
i'i"1 u 1..:11i.ID1.:> r 
Cl:.lli:':L·l( I uT*LlXI~()L+()Y'1 VI "'LlYrl')L+r)Zl (tT*ULIIIOL 
T tk.' =I-.Cu;:, (Cc. 1 r\) *I~AO 11\N 
IFlrHc.f.';.E.IUK'n,';O [V I1bll 
l,xrul_-uXTOI 
olYlvl":-.JYTC, 
')L' u i :':-..;L II; r 
CI:. r I-\::'u X I 1.r1 *u~j)« 1 ) +0 nOT .DWHDZTOT*DI~l ( r) 
U:I~L',\.LE.0.)(,O TO 115u 
CI\LL. 1i/\\..I'LUi [Ht:1 ,DIS1',XtljPLlJ"'1,PL0C,QLOC) 
CPL~~=(uJ+~.)/(0J+l.)*(1.-2./(X~PLUM**2.(GJ+3.1»*C~TA**2 
IF(vL~~.LT.~I IbO TO IlbO 
CI-'LIJ~_I ,-t'LO~ ."~LOC+PLOC-P I NF) ItH 
IF(L~L0~.L~.U.IGO Tv I1bU 
nLL~~--~~LOC*SKATIU 
.LUUcl 1~L~A=JLLCP~G~x(I) 
r,t::Ll.) _I JLLCP",tll'lll 
'I_L~L_;h ... LCi-'*uIJL (I) 
.!LL~~=~L~~l.yB-GELCY~lR 
i.'t.LLI',='Ut.LC'< -4.b':-Jt:.LCL"XC 
,JeL-:r·i=lh ... LC Y"'Xtl-DELCx*YI:3 
r: ,U:"'LAd+uE.U::X 
I_id-~ J!!+d~L"';Y 
C,~d':"";LIl+IJEL":'L 
CLl'';'~L·H-.!t::L'';L 
\.. "lj=LI",d+uEL~,v, 
\';"I.J=~I.O +uEL (.I>j 
11bO l,vrrfJ.I"Ut:. 
r'L f lItll', 
2fJOO C"d=u. 
C. (::\=v. 
CLI'=U. 
CLt'=J. 
C,,'I,j::u. 
CI'Jli=U. 
RE.TuK" 
Er~u 
:A16 
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I 
I 
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II 
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SU~KOUTINE vAePLU(THET,~AD,X~P,PLOC,QLOC) 
COI'""U'~/I~OZI XI'IJ, IJJ, AR.J, A.JE, PO,) d~J, TO.J. TURN, DSTAR, AN, THET A, DEX IT, 
11 HIt-' 
IF\lrl~r.GT.1U~N)GO TO IDa 
P0h=t'CJ*144. 
PI [=,5 .11f159 
osrAK=Sw~T(AJE/ARJ*4./PIE) 
RHUKH~=«I.+(GJ-l.)/2.*XMJ**21**(-1./(GJ-l.I» 
bGJF=Il.24-0.0040A94*TUkN)/(2.*(GJ**21*(1.-COS(TURN/57.2958») 
XUL1M~=~GJF/RHORHE 
XO~lMj=~QRT(XDLIM2) 
XUL1M~XULIM2**0.661 
FTrl~r=(~OS(PI£*THET/2~0.»**10. 
IF(lh~T.LE.oO.IGO TO 5 
F1H~r~O.042372*EXP(-O.064*(THET-60.)1 
b C01'lT!JIIUi:. 
POW=2. 
DCLIN~=RAD/uSTAR 
IF(UCLINE.G~.XDLIM2IGO TO 10 
, IFW(.LINE.LE.XDLIM3)i;;0 TO 6 
I~(U~LI~i.L~.xDLIM)GO TO 7 
RrlOKR1=FTHET*U.5*(RHORHE/DCLINE+BGJF/DCLINE**2) 
GO [0 l.i. 
6 COl', j 1,~Ut.. 
PV"j=U.:; 
i. G.JF =r{tllq{HE 
GO IL, 1V 
7 RIIOKRI=KrlORHE*FTHET*O.5*(I./(SQRTIOCLINE»+1./DCLINE) 
GO rv 11 
10 CUI'llll~U~ 
RHOHAT=bGJF*(UCLINE~*I-POW»*FTHET 
11 IF(~hVKAT.GT.RHORHE)RHOKAT=kHORrlE 
XMP=Sl>It{l (2./ (GJ-l.) * «RHORA r**( 1.-GJI )-1.) ) 
PLOC;POh*(ll.+(GJ-l.)/2.*XMP**2)**(GJ/(1.-GJ») 
ULO~=~J/2.*PLOC*XMP**2 
(JO rv ill1 
100 :<iVlt-'=O. 
PLO~=O. 
'~LOC=U • 
RHOHAf;;:.;,;. 
101 tOIHll~UI:. 
,~t:: T ut<,~ 
20U FUKMA1(lHO,tiF15.7) 
~[\jU 
SU8HU0TINE AMPL (l,AKX,AKZ,AKY,AKM,A~N,AKL) 
C CALCULATES AMPLIFICATIO~ FACTORS 
REAL NONUZU,NONOZO,NONOZY COi'lfIIOd/UP/Nui~UZU, XREu, YREU, LREU, DXJ~QZU, DYNOZU, DZNOZU ,'oSTARU 
1,IS10~U,180rHU,HMFSU,AEXU,FMHU COMMON/DWN/NONOZD'XRED'YRED,lRED,OX~OZD'DYNOlD'DZNOZD'OSTARD 
1,ISIQ~D,IBOTHD,RMFSD,AEXD,FMRD 
COMMOldSIDE/NONOZY, XREY, YRE ~, lREY, DXNOZY, DYNOZY, DlNOZY, DSTARY 
1,ISlulY,IdOfH~,RMFSY'AEXy,FMKY 
cOllll,II,O"ITHCOt:.F I C.XU, CLU, C YU, eMU, CNU, CLU, cXD, clu, CYD, cMD, eND, CLO, 
1 CXY,ClY'CYY,CMY,CNY'C~Y 
CO~~U~/TOCOEFI CXT,tZT,CYT,CMT,CNT,CLT 
r r 
... -~'-. "-'~.----' '" 
I 
'o\ j 
CABD-NSC-75-002 
.\1\ " ::; O.U 
\t, .t. = 0.0 
1\ (,1 
-
O.U 
1\1\1\1 = O. U 
J.'h'~ ::. G. U 
Ai\L = o. u 
C COfllPIJIr. 1I'1RuST ''1(;i'lEr,JTS FIJI{ ALL CONTROLS uSING 2 NOZZLE FOR EACH SIDE 
15 IF IA~~u.EQ.U.U.AND.YREU.E~.O.U.AND.lREU.EQ.O.O) GO TO 100 
S,IVI"IUL ;:; M)I~OLU 
NUI~ULU::;'4 • 
CI\LI.. 11i1< (l,CxrH,CYTH,C.;aH,CLTH,CMTH,CNTH) 
C"ll nu=CIV, TH 
CLfHU=CLih 
CLrI1U::'CL n-1/4. 
i /Vr'/vit, ;;: SA Ii Nvl 
2t> It= 1.v,t.u.EC~.O.O.AHD.yf<ED.EQ.U.O.AND.ZREIJ.EQ.O.O) GO TO 100 
SAV;~'h :;: NOI~OZO 
"1(jII'JLiJ=~ • 
CAl.1.. IIfK (2,\..XTH,C) 1 H,ClTrl,lLTH,CMTH,CNTH) 
elll 1'1 iu;;'C,', TH 
Ct: f,"J-LL TH 
CL TI1U.:.CL fH/4. 
CL"i HI ::,CL. THD-CL IHU 
fIV"VL .. ::; SAvr,Ul 
:;t> IF- t",\Er.Ea.u.U.AND.YHEy.E0.0.0.MJD.ZREy.EG.0.o) GO TO 100 
':,I\V.IU ... ;; i'JOllui'r 
"10i 'UL. (= 4 • 
CALL. I HI"<_ (3'(:i\rtl,Cr'TH,CZnl,CLTH,Ct~TH,CNTH) 
CI I H r.:.C r rH/.2. 
\IIIII)::'(I.IH/2. 
,IV'IuiY ;:: SAVjH)L 
~·,llld);;.l. 
~d lidL:..l • 
SI(;j.L:..l. 
S 1 (,,~1'1;:1 • 
SIb",,=l. 
rHII~I ... ;,?4 
IF t I.. )/ • ilL. r.. ) ~I G;~Y=C (T I M~S (c. (T ) 
IFII..,_I.·,I:... II. h16~1i?;::L-lT/ABS(L-11) 
I~t\"I..I.~~.p.)~IG~L=CL1/AHS(L-Ll) 
IFII..~I.~~.O.)~IGN~=CMT/ABS(CMT) 
IF(L-In ."c:.o. )SIG"'N=Ct~T/AHS(CNTl 
CL rrt=<.Zl HD*S 1 ('I~L 
011'1::'(.~. r 1-IC*;:,l"'I~r.\ 
CLTI1":\...L I I IT *!:>IGNL 
eN rll:;:\"~~ P1Y*;:,lGNI~ 
C nil';\... Y i HY *::'1 GN) 
C IF RE/-\I_ Y"t. IJ02LL[~ EXISI USE YAw THRUST TERMS 
IF(LbvThY.M~.u)GO TO 18 
IFtl.u,,,),:,Y.E.,,,.u.)GO 10 Ib 
f1r< 1..1 c.r.,,-
Cr'l i"r 1= I.. I'll 
C Y I I'I::'\.. Y ¥ 
IH C0I'IJiIJU£' 
If-lhIJ[,uiD.Ei.l.O.) GO T() 20 
rF\I~VI.LJLV.E\lI.U.)GO 10 3CJ 
C f-'IH':ti ,Jt-' 111\i1J PIleI; DOWN COMBlNATIONS 
CL1H=\...L\.i+CLu 
IF(l~lu~u.N~.lSIDED.AND.NONOZU.EQ.NONOlD)GO TO 40 
Pi~ ll~ 1~2" 
ClrH=CZU+CZIJ 
CM 111::L-~'lu+CMLI 
Gu lu 7u 
20 IF(I~ul,OLLJ.E~.O.)GO TO 70 
C PURE YAH LRANChtS fa 70 
lA18 
n ! "I 
1 I 
I 
r l j 
C PITCH U~ J~l ON~Y COMBINATIONS 
r'1~ i III .o:d:; 
Cl.lrt=CLU 
C'''l'i l'I=l..'ILJ 
IF(Ll.JvIIIU.['It..u)GO TO 70 
CLlll:: .... Lu 
,'r{ i dl ~~t) 
;,J1j I ... 7u 
3u Cllrl=l.l.L.. 
(;rlll f, J=I.,..~Jju 
PRil, r ~~ I 
IF(&bGTHU.Nt.U)GO TO 7U 
,)r~ l,.T .::<:!~ 
CL. 1 t-1:::l.LI.l 
.,,0 I v 7L 
L.j;) Pt< 1 ,'I I "- ~ ':J 
C PURE.. I<ULL el,SE 
70 C0,~ Ii ".)(:. 
1'1\ 1, I ~f)U' CZTH, CYTf-!, CLTH, CMTH, CNTH 
CASD-NSC-75-002 
2LU I 1./t'·,J;1 \Hl0'-1'ClTH :: 't-,FI!:).7,"CYTH:: "'F1!:J.7,*CLTH:: *,F15.7,*CMTH 
1= .r~l~.I'*l.NIH = .,F15.7) 
r~ (l.~rH.NE.O.O) AKZ:: CZT/CZTH 
IF- \l.1 rI1.t~E.O.OI /\I'Y:: CYTF~fTH 
It-" (L.,',Tlf.I~E.O.U) AKI';:: CMT/CI'ITH 
It- (L I .1., • i~l:.. 0 • U ) AKI'-J = CNT leNTH 
1 r ~ 1... .... t 11. ,\IE. u . \J ) !\KL = CL Tiel TH 
i;L IlJ'~I' 
lu,' ~'Inlll lutl, r.Kt::J,YREUrlRt::U,XRED,YHED,ZRED,XRCV,YREY,,,REY 
l(J~ F0t<1'lkl \tl4Hu *******""H NOllLE COORDINA1ES NOT INPur, IMPOSSI8LE , 
1 '~~rITu CALCLILtl rE AMPLIFICATIOI~ FACTORS *.********/ 7X4HXREU, 
2. 1 X411 Y rI~;U, 7 )(LfHZRlU, 7X4HXRED, 7 X4HYRED, 7 )(1~HZflE.J, 7)(4HXREY , 
6 7X4H'HEY,7X4HZR~Y/9F1I.4/1 
CilLo- LX 1 r 
222 FlJ'~JI'Jo\IIlHO""YA\V Af.~PLIFICATlON tiASED ON AClUAL NOZZLc.S*1 
223 FUKI·,A I (.1.,10,;;. PITCH AI~D ROLL AMPLIFICATION BASt::f) ON SU~ OF PITCH UP 
1 ~,-lJ~ OU~N NOZZLES *) 
224 FUK~II' (LHO,*UNLESS OTHERWISE ~UTED AMPLIFICATION IS BASED ON 2 ASS 
lU,-llL' 1',U.:.l.LE~ ll~ EACH CONTROL* I 
2:':0 Fll,q'hl(HlOnPfTCH AMPLIFICI\rION cASED Ollj PIlCrl UP "lUZZLES*) 
226 F0Kr'i/~ I ( I ~tO ,"'ROLL AMP BASED ON PITCH UP NOZZLES"-) 
227 FlJK~At(lHU,*P1TCH AMp BASED ON PITCH DowN J~TS*1 
~2H FllH~AI(ltlU,"'ROLL AMP BAS~D ON PITCH DOWN JET UATA*) 
~~9 F0H"llll (.I.riO,*PURE ROLL PITCH AMP BASED Ollj 2 ..JETS PITCH DOWN*1 
[',:,..! 
SUl:lKVU r rl'it:. .I.NTER ( IT, CXB, eyn, eZti, CLB, CMS, CNS) 
C CQM~vr~~ PLUME INTERACTION LOEFFICIENTS 
1-;t:IIL . ~OI'IUZU, NorWZD, r~O~JOlY 
('J""",v,,/L0NS liP IE, RAl) I AN, G I, R I, GO 
C 'jl""'IV,;/ A/POW, POw 1 ,PK T, T 1, PZT 
C0f"ill.Jl;/I~Oll )l.M..J' GJ, ARJ, AJE, POJ, RJ, TOJ, TURN, DS TAR, AN, 1 HET A, DEX IT, 
lIlliit' 
C0MMUI~/UP/NUNOlU'XREU,YREU,ZREU'DXNOZU'DYNOlU'DZNOZU,DSTARU 
1, r ~ lULU, 180HtU, RMFSU, AEXU ,f'MRU 
ell ··.,lJl~/.J\) N/I~OI~OZD' XRED, 'fRET), lRED, DXI"OZIJ, OYNuZu, DZNOlD, OST ARD 
1,lblU~IJ,rbOrH0'KMFSD,AEXD,FMHD 
CO,·I,'IUi I/~ I Dt::IIIONOZY ,XKEY, YREY, ZI-{EY, DXNOZY, DVNOlY, OZNOZY, DSTAHy 
IflS1G(:.Y,I~OrHY,RMFSY,AEXy,FMRY 
A19 
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CASD-NSC-75-002 
CV"I"IO,;/t L. T I ,'ll,'lF, P H'F , TI '~F, ALPH, 1 OPT, (.H , HI, V 1 NF, THRU5 T, INEXT 
<;ui"ir/,U'JI l.,KOt-1 C;ZIOL I ~) , LZHld( 5), CYlUl( 7) ,CY 10H(7) ,CMIOL<S), 
1 CMI[,f!(!:l1 ,\..tJIOL(7) ,CNIDH( 7) ,CLLOL(5) ,CLIDH(S) ,ALPHBK, 
2 CLll;H(ti) ,0IUI;(51 ,CrloIUH(I)) ,CNJ.UH(5) ,ClIUtHS), 
j CZIUP(o),CYIUP(5),CMIUP(S),CN1UP(b),CLIUPIS', 
4 LLAUP(b' ,CYALlF'(b) ,CMAUP(:,),CNAUP(51 ,CLAUP(S), 
b CZIYL(5),CZIYH(5',CYIYL(~~,CYIYH(5',CMIYL(S', 
b CMIYH(bl,CNIYL(S',CNIYH(5),CLIYl(:",CLIYH(SI 
C U",,',0,~1 f\NGlf:.SI AF'KUI'J, APKUL 
II~T~ \..llUH/-O.21945ajbE-02,-O.81138462E+OO,O.4S1526U9E+OI, 
1 J.0ti9~489'-O.O~Bbl,CZI0L/U.406~2691E-03,-O.79586561, 
2 ~.L104U2b'U.090~11'-O.0381174/'CMIDL/O.9995276~-03,O.50172873 
3, -j.U7H3998,O.O~149,0.02144292/'CMIDH/0.43873837E-02' 
4 ~.~~2n~~b6,-3.3771729,O.0772909,0.0245~2/' 
o LL10L/-U.33456J/~E-04'-0.13211043,O.56917984,0.11605a3, 
b -u.Ju7u9Y38/,CL~DH/-O.1735783E-02,-O.lb281436,O.80261121, 
7 ~.!JI4~/H,-O.OUg9926/,C~rDL/0.5774b228E-u4,-0.2599785, 
b ~.ubI8~~~,-86.799011,265.UI274'O.I'0.0042Bl1/, . 
., \>~ J. uHlu. -,437211bc"'03, -0.22160433, B. 0,20161, -79.03936, 
~ ~4~.34j84'U.l,u.U03998~/,CYIDL/-0.1744i548E-03'O.75~Ol156, 
1 -lb.271~u~.lG3.u1416,-4Ul.4272,O.1,0.007385l/, 
~ \..Y'UH/).b/b07~~lE-u3,0.69250011,-17.U7j4d'157.52286, 
j -477.9~j47,O.1,u.0089138/ 
D4fH ~L,0H/u.~b2al~olE-02,-0.lbb3674*, U.051909u76,1.506,-0.118166 
11, ~(lUH/-0.3u9f2o11E-U2,-0.16q61Y~3,-O.639817q7'U.l,-O.0202618/ 
~, LM1UH/-U.4l1b~u36E-03'-U.UlbB64188,0.0~6014049,0.!24136, 
~ u.u~14*~~b/,CNIUH/o.l~671134E-O',O.079b8b176,O.26560878,0.1, 
4 u.ulI9c~/'CLIU~/-0.I01b1792E-U2'-O.037b\)1275'-U.14711948,0.1, 
~ -u.006~7ul/ 
1111 1,1 ~l.lUP/-O .140 7'~'=!43E-02' -0.28175654,0. 46~b,:,89, (). 30'1 51, -0.044366 
II. \..y,0P/U.l1~266*lE-u2,-1.1443B36'1.B681083,0.30b29476p 
~ -(1.1741~4b/,C~Iup/O.116664B4E-U2,u.731b6148E-O~,Q.11444519, 
j u.JU4bl'~.u14U~07/, CNIUP/0.6~~52445E-03,U.50217076, 
~ -u.(18bl~Ul'U.j444b'O.0H844/,CLlUP/-U.bS44U219E-03, 
o -(). 29f] :.>:~j2.b, O. 4.:!1 9.3B3".i, 0 • 3'1 46':Jde , -0. U5u6b797 I 
OA1~ \..ll\UP/4~.91~744,~1.b43b57'O.43~la11,0.UUti2230815,+1.0 I, 
1 ~YAIJP/-o.Ou039j7.-31.A41db8,0.1~475583,-U.0017003331,-1.0/, 
2 ~~AUP/U.U~9u7B271,-1~.9j82U4,-U.OOlOb542a9,5.571072E-5 ,+1.0/, 
j ~NAIJP/0.~Hd340Y4,-18.gjuD'-U.0140610e'-1.11736b4~-04, +1.01, 
~ ~LAUP/-O.u~J~I,o7o4'-13.273U02'-0.OUB22jO/57,8.1505091E-04, 
~ -1.01 
GArH ~llYL/u.j4U51625E-02,-u.4768132u,3.Bl11191'O.062b5,-O. 011507/ 
1, LY1YL/u.l11215J2~-u2,O.3U444694,-~.2j3~86,U.06bI612, 
2 u.ul14o78bu/,CI~rYL/O.2919bJ89E-03,u.U2b1416B,-O.063726203, 
3 u.,972o3,O.0027717/,C NIYL/-o.1744416aE-Oj,-0.077113171, 
~ 0.b4U731Yl,U.071304439,-O.002923096/,CLI,L/-O.49126038E-03, 
b -u.d6035957E-Ol,O.Q470321e5,U.0914o4Y8,O.UOOA847231 
~ATA ~llYrl/U.U120401b4,-O.44j92664'U.42j644j4,O.52394,-0.1042558/, 
1 LY1YHIO.~7j837f~E-02,n.1S732409,-u.q20u7718,O.085495, 
2 u.u~94oj~8/,C~lYH/u.153550b3E-u2,O.lb259831,-0.99101152f 
J u.u769Yl~4,O.Q'd5273/,CNIYH/-O.J4A18231E-03,-O.0193A8966, 
4 u.o~29j4'04'O.104315·-U.U0135946/,CLlYH/-().17297994E-02~ 
b -O.079~4b247,O.o'5a61C2,o.Ob941~79,-O.0045D441 
UATA ALPHBK/lb.OI 
MJI<oUN ANut..t: OF ATTACI\ AT PEAK YAwING MOMENT COEFFICIENT FOR THf 
APKUL AN<.:iLE. OF A T1 ACt<. AT PEAK ROLL~ ;'i~ MOMENT COEFFICIENT FOR 
Rf'lIF~u MOr-if;NTUIolI I~ATIO FOR DOwNwARD FIRING JETS 
Rr'iF~U MOI,1ENTUi'I; RAilO FOR UPwARD FIRING JETS 
RflJt-:, J MOI'iENTUM KATIO FOR SID~WAY FIRING JETS 
nlKU MASS FLO:VJ RATIO FOR DOwNwAku FIRrN~ JETS 
F,V1r.u MA!:lS FLOVi RATIO FOR UPWARD FlkLNG JEfS 
f-,-,,{T ~ASS FLOW RATIO FOR SIDEWAY FIRING Jt::TS 
A20 
r 
GO 10 tlu,6:,l/i'bl IT 
10 IF (~~~ULU.L~.U.UI ~O 10 ~b 
IF < i\U';I-I. GT .I\LPHBK ) GO TO oU 
CAL~ ~UAO (f~KU,CZIUP,CLPI 
CALL ~UAJ (KMFSU,CYIuP,CYP) 
CAL~ U0AO (FMHU,CMIUP,C~PI 
tALL wUAU (KMFSU,CNI0P,CNPI 
CALL ~UAU (RMfSU,CLIUP,CLPI 
CALL HKA8D \CZP,CZAUP,APKUZI 
CALL AKABD (CYP,CYAUP,APKUY) 
CAL~ A~A8D (CMP,C~AUP,APKUMI 
CA~L AKA~D (CNP,CNAUP,APKU~1 
CAl~ AKA~O (ClP,CLAUP,APKUL) 
IF (ALPH.LT.APKUZI GO 10 15 
CALL ~A~O (ALPH,CZAUP,CLHI 
GO rv 2U 
15 CZH = CZP*SI~(PIE/2.U.(~LPH-APKUZ+20.0}/20.01**2.0 
20 IF (M~PH.LT.APKUYI GO TO 2~ 
CALL ~AbD (ALPH,CYAUP,Cyb) 
GO CU .3U 
20 Cid : CYP*51N(PIE/2.U*(ALPH-APKUY+20.01/20.01**2.0 
jO I~ (ALPH.LT.APKUMI GO TO 35 
CALL KA~D (kLPH,CMAUP,C~bl 
.;iU TO '+0 
3~ CMU = CMP*SlN(PIE/2.0*(ALPH-APKUM+2U.OI/2U.OI**2.0 
40 TF \A~Ph.LT.APKU~1 bO fO 45 
CALL ~AcO (AL~H,CNAUP,CN8) 
00 !U bU 
45 C~8 = CN~*~!i~(PI~/2.0*(ALPH-APKU~+20.0)/20.u)**2.0 
:=,U IF IJ\Lr~l·t.LT.APKULl 00 1'0 'i!J 
CALL ~A~O (I\LPH,CLAUP,CLbl 
'30 10 lJU 
bb CLd ~ CL~~SlN(Pl~/2.0*(ALPH-APKUL+20.01/~O.O)**2.0 
GO ru ":Iv 
bU CAL~ I.l<I.hIiJ (fl·1r~IJ,CZIUH,CLP) 
CALL "IJAD (KI'lrSLJ,CYIUH,CYP) 
CJILL \iUAU (f,·lKU,C;JlIUrl,CiI/jP) 
CALL ",UAO (KNFSU,CNIUH,CNPI 
CALL ~UAO (~MFSU,CLIUH,CLP) 
(,0 I V ':IV 
tJo if 11'J\.iI'luZ[".~E:.U •. OI GO ro Rb 
IF IALPH.GT.AlPH8K) 60 TO 7U 
CALL ~UAU (K~FSD,CZIOL,CZBI 
CALL wUAHT (k~~SD,CY1DL,CYB) 
CALL wUAO (KMF5D,CMIDL,CMB) 
CALL ~UAHT (RMFSD,CNIDL,CNB) 
~ALL ~UAD (RMFSu,CLLDL,CL81 
,;0 I U Yv 
70 CALL uUAU (KMFSO,CZIDH,CZS) 
CALL wUA~T (H~FSD,CYIDH,CY8) 
CALL ~UAU (KM~SU,CMIDH,CMBI 
lALL ~UMkT (RMFSD,CNIDH,CNA) 
CALL t.UAu (I{~JFSiJ,CLIDH,CLBI 
GU IU 9u 
70 IF (N\.i~ulY'LE.O.DI GO TO 85 
IF (~LPH.GT.ALPHBK) GO TO 80 
CALL wUAD (~MFSY,CZlyL,CZB) 
CALL wUAD (K~FSy,CYIYL,CYB) 
CALL ~UAJ (RMFSY,CMIYL,CMB) 
CALL ~UAO (HMFSY,CNIYL,CNBI 
CALL u0AU (~MFSy,CLIYL,CLB) 
1-----
CASD-NSC-75··002 
n I' '
I 
I 
I 
j 
r 1 f I 
I 
60 CALL ~UAO (kMFSU,CZIYH,CZ8) 
CALL ~UAD (~MF~U,CYIYH,CYB) 
CALL ",'UAD (,HvlFSU,CMIYH,C~,hl 
CALL WUA0 (~M~SU,CNIYH,~N81 
CALL IMUAU (~MFSll,CLIYH,CLBI 
GO 10 -Ju 
05 C I'b :: 0.0 
Clb = 0.0 
Ci"1b = O.u 
CNt.. :: 0.0 
LLb _ 0.0 
~O <..Ji,ti = 0.0 
. ------.. --·---~r 
I 
CASD-NSC-75-002 
C THE FULLOWI,~G DATA t4UST BE iiEVERSED IN SIGN SO AS TO CORRECTLY 
C C0R~~LA1E TI,E dUILT-IN CURVE FIT COEFFICIENT DATA (BASED ON WIND 
C TUHNt::L rEST JATA) \'J ITH BOOY AXES CONVENTI ON. 
ell:) :: -C,t::l 
IF ( ! r • r~ I:. • 1) i ~ t:. r UI{ r 'J 
C'(d :: -Cn:! 
C,~b :: -cl~a 
CLI) :: -CLrj 
f~E Tuki~ 
EI'lC 
Suhl\uuT 1 M:: \>lUAU (X, C , ~., 
C EVA~uAT~~ AN ARRAY OF QUADRATIC CUR~E FIT COt::FFICIENTS AND 
C COMPUIE~ Y :: C(11+C(21*X+Cejl*X**2 
c 
c 
C 
<... 
C 
c 
c 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
x 
c 
y 
G 1 IIE,o,j IND[~l:.i JOE-NT P ARAt';ETER 
ARKAY OF QUALJRATIC CU~Vt. F.LT COEFFICIEI~TS, THE FOURTH OF 
II'HICH (C(~') IS TI't. Uf-'PER LiMIT OF X FOH IVHICH THE 
COLFFICIENTS APPLY, THE FIFrH (C(51) HEING THE Y VALUE AT GR~HrER x VALUtS 
CALCULATE (J liEPEt.[1Fi. r PAKA/.!JETER 
IF ),..\JT.C(~) I GO TO 1U 
Y = C(1)+CI21*X +C(3)*X*X 
(;~O II) 2u 
10 Y = C (5) 
20 R~rUt<H 
EI\lO 
S0~KUUT1~E AKAdO (t,C,XI 
EVALUAT~S A~ ARRAY OF HYPER80LIC CUKVE FIT COEFFICIENTS AND COMPU1~S THE INVERSE SOLUTION, I.E., 
WH~~~ Y = C(1)/(X-C(2»+Ce31+X*C(4), CALCULATES THE VALUE OF X FOR 
A G.L vt.,~ vALUE OF Y 
y 
C 
x 
GIVEN INDEPENDENT PARAMETER 
ARHAY OF HYPERbOLIC CURVE FIT COEFFICIENTS, THE FIFTH OF 
WHJ.CH (C(51) IS THE. FACTOR OEFININ" THE PROPER ROOT TO 
BE USED 
CALCULATED DEPENDENT PARAMETER 
DlS~ = (Y-C(2)*C(~)-C(31)**2-4.0*C(41*C(11 
IF (uIS~.LT.U.O) GO TO 10 
A = C(J)-C(21*C(4)-Y 
e = -2.0*C(4) 
X :: (A+C(5)*SQRTtDISC»/B 
RETURN 
A22 
r I 
, 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
CASD-HSC-75-002 
10 PRll~r 11, Y,C 
11 FORM~r (1149H* ••••••••• ERROR---IM~GINARY ROOTS IN SUBROUTINE 
l
STOP 
1oHAKA6e •••••••••• /IOX3HV ='El~.7/10~lHC =~4~15.711' 
END 
SU~ROUT!NE ~~dO (x,e,v, 
EVALUAT~S AN ARRAy OF HYPERBOLIC CU~VE FIT eO£FFICI£NTS AND 
COMPur~s Y = C(1"(X-C(2')+C(J'+X.C(~' 
DIMt:I~::.ICN C (l' 
x 
C 
Y 
GIVEN INDEPENOE~T PARAMETER 
ARRAY OF HYPERBOLIC CURVE FIT COEFFICIENTS 
CAI.CULATt::C OEPt:NDEtIT PARAMETER 
y = C(3)+X.C(4) 
IF (X_N~.C(2» y = y+C(1)/'x-C(2)' 
RETur(l~ 
END 
SUHK~~TIN~ JUART (X,C,Y) 
EVALuh Tt:.S Ai-J ARRAY OF QUARTIC CURVE FIT CvEFF IC IENTS AND COMPUTES 
Y = C'11+C(~).X+C(J)*X •• 2+C(4).X.*3+C(5).X •• 4 ' 
DI~1C::1 .. :::;ION C(1) 
x 
c 
Y 
GIWEN INDEPENDENT PARAMETER 
ARRAY OF QUARTIC CURVE FIT COEFFIC!ENTS, TME SIXTH OF 
WH1Crl (C(6» IS THt: UPPER LIMIT OF X FOR WhICH THE 
C0i::FF I C I ENTS APPLY, THE. SE liEN TH I C I 7» BE I i~G THE Y VALUE 
AT GH~ATER X VALUES 
CALCULATED DEPENDE~T PARAMETER 
IF ",_I"T.C(6') GO TO 10 
Y = CI1'+C(2)*X +C(ll*X*X 
GO TO 2u 
10 y = C (7) 
20 Nt: rUt(i" 
END 
SU8KOI)T,I~E CCOJPL (IT,CXC,CZC,CYC,ClIolC,CNC,CLCJ 
CALCu~ATES CROSS COUPLI~G NOZZLE INT~RACTION COEFFICIENTS 
REAL NO!'~OZU, NONOZO ,1-40NOZ Y COMM~N/UP/NONOZU'XREU'YKEU'ZREU'OXNOZU,OYNOZU,OZNOZU'CSTARU 
l,ISIOEU,IBOTHU,RMFSU,AEXU,FMRU COM~O'~/~~N/NONOLD'XRED'YRED'lKED'DX~OZO'DYNOZD'DZNO~O,oSTARD 
1,ISID~D,IBOTHD,R~FSD,AEkD,FMRO COMMO~/~lDE/haNOZY'XREY'YREY'ZREY'DXNOZY'DY •• OLY'DZNOZY,eSTARY 
l,lSIDE.Y,l~OTHY,RMFSY'AEXV,FMRY 
eO~~O~/ANGLESI APKUN,APKUL COMMON/FLT/~lNF'PINF'TINF'ALPH'IOPT'~I'HI'VINF'THRUST'INEXT COMMON/IMCO~FI CXI~U'CZIMU'CVIMU'CMI~U'CNIMu'CLI~U'~XIMe'CZIMO, 
1 eYIMD'CMIMD'CNIMO'CLl~O'CXIMY,CZI~Y'CYIMY,C~IMY' 
2 CNIMY,CLIMY , 
COM,",ON/INCOEF I eX INU, eZlUU, CY IfIl\J, Olli~U .CN I ~u, CLINU, eX IND, cZINO, 
1 CYlND,CMINI).CNIND,CLIN!J,eXIII4Y,CZINV,CYINV.CMINV, 
2 CNINY,CLINY 
11 
I 1 
r .) I 
, 
I 
I 
r l 
i 
, 
\, 
C 
t. ' 
1u 
15 
20 
2!l 
;30 
35 
40 
45 
5C1 
60 
70 
GO rv (lO,511,bO) H 
IF (N~NUZU.~e.O.o.OR.NONOZY.LE.O.O) 
IF (!~OIMU.~T.O.OR.I60THY.GT.0) GO 
IF (b1UEU.lir~u) GO TO 15 
IF lblLJt::Y.uT.OI GO TO 60 
GO \0 2U 20 IF (lSIO~Y.GT.O) GO TO 
GO TO 6U 
exc = 
0.0 
eze 
= 
0.0 
CYC :: 0.0 
IF (~~PH.GT.O.O) cYe = -eYINY 
OIC = -CI'-tINU 
IF \ ~L.Pti. GT;, APKU,N) GO TO 25 
Ci~C = O.J215.(CHINU+CNI~Y) 
GO TO 3:j-
IF (~L~H.GT.15.Q) GO TO 30 
et~C :: -O.5.ceNl~u-CNlNYI 
GO i'v 035 
CI~C = -CNI~Y 
. " lALPH.GE.Ar1I\ULI GO TO 40 
CLC" :: o. j,H1+9* (CL.1NUI 
GO ru 45 
CLl; = O.~.(CLINu+eLINY) 
CUN I LhUt, 
GO 10 7U 
IF (I'10iIOZO .~~ .'0.0) GO TO 6\1 
IF lldOTHC.t.~.O' GO TO 60 
cxc 
= 
0.0 
eye 
= 
0.0 
C~' :: O.1 .. 164*(ClIMO+CZINO) 
'''IC :: 0.1581S.(CMlMO+CMINO) 
CNe 
= o.u CLI; 
= 
0.0 
GO 10 70 
exc = 0.0 ez(. = ,0.0 
eye = 0.0 
CtwlC 
-
0.0 
CNC 
= 
0~0 
CLC = 0.0 f{ETvKI~ 
END 
SU~KuUTl~E lNPUTT(ll) 
REAuS ii~PUT uATA 
REAL NONOZU,NuNuZO,NONOlY 
REAl. i",ltIF 
f 
COiIMON/Cor ... ST IPIE,RADIAN,GI ,RI ,GO 
GO TO 00 
TO 20 
eOMI'10'~/uRP2/DiIjX (300) ,ONY (30u) ,.DNZ (300) ,X( JOO) ,Y(300) ,Z( 300) ,SlOC( 3 
100),.; 
COM~O~/uP/NONOZU,XREU,YREU,ZMEU,DXNOZU,DYNOlU,DZNOZU,DStARU 
1,ISIDEU,IBOTHU,R~FSU,AEXU,FMRU 
COMMO~/W~N/N~NOlJ,XREO,YRED,ZRED,OXNOZO,OYNOZO,DZNOZD'DSTARD 
.1,ISlUEO,I~orHO,RMF~D'AEXD,FMRD 
CO~MO~/SIOE/NO~OZY,X~EY,YREY,lREY,OXNOZ')OYNOZY'DZNOZY,OSTARy 
1,ISIDEy.tB9THY,R~FSY'AEXY,F~~V 
eOio1t-IO~/FI. T II'I!I'IF ,PINF, T HIF, AI,.PH, 10PT ,1111 ,HI, V lNF, THRUST, INEXT 
COMMON/HEF/S~EF,C'B,SCAI.E,XHE,YRE,ZRE,DXNOZ'DYNOZ'DZNOZ,QXNOZZ, 
lDYNOZ"DZNOZZ 
CO~~ON/A/POw,PO~1,PHT,T1,PZT 
COMMON/~OZ/XMJ'GJ'AR';,A';E,PO~,R';,TOJ,TU~N,OSTAR'AN'THETA,oEXIT, 
lUMP 
I 
... 
.......;..~ ____ ... ____ '.... -'- « .... , 1!IM1t:uz .... ..,.J!:\!'I'!l, _~i.,--,-_ ...... _ 
r 
I 
l 
,I 
I 
!. 
c 
c 
c 
CASD-NSC-75-002 
Cvj~M'1 II L~.COF I 
1 
CdeL(S) "CZI'JH(5J ,CY!uL,(71 ,1.. l'IDH ( 7l ,C,',ICLIS), 
CMIDHISI,CNIOL(7),CNIDrl(7),CLIOL(S),CLICH(Sl,ALPHBK, 
CZIUH(5l~CYIUH(5),CMluH(5),CN'UH(5),CLIUH(51' 
CZIUP(5l,CYrUP(51,CMIuPC5J,CNIWP(SI,CLIUP(5J, 
CZAuPl5),CYAUPISl,CMAUP(SJ,CNAUP(SI,CLAUP(SI, 
CZIYL~S),CZIYh(S1,CYI1'L(5),CYIYH(5l,CMIYL(S), 
2 
;3 
1+ 
5 
6 CMIYH(~),CNrYL(S),CNIYH(~),CLIYL(5),CLIYH(Sl 
NAM~L.I5T/IN/XM~,GJ,AR~,A~E,POJ,R~,TOJ,NONCZU,XREU,YREU,lREU, 
lrjONOlC,THAFrU,THOUTU,IaOTHU,ISIDEU'X~ED,YREu,lREQ.THAFTD,THOUTD, 
lIBOTHu~U~XIT,NONOZY,XREY,Y~EY,lREY'THAFTY,THOuTY,I9~THY,ISlDEY, 
JSRE~,C,o,II~P.TrlETA,!SID~ry 
NAM~LIsr/FCI MlhF,PI~F'TINF,ALPH,IOPT,QI,HI,VItIF,INEXT 
NA"lt;;::L..LST I HJCOF I CZIOI..,CZ IDH, CY LOL,C ( lOti, CMIU'L ,Ci~tDH, et; IOL,crHDH, 
1 CLIDL,CLIOij.ClIUH,C1'lUH.CMluH,eNlUH,ClIUH,CZIUP, 
2 CY IUP, Cl-ilUP, OIIUP, CLluP ,CZAI;P, CYAUP, CJ. AUP. CNAUP, 
3 CLAUP,CZIYL~CZIYH,CYIYL,CfI(H,CMIYL,CWIYH,CNIYH, 
4 CNIYH,CLIrL,CLIYH,ALPH~~ 
INPu r Dt:.FINIT IOI~S 
•• * ••••• ~****.*** 
FORi-1ATTED INPUT' 
C SCI'L~ SC"Lt: FACTOR FOR THE FLAT PLATE SII<lUL.ATIO'1 DATA 
eDNA, eN1" DI~Z ARRAY' OF DI~ECTlON COS!NES UP THE FLAT PlllTE 
C SIMuLATION AREAS 
C X. " Z ARKAY OF CENTROIDS OF THE FLAT PLATE SIMULATION AREAS 
C FRuM THE CE~TE~ OF GRAvITY, X POSITIVE FOR"ARQ, 
C Y POSITIVE TO THE RIGHT, Z ?O~ITIV~ 00~~WAKD 
C SLOe AR"A( OF LOCAl,. flAT. PLATE SIMULATI'Ui~ AREAS (so' FTl 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Ie 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C ~( 
C 
C 
cZIl.i1. 
Cr41L.J1-
CLIuL 
CZICJH 
CMluH 
CI.IOH 
CZIUP 
CVluP 
C""luP 
CNIUP 
NANELIST INCOF (PLU~E INTERACTiON COEFFICIENTSl 
NOTE-':'-CURIiE FIr DATA IS COj~TAINEu IN DAT~ STATEI.I::NTS HI 
SUuROUTINE INTER. THAT DATA (BASEu m~ Wltlu TlJNr~EL TESTS) 
PR~OlCTS COEFFleIE~TS FOR Cl, CY, ~~, AN~ LL OPPOSITE I~ 
SIGN TO THE BODY AXES CONVfNTION USEU HEREl~I. THE 
INTERACTIO~ COEFFICIENTS AH~ ThEN cORRECTEL .SEE SUd~OUTINE INT~Rl. THUS. IF INPUTTING NEW DATA, ARR~NGE 
ACCORD I.NGL Y • . 
QUADRATIc CuRVE FIT COEFi=ICIE~IT AR~AYS 
(FOR DOWNwARD FIRIIlG JETS) 
~O~MAL FORCE COEFFICIENT AS A Fu~crION OF MO~E~TU~ RATIO 
'AT LOW ANGLES OF ATTACK (BELOw ALPrl8~) 
PITCHING ,\IOt-IENT COEFFICIEIH AS A FuNCTION ()F r-10MENTUM 
RATIO AT LO~ ANGLES OF ATT~CK (BELO~ ALPHBK) 
ROLLING MOMENT COEFFICIENT AS A Fu~cr10N OF ~OMENTUM 
RATIO AT LO~ A~GLES OF ATTACK (BELOW ALPHB~) 
~ORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT AS A FUNCTION OF MOMENTU~ RATIO 
AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK, (A~OVE ALPHBK) 
PITCHING MO~ENT COEFFICIENT AS A FuNCTION OF MOMENTUM 
RATIO AT HIGH ANGl~S OF ATTACK (ABO~~ ALPHclK) 
ROLLING MOMENT COEFFICIENT AS A FU~CTION OF ~OMENTUM 
RATIO AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK (ABOVE ALPHBK) 
(FOR UPWARD FIRING ~ETS) 
PEAK NORr-lAL FORCE· COEFFICIENT AS A FUNCTION OF MASS FLOW 
RATIO AT LO~ ANGLES OF ATTACK (BELOW ALPHBK' 
PEAK SIDE FORCE COEFFICKENT AS A FUNCTION OF MO~ENTUM 
RATIO AT LOw ANGLES OF ATTACK (BELO~ ALPHB~) 
PEM~ PITCHl~G MO~ENT CCEFFICIE~T AS A FUNCTION OF MASS 
FLO~ RATIO AT LO~ ANGLES OF ATTACK (BELOW ALPHBK} 
PEAK YA~ING MbMENT COEFFICI~NT AS A FUNTION OF MOMENTUM 
RATIO AT LC~ AhGLES OF ATTACK (BELUW ALPHS~) 
A26 
l 
, I 
I 
! 
1 
I 
r 
r 
c 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c· 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
CLlvP 
CZIVH 
C¥IUH 
CMIUH 
CNIUH 
CLIUH 
PEAK ROLLING MOMENT COEFFIcIEI4T AS A FUt"CTION OF "~O'04ENTUM 
RATIO AT LO~ ANGLES OF ~rTACK (B~LOW ALPHBK, 
NORMAL FORC~ COEFFICIENT AS A FU~CTION OF ~ASS FLOW RATIO 
AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK (A~OV£ ALPH~K) 
SlOE FORCE COEFF1C IE~4T, AS A FUNCTION OF ~OMENTU'" RATIO 
AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK (A~OVE AL~H~K) 
PITCHING M~MENT COEFFICIENT AS A FUNCTION OF ~ASS FLOW 
RATI~ AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK (ABvVE ALPHdK) 
YAwING MOMon COEFF 4CIEM AS A FUNCTION OF MO~'ENTUM RATIO 
AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK (~aOV~ AL~HeK) 
ROLLING MOM~NT,COEFFICIENT ~S A FUI1crION OF ~OMENTUM 
RATIO AT Hl~H ANGLES OF ATTACK (ABOVE ALPHUK) 
(FOR SIDEWAY FIRING ..JETS) 
C CZIYL NOriMAL FORCE COEFFIC:ENT AS A FUNCTION OF M~SS FLO~ RATIO 
C AT LO~ ANGLES OF ATTACK (BELOW ALPHBK) 
C CMLYL PITCHING MOt-lENT COEFF lC IE~jT AS A FUNCTION OF ~.1ASS FLOW 
C RATIO AT LO~ ANGLES OF ATTAC~ (B~LO~ ALPH8~) 
C CLI tL RO,-LING ,.,OIl\e:NT COEFFICIENT AS A FUtlCTION OF ~ ASS FLO~ 
C RATIO AT LOw ANGLES OF ATTACK (~~Lvw ~LPHa~1 
C CZIYH N~RMAL FORCE COE~FICIE~T AS A FUNcriLN'OF kAS5 FLO~ ~ATIO 
C AT HIGH ANGLES OF ,ATTAC~ (A~O~E ALPhbK) 
C CMIYH PITCHING r<tOt<IENT COEFFICIENT AS A' FlJNCTIOfJ uF, f:lASS FLOW 
C RATIO AT HIGH ANGLES OF AtTA~K(ABQVE ALPHtiK) 
C CLIYH ROLLING MOMENT COEFFICIENT AS A FU~CTIm~ Of ~ASS FLO~ 
C RATIO AT HIGH ANGL~s OF ATTACK (ABOVE ALPH~K) 
C WHE,{t: 
C C ••• (~) IS THE MAXI~lJM V~LUE OF TH~ MOME~TlJM RATIO FeR WHICH THE 
C CO~FFICIENTS Coo. (1) THRU C ••• (3) ~PPL'f 
C C ... (:» THe: VALUE OF THE PA~AMETER (COl'.STAI4Tl AT 'VALUES OF 
C MOMENTUM RATIO ABOVE C ••• (~) 
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QUARTIC CURvE FIT COEFFICIEI"T ARRA'fS 
(F()~ OOWNWARO FIRING ..JETS) 
SluE FORCE COEFFICIENT AS A FUNCTICN OF MO~ENTUM RATIO 
AT LOW ANGLES OF ATTACK (BELO~ ALPh8K) 
YA~ING MOMENT COEFFICIE~T AS A FUN'TION OF MO~ENTUM RATIO 
AT LO\~ ANGLES OF ATTACK (BI:.LOw ALPHBK) 
SIi.iE FORCe: 'COEFFICIENT AS A FUi'.CTIClr, OF MOi-.EI',TUM RATIO 
AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK (AdOVE ALPHdK) 
YAwINu MOMENT COEFFICIENT AS A FUN'-JlON OF MOMENTUM RATIO 
AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK CAdOvE ALPH~K) 
CFOR SIDEWAy FIRING ..JETS) 
SIDE FORCE COEFFICIENT AS ~ FUNCTION OF MASS FLOW RATIO 
AT LOW ANGLES OF ATTACK (BELOW ALPH~K) 
YAwING'MOMENT COEFFICIENT AS A FUNCTION OF MASS FLOW 
RATIO AT LQ~ ANGLES OF ATTACK (BELOW ALPHBK) 
SIDE FORCE COEFFICIENT AS A FUNCTION OF MASS FLOW RATIO 
AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK (ABOvE ALPHBK) 
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT AS A FUNCTION OF MASS FLOW 
RATIO AT'HIGH ANGLES OF ATT~CK (ABOVE ALPHbK) 
IS TH~ MAX1~UM VALUE OF THE ~OMENTu~ RATIO FOR WHICH THE 
COEFFICIENTS C ••• Cl) THRU C ••• CS) APPLY' 
THt: VALUE OF THE PARAMETER ~CONSTAi"') AT VALUES OF 
MOMENTUM RATIO ABOVE C ••• Co, 
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KAbD CURVe FIT COEFFICIENT ARRAYS 
(FOR UPwAR~ FI~ING ~ETS) 
CASD-NSC-75-002 
PEAK NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT AS A FUNctION OF ANGLE OF 
ATTACK AT LOW ANGLES OF ATTACK (BELOW ALPHBK) 
PEAK SIDE FOkCE COEFFICIENT AS A FUNCTION OF ANGLE OF 
AT1ACK AT LOW ANGLES OF ATTACK (BELOW ALPHBK) 
PEAK PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT AS A FUNCTION OF ANGLE 
OF ArrACK ~T LOW ANGLES OF ATTACK (BELOW ALPHBK) 
PEAK YAwlllG IV\OMENT cOEFFICIENT AS A FUNCT.ION OF ANGLE OF 
ATtACK AT LOW ANGLES OF ATTACK (BELOW ALPHBK) 
PEA~ ROLLIN~ MOMENT COEFFItiENT ASA FUNCTION OF ANGLE OF 
ATrACK AT LUW ANGLES OF ATTACK (BELOW ALPHBK) 
C ... ':J I IS rHt;; FAC fuR DEFtrlING THE PROPER ROOT WHEN COMPUTING THE 
INvERSE SOLU1ION OF THE HYPERBOLIC CURVE FIT (CALL TO 
5U~ROUTINE AKA6D) 
" 1<;"; 
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IIA1'I£LIST III (NOZZLE DESCRIPTIt)NS) 
NU~8~R OF UPWARD FIRING NOZZLES (CAUSING PITCH UP) 
OP~RATING I~ A SET 
NU1'ldER OF DvWN~IARD FIIHflG NOZZLF.:S (CAUSING PITCH DO"N) 
Ol-'~RATING IN A SET 
NUMB~R OF S10E~AY FIRING NOZZLES (CAUSING YAW) 
OP~kATING l~ A SET 
JET MACH NUMbEK (NUT REQUIRED, INTERNALLY CALCULATED) 
SP~CIFIC H~AT OF JET 
EXPA!'JSIOI\ RATIO OF JET, i.XIT AREA-TO-THROAT AREA 
JET EXIT AR~A (SQ FT) 
CHAMBER PRESSURE OF JET (PSIA) 
~ET ~AS CONSTANT (R AIR = 53.35) 
JEI CHAMBEA TEMPERATU~E (DES F) 
YkEU, ZKEU cQORDINATES OF UPWARD FIRlNG ~ETS FROM THE 
C~NTER OF GRAVITY (FT) 
INPUT VALU~S EVEN IF THE NUMBER OF NOZZLES IS ZERO, SO 
THAT AMPLIFICATION FACTORS CAN BE CALCULAT~O 
YKED, iRED COORDINATES OF DOWNWARD FIRING ~E1S FROM THE 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (FT) 
INPUT VALUES EVEN IF THE NUMBER OF NOZZLES IS ZERO, SO 
TH~T AMPLIFICATION FACTORS CAN BE CALCULATlD 
YKEY, ZREY COORDINATES OF SIDEWAY FIRING JETS FROM THE 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (FT) 
INPur VALUES EvEN IF THE NUMBER OF NOZZLES IS ZERO, SO 
THAT AMPLIFICATION FACTORS CAN BE CALCULATED 
~Er EXIT DIAMETER (FT) 
REFERENCE AREA (SG Ft) • 
ME~N AERODYI-lAMIC CHORD (REFEf\ENCE LF.:NGTH) (FT> 
wII~G SPAN <REFERENCE LENGTH) . (FT> ' 
NOLZLE ~XIT ANGLE (ANGLE OF BELL MOUTH NOZZLE WALL) (DEG) 
DE~INES THE TYPE OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL TO BE USED, 
= 1, us~ THE EMPIRICAL IMPINGMENT MODEL, 
= ft NO IMPINGMENT MODEL USED, 
= 3, USE THE ~EMI-EMPIRICAL IMPINGMENT MODEL (MODIFIED 
NEWTONIAN PRESSURES PLUS VACUUM PLUME MODEL) 
AFT WARD CANT ANGLE OF UPWARD FIRING NOZZLE (OEG) 
AFTwARD CANT ANGLE OF DOWNWARD FIRING NOZZLE (DEG' 
AFlwARD CANT ANGLE OF SIDEWAY FIRING NOZZLE. (OEG) 
ourWARD CANT ANGLE OF UPWARD FIRING NOZZLE (OEG) 
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CASD-NSC-'1S-002 
tJO:o.l.lIVE NOULt:. CAIHED TO HIE LEFT 
01.11 ,~MD CANT Ar~G'-f.: OF DOWNvil~RD FIR.1NG NOZZLE (oE13) 
POSItIvE ~OLlL~ CANTEO TO IhE LEFT 
UP'iHI-{'J CANT lINGLE OF SIDEWAY FIRII~G NOZZLE IDCG) 
L.'Et-·11~t.S w~it::rHER llPWAP.O FIR11"G ,-.OZZL£S ARE OPE.RATING ON 
ON~ UR BOTH SIDES OF THE C~NTER OF GRAVITY, 
:;; 0, ... <JULES uPERA TI i~'j C:l ONE S WE ONLY (~ET I S I DEU') , 
_ I, li.JL,LES OPE~ATII~b ON BOTh SIDES 
Dt:f (1·'t.S wHETHER OO~,NWARU FIHING NOULES ARE:. OPEf~ATING ON 
ON~ UK ROTh SIG~S OF ThE CENTER OF GRAVITY, 
~ IJ, l'lvlZLES OPEHATII\jG ON ONE. SIDE ONLY (SET ISIOED), 
_ 1, ,wllLES OPEH/I T 11.(j ON BOTH SIDES 
L)Et-IqE!) W~If. rHEI~ SlDEWAY FIRING NOZlLt:S ARE OPERATING ON 
uN~ u~ ~OTH ~I0(S uF ThE C~NTER OF S~AVITY, 
:; I), ;\jlJlZLE.S OPEt-IIITJt~G OfJ ON~ SIDE OI~LY (stT ISIOEY), 
:: 1, dUI.LLES uPEI'AllI.(; ON r~Orh SIDES 
[jr:.t~lt'''ES SIll£:. 01, InIIICt-! UPWARf.) FIRING NOZZLE~ ARE 
OP&:.HAT lNG, 
_ 0, OPI::RATIIIIJ 
_ 1, IJPE~A T 1.~lJ 
Ct.r- I,\j~S Slur.. 
OPc.I(A f lNG, 
_ 0, o)PERATihu 
:: 1, u~E.KAllN~ 
DEi=' ll\it::~ SWE 
OPLKAf HIe, 
NUZZLt.~ ARE Ol'-l THE I.EFT, 
NUZ~ [5 ARE ON THE RI0HT, 
Ol~ ,'II-IICH DOWNWARD FIRlNG j'lOZZLES ARE 
NuZZL[~ ARE ON THl: ~E~T, 
NUZZL~S APE ON THE kIGHT, 
011 \,lIfICH SIli~WAY Ft!UlIjG NOZZLI::.:S ARE 
;; U, Ut'r.KATIh~ N",Zt.I.E.S Akt: QfJ THI:. LEf-T, 
:: 1, uP~RATINb NOZZLeS ARf:. o~ THE RI~HT, 
NAI·,f:.LIST Fe (FLlGII1 CONDITIONS) 
DEf.~Nt:S i HI:. FU GIiT COlmiTlullI$ I:lEIN0 WPLlTTt.D. 
:;; 1, 1'4~CH l'jU,'li'j!: R, ANCLE OF ATTACK t Dbll /\N[) Al T !TUOE (FT) 
ARE HJPU ITEw, 
:: 2.. IIf.LueIlY IFf'S), ALTITUOE (FT), AND ANGLt'. OF Al,TACK 
(LiE\:i) Akt: H.PIJTlc:.fh 
_ 3, UYNA~rC PHE~SUPl (P~F), ~LTITUD~ (FT), ~N~ ANGLE OF 
A Il-\CK Wt'.G) ARt: !tIPUTTEU, 
= 4. k~~lENT PRE~Su~~ (PSF), lEMPEHATUHE (DE6 F), MACH 
I'lLii'h!t:f: AI~D ANGLt. OF /\TTACK (OEG) ARt. INPUTTEO 
FHt..[ ~ fRU .. " t~AeH I'JUNBER 
FRI;.t:: !::iTHEIl,'i A~lblENf PRESSURE If"SIAI 
F~~E SlREAh AMUIENr TEMPERA1URE (OtS F) 
FREt: 5TI<EM. OYtIAlvlY<. Pf{E.SSU~i: (PSF) 
ANIJ~~ OF AllACK (OEb) 
AL r HULIE ( H ) 
IIEL..vCHY (FPS) 
DEF I,';ES CONTEN r OF N£X T SF.T OF OAT A, 
:;; 1, ALL TyPES OF nATA AR~ TO BE INPUTTED, 
- 2, NUllLE liEFINITYONS AND FLIGHT CONDITION~ (NAMELISTS IN 
i\l'Ji) FC) ARE to uE INPUTlLD, 
= 3, FLIGHT 'ONDITInN~ ONLY (~AMEL151 FC) ARf 10 BE 
INPUTTEU, 
= 4, NO MORE DAT~ WILL ~E READ IN , PROGRAM STOPS 
GO lU (1,2'~),11 
1 CONI.1,.lJl: 
REAO(b,~U80ISCALE 
~08U FUkM~~(~E1&.J) 
lr(~~ALL.EY.U.)SCAL~:l. 
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CASD-NSC-'75-002 
..1=0 
11::0 J::J+l 
1::..1 
REAJ 15,20801 DNX(I),ONY(ll,DNZ(l~.X(I),Y(I),Z(I),SLOC(ll 
X l!l =>, ( J: 1 *SCAI..E 
Y(11;:;YI11*SCAL.E 
Z (I) =d 1 ,*SCAL.I:: 
SL.O~I,)=SLOC(l)*SCAL.E*SCALE 
IF(UNX(ll.LT.l.l)GOTO 120 
..1=..1-1 
~lEAD (5,INCOF) 
\vfUTE 1l.>,lNCOF) 
RETUK;~ 
2 COIII'rh,UL 
REAU (0' H,j) 
IF ( tlrvlP. L.E. 0) III<1P=3 
IF('1~P.GT.3)IIMP=3 
WKI It: \En un 
TAfAFI=TAN(THAFTU/RAOIAN) 
TAT0ur:TAN(THOUTU/RADIAN) 
DZI\JUl;;-l. *CUS (ATAN I SGRT( TATAFT**2+TATOIJT**2) , , 
OA~0~=-l.*OlNOZ*TATAFT 
orNul=-l.*OZNOl*T~TOUT 
0J1.hJLU=uXNOl 
L)'{IJ..JlU=uYNOl 
OLI,vl:u=uZNOt:. 
T~T"FT=lAN(THAFTD/~A01AN) 
TATuul=IANITH0UTO/RADIAN' 
DlII!(.!L;;;+ 1 • *co~ I AT Ar~ I S:.iIKT (T A TAFT**2+ T ATOLll**2)' I 
iJi\NOl-+ 1 .*Dll~ul*TA TAFT 
DrNu~=+l.*OlNUl*TATOUT 
DIIIIULi.J=uXNOt, 
Dri~vLL.r=(;YNOl 
(jL'~IJ':',J=I.JZNOl 
TA1H~I=IAN(THAFTY/kADIANI 
'fA I vlll:: C AN I HWUTY /i~~\LJIM') 
DYI,OL::-.l.. ",Cv:, 1/\ -, A!:I SI,IRT I T ATAFT**2+TATOUT**21 ) ) 
DXI"V,,;-.1. • *D '(fWl .. r ~ T 11FT 
fJi!l·lul:.-i. *Oy 1-i0,~ .·rquur 
[IX! IVL) ::i.JXNOL 
D'(lIvl)::u'ftlO.:: 
DLl'lUi. r ::uLf J(} t. 
HLIUKII 
3 COi', i IHUt.. 
t'i::I\W I:;" I- C) 
11-·(lht..AI.LE.1.I11NEXT= .. 
IFI1:~~~I.GT.4IINEXT=~ 
I~(LU~T.LE.UIIQPT~4 
I~(lU~T.a~.4)lOPT=4 
i,hllt:(6,FC) 
Kt:.. CUhll 
[(.)11 
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